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Preface

M ost people consider the Revelation of Saint John
to be a mystery. It is also called The Apocalypse
or Book of Revelation. It has generally been

positioned as an enigmatic eschatological book of prophecy written
entirely in symbols to predict events that will occur at the end of
the world as we know it. 

Biblical scholars also see it from a preterist viewpoint that
holds that Revelation outlines events which occurred in the first
century, especially as they relate to the destruction of Jerusalem
in 70 A.D. Another, more historical perspective, asserts that the
Book of Revelation identifies prominent world leaders as benev-
olent or malevolent symbols to be dealt with by the second
coming of Christ.

Finally, there is another, more metaphysical view, that differs
radically from the externally-focused views mentioned above. It
examines the allegorical, metaphysical and symbolic implica-
tions of the Book of Revelation and places the entire context of
the symbolism as traits, qualities, characteristics and physical
aspects within us. It is this perspective that I humbly  but
unapologetically  share with you.

In clear language, what does this highly metaphysical treat-
ment of a highly esoteric and symbolic book written over 2,000
years ago offer you, the reader? It is written in part to help make
Christianity whole at last, to help it move toward its mystical
roots, to prompt it to get back in touch with its core nature.



I share this longing lovingly, but emphatically, because
Christianity has succumbed to a purely patriarchal mindset that
has eroded its message and caused it to hide behind rigid, fossilized
dogma.

That being said, the main reason I wrote this metaphysical
handbook describing the unfoldment of our Christ Nature is to
inspire people who consider themselves more spiritual than reli-
gious to devote themselves to their inevitable enlightenment.
And this devotion in route to enlightenment is composed of
many levels of awareness. 

Each level, or pocket of awareness is usually more expan-
sive than the previous level. What we want to avoid is for any
and all spiritual, metaphysical, religious and scientific opinions,
insights and revelations to sound like sophisticated versions of
children yelling at each other  “It is!” “No, it isn’t!” “I’m
right!” “You’re wrong!” “No, I’m right!” 

There are still plenty of spiritual, metaphysical, religious and
scientific interpretations to be made as we increase our collective
awareness of who and what we really are  and our relationship to
one another and to the universe which we have made our home
away from Home. And when we come across dogmatic asser-
tions of any kind I hope we’ll catch the nonsense of rigidly
defending those dogmatic restraints by rolling over backwards
with hoots and howls of good-natured laughter.

In this book, I call for the dismissal of the concept of a
vengeful, amygdala-driven, anthropomorphic god in the sky. I
advocate ‘defriending’ dogma and disowning of a literal-only
interpretation of sacred scripture. I propose growing beyond the
embedded theology of your youth  in order to open your mind
to the perennial wisdom and universal truths that reveal your
True Divine Nature! 
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I invite you to embrace my metaphysical interpretation of
the Book of Revelation as a love offering toward your own
enlightenment. And if you should feel led to send me opinions
and insights of your own that you’ve gained from the reading
which are different than mine, I look forward to the both of us
rolling over backwards with hoots and howls of good-natured
laughter at the partnership we’ve established in helping one
another become more enlightened!

How to Read This Book
The first third of the manual explains humankind’s makeup

and incarnational propensities as three-dimensional spiritual
beings having a human experience. The last two thirds offer
guidance on how to apply the principles outlined for your spiritual
development and eventual enlightenment.

The process of transcendental self-discovery (small ‘s’ self,
your human self) and Self-recovery (capital ‘S’ Self, your Christ
Self) is the sole subject-matter journey outlined in this manual.
It is your journey toward conscious Christhood! It involves your
willingness to see yourself as a human expression of the Christ
Presence in physical form as you.

This description of your conscious awareness and subsequent
unfoldment toward your Christ Nature offers no apology for
announcing your deification. You are God, the Eternal Presence,
the Infinite Isness expressing Itself as you. Of course, with the
much too long awaited announcement of your deification
comes responsibility  responsibility for your own enlighten-
ment and modeling that enlightenment so others can see your
Christ Light shine.
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This New Metaphysical Version is intended for use along-
side any of your favorite traditional versions. I recommend
using this book as a study guide for congregational services, as
well as for private study, meditation, and daily inspiration. It is
suggested that traditional versions of The Book of Revelation
be used as supplements to this version, so that readers can com-
pare traditional interpretations to the metaphysical content of
this NMV verse-by-verse, chapter-by-chapter. I have provided
both wings and landing gears with this metaphysical rendering,
so that it is both practical and down to earth. In reading, you will
see direct interpretation of key words identified within parentheses
( ), while my editorial comments are in brackets [ ]. The super-
script designations refer you to the extensive Notes Section in
the back of the book.

As you study, it is helpful to have these guides; when you
read purely for spiritual enrichment or as a part of a service,
you may want to omit the comments within the brackets and
parentheses.

There have been many other esoteric interpretations of the
Book of Revelation over the past 2,000 years. However, as I have
mentioned before, this interpretation is distinctly different. It
considers all of the events, creatures, cities, and angels mentioned
as symbolizing traits, qualities and characteristics within you.
And all of those events are happening within you now to some
degree or will happen within you at a later time. 

Consciously or not, you are already moving toward your
eventual enlightenment. This manual will help you get there
sooner than later! I wholeheartedly affirm that will be true for
you. The world needs more awakened people! 

N
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Chapter One

Introduction to Unfolding Our Innate Christ Nature
1. The unveiling (revelation) of our Christhood is under-

written (given by God) by our capacity to become fully aware
of our Divine Nature, as demonstrated by the Christ as Jesus,
in each now moment (must shortly come to pass, soon take
place).1 Deep within our souls (He made it known) we know
this because that universal knowledge (angel)2 is in our spiritual
DNA. We are the image (our John-ness) of the Universal Love
that is the ground of all being.

2. This spiritual map  enlightenment manual  you are
holding will be very helpful if you have moved beyond the
embedded theology of your youth and apply (testify) everything
you have learned about your Christ Nature (Word of God) and
have personally experienced (saw) during your skin school
journey.

3. Assimilating higher knowledge (blessed is the one who
reads and hears prophecy) and dutifully applying it (take it to
heart, keep those things which are written) prepares us for the
moment of enlightenment which can come in an instant (the
time is at hand). If you have opened this manual you know that
we humans cannot stop and remain indefinitely at any point on
our way toward enlightenment. Standstill means stagnation, delay
and decay. This is the law of all life and of all levels of conscious-
ness. It is the nature and expression of the Eternal Presence from
which life and consciousness in all of their forms flow.

4. We must be prepared to understand the transformational
dynamics and illuminatory potential of the seven major spiritual
energy centers (the seven churches in Asia)3 embodied within
us. They are central for our spiritual unfoldment and are directly
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dependent on our Christed choices (grace) and the harmonious
connectedness (peace) with our Divine Nature. Each spiritual
energy center is the super-physical manifestation of a perenni-
ally powerful Universal Truth Principle (archangel, Spirit) that
underwrites the Kingdom of God (his throne) in material form. 

5. For those who faithfully seek to understand their Divine
Nature and actualize their Sacred Potential, as did the Christ as
Jesus, who became fully aware of his Christ Nature (became a
faithful witness), demonstrated his innate divine potential (a
prince more powerful than all of the kings [worldly thoughts]
on the earth within his egocentric consciousness) and fulfilled his
Christed purpose (was the first begotten of the dead [uninitiated])
 we can be assured that we have the wherewithal to accomplish

our enlightenment, because the immortality (love) the Christ as
Jesus attained opened the door to our transfusion in consciousness
(washed us, freed us from our sins by his blood).4

6. We are endowed with a super-conscious (kingdom)5 capa-
ble of higher esoteric thoughts (priests) that spring from our
Divine Nature (unto God and Father) which is our eternal
birthright.

7. Through this revelation (he cometh, he is coming), we
will see that our evolving consciousness (the entire constella-
tion of our thoughts and accumulated knowledge) has two
rather obvious dimensions. It is comprised of the awareness of
our Divine Nature (the cloud [of knowing])6 that is character-
ized by spiritual thoughts and inclinations (every eye sees him)
and an egocentric awareness (a clouded [blurred] perspective)
that produces anti-Christed thoughts and tendencies (they that
pierced him) which are destined to be annihilated (shall wail,
weep, mourn) once we attain Christhood. 
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other dimensions of being, whatever higher spiritual teachings
we learn (see, seest) we must be dutiful in applying them in our
mind, body, and soul (book, scroll) or we won’t ever awaken
our spiritual energy centers which are activated by our height-
ened spiritual awareness (Asia).9 The seven spiritual energy
centers (churches) are synonymous with the seven major
chakras10 which are, along with their color bandwidth: the Base
Chakra (Ephesus)  color, red; Sacral Chakra (Smyrna)  color,
orange; Solar Plexus Chakra (Pergamum)  color, yellow; Heart
Chakra (Thyatira)  color, green; Throat Chakra (Sardis) 
color, blue; Brow Chakra (Philadelphia)  color, indigo; and
Crown Chakra (Laodicea)  color, violet.11

12. Upon reflection (the voice that spoke) we can see that
these seven major spiritual energy centers (golden candlesticks)
are the ‘step down’ transformers of higher, more transcendent
corresponding levels of super-consciousness awareness.12 We
begin to intuit the complementary nature of the centers and our
evolving spirituality. Essentially, these centers constitute the
“Sevenfold Path” of our spiritual unfoldment.13

Our Christ Nature
13. It also becomes clear to us that our spiritual nature (one

like the Son of Man) underwrites (is in the midst, among) the
spiritual energy centers (seven candlesticks) and that our human
self can become completely aligned (robe, garment down to the
feet) with our Authentic Self, our Divine Self which is pure per-
fection (golden sash, girdle).

14. Our Higher Spiritual Nature, our Core Self, our Christ
Self14 is wise (white head and hair) beyond comprehension and,
so, we have the innate capacity for superior, penetrating insights
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(eyes blazing, eyes as flames of fire) that will lead to our even-
tual enlightenment.

15. Our Core Essence epitomizes an unprecedented depth
of understanding (feet) which comes from having burned off
the dross of error (burned in a furnace), resulting in our being
able to express considerable inner peace, joyfulness, happiness,
harmony, and bliss (the sound of many waters).15

16. Knowledge of the seven major spiritual energy centers
(seven stars) as keys to understanding this ‘manual of unveiling’
is the result of an enlightened perspective (right hand). How-
ever, as many already know, learning truth and then speaking
the truth can be a double-edged sword because while the truth
can set us free it can also remind us of the limitations associated
with our self-imposed skin school experience. The good news
is when we let our Inner Light shine (his countenance, face, was
as the sun) we can work all things together for good.

17. As we matriculate (saw)16 through our journey toward
enlightenment we may find it difficult to feel we can live up to
our Christ Nature (fall at his feet as if dead). When we level
that kind of criticism at ourselves, it is important to realize that
we are the human expressions of the Christ at the point of us
(he placed his right hand on us). That means our genealogy
itself (the first and the last) alludes to our indivisible connection
with the Godhead.

18. The I AM Presence that expresses Itself as us (he that
liveth) is ‘buried’ (dead)17 within us in physicality and yet is
eternal (alive for evermore, forever and ever). That is the
absolute truth (Amen) and because we are quantum extensions
of that eternal I Am-ness we are accorded amnesty (have the
keys) from a hellish state of consciousness (hell, Hades).18
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A Nascent Reminder
19. We must apply the teachings we have learned in order

to understand the greater mysteries.19

20. Although, in the earlier stages of our heightened spiritual
awareness (right hand) we may believe we have advanced levels
of awareness (seven stars) but we are not at the point where we
know how to consciously access even higher levels of supra-con-
sciousness. These super-conscious and supra-conscious levels
(angels), as mentioned previously, are the divine essences of the
spiritual energy centers (seven churches, seven candlesticks)
that we will become adept at operating fully and intentionally.

Chapter Two

A Quick Overview of Our Base Chakra
1. Our journey toward enlightenment is comprised of seven

levels of spiritual unfoldment, or stages of initiation (he holds seven
stars in his right hand). Each of these levels is represented by a
defining chakra (golden candlestick). As we open ourselves up to
higher esoteric learning we will find that the chakras are real  and
that it is possible for all of us to experience their tremendous spir-
itual power. These wheel-like vortices of super-charged energy
rotate around the spinal column and are the super-physical high-
ways to enlightenment.1 They are the cosmic conduits of the Christ
energies within us (he who walks in the midst of the candlesticks).

2. The Christ currents that run through us register (I know
your deeds, works, labor, perseverance) our psycho-somatic
resistance to the rigorous demands of disciplined spiritual
growth and chronicle our disappointment with ourselves (not
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to its super-conscious octave (the Tree of Life)3 and along with
it our human biology (the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and
Evil) to its ethereal form (in paradise with God) which was our
essence as a cosmic being before our descent into matter. We
have the opportunity to thoroughly master our human experience.

A Brief Overview of Our Sacral Chakra
8. But we have much soul work to do before we attain

enlightenment and that takes us to the next center (Smyrna)
which is called the Sacral Chakra. It is located a few inches
below the navel in our human form. Developmentally, this
chakra (church) aids our rising out of a group, tribal and/or fam-
ily mindset into individual consciousness. It means we begin to
develop a sense of personal identity and personal space. How-
ever, we also have a clear sense for the importance of interper-
sonal relationships. We can keep our sociability buried and
isolate ourselves from others, but that will block our being able
to fully open this important center of spiritual quickening.4

9. We will block the efficacy of this power center if we
allow our material interests (poverty) and over-consumptive
sense appetites (tribulation) to trump our inner wisdom and
powers of discernment (thou art rich). Denying our innate divin-
ity (blasphemy) comes from an egocentric consciousness (syn-
agogue of satan)5 and will short-circuit the goodness we can
accomplish because our energies are tied up in bogus attach-
ments and relationship minefields.

10. It will come as no surprise that we will experience disap-
pointments and setbacks  even fear6 and doubt  on our journey
of introspection and life mastery. We may even experience having
occasional self-negating thoughts (some of you) that belie7 our
spiritual growth and cause us to feel dubious (be cast in prison)
about our spiritual worth. But we have the wherewithal to move
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past all self-defeating patterns of thought and behavior because
we have the power of choice. We can choose how long (ten
days)8 we want any emotion, attitude, belief or habit to last. One
thing is for certain, we must manage the energies of this center
if we want to enjoy the super-conscious energies of the Crown
Chakra (crown of life).9

11. When we are confident and centered in our spirituality, we
will find that our chakras are energetically vitalized (what Spirit
says to the churches) because we are psycho-somatically invigor-
ated. As we elevate our consciousness (overcome) we will begin
to eliminate the error-prone thoughts, words, and actions (second
death)10 that come from warped thinking, being, and doing. As we
become more comfortable with the action of this chakra we see
how it affects the next higher chakra’s functioning.

A Snapshot of Our Solar Plexus Chakra
12. This ‘yellow’ Solar Plexus Center (Pergamos) of con-

sciousness is connected to intellectual sensitivity, emotional
depth, and our sense of individuality energies. Like the rest of
the centers, this center has its equivalent energies in the brain.
We can use our capabilities as found in this powerful center in
positive ways or for selfish, negative purposes.11 Our intellec-
tual faculty is a “cutting” and “reductionist” instrument. We can
dissect reality into pieces and then make judgments through our
‘yellow lens’ by fitting the pieces together in ways that com-
plement our temperament. Depending on how discerning we
can be, we can use both our intellect and emotions as skillful
means to arrive at worthwhile esoteric insights and practical
perspectives.

13. Because our True Nature is divine (I know thy works,
where you live), we can subordinate a recalcitrant ego (satan’s
seat) and live, move, and have our being from a Christ-centric
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perspective [our Antipas quality] that helps us honor our divin-
ity and the divinity in others.12 We must realize that everyone
else has spiritual energy centers, too. So, we do not have to be
a jealous or neglectful witness (faithful martyr) to someone
else’s chakra power.13

14. Knowing our divine heritage, we need to remind our-
selves that discordant, self-aggrandizing thoughts (the doctrine
of Balaam) usually lead to corrupt choices and actions (our Bal-
aam-ness). And when that happens if we are serious at all
about spiritual growth our self-esteem, self-image, and spiri-
tual aspirations (children of Israel) will suffer any time we
debase our consciousness with divisive and corrosive error
thoughts (commit fornication) and give the world of outer
appearance precedence (idolatry)14 over the fruits of this chakra.

15. We weaken this vital chakra every time we engage in
hypocritical, deceptive, and sanctimonious (the doctrine of the
Nicolaitans) actions that are clearly unjustified and spurious.

16. It goes without saying that we will need to make the
appropriate changes (fight against them) to keep this chakra
healthy and viable. Using denials15 and positive affirmations (the
sword of my mouth) are two good practices to keep us centered
and the Third Chakra vibrant.16

17. When we cultivate healthy chakras (churches) by paying
attention (eat) to high spiritual teachings (hidden manna)17 and
making them practical, we tap into the Extraordinary Us, the
Indwelling Christ Presence,18 which transforms our human per-
sonality into its higher, more spiritual essence (white stone).19

A Quick Introduction to Our Heart Chakra
18. Next, we shall briefly examine the Heart Chakra (Thy-

atira) which is the bridge between the lower three chakras that
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pertain to our physical energies, and the higher three chakras,
that focus on the spiritual aspects of our higher nature. This
Fourth Chakra’s20 keynote energies are unconditional love and
universal harmony. Because the Christ Presence (Son of God)
expresses Itself at the point of us, we are endowed with superior
spiritual discernment (eyes like a blazing fire) and immense
understanding (feet of fine brass, burnished bronze). Both of
these qualities are part of the reason this ‘green chakra’ is so
transformative.

19. Our Heart Chakra, with its quiet, penetrating warmth,
invites us to release the spiritual energies associated with charity,
service, faith, and patience  all implying unconditional love.21

Physically, the Fourth Chakra governs circulation; emotionally,
it governs unconditional love and harmony; mentally, it governs
passion and compassion; and spiritually, it governs devotion
and commitment to higher metaphysical principles.

20. In spite of these ‘green chakra’ drives, we need to pay
attention to our thoughts, because our egocentric nature is
addicted to sensory experience and the passions, covetousness
(eat things sacrificed into idols), debasement of our loving
instincts (fornication), sensual cravings and desires (our
Jezebel-ness)22 that come with it.

21. In the depths of our souls (space to repent) we know that
virtue debasement (fornication) is a soul disconnect, and yet, if
we are not truly serious about our spiritual growth, we will tend
to weaken and compromise our values anyway.

22. Of course, the fact that we are already in a skin school
experience means that we have made our bed, so to speak, in
materiality by choosing sense pleasures (commit adultery) over
spiritual growth.

23. In order to quicken the Fourth Chakra we must erase all
carnal desires and error thoughts (kill her children) from our
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consciousness.23 Our thoughts are so powerful that they affect
(repay, give according to our works) all of our chakras in ways
that would boggle the imagination.

24. If we are devoted to our enlightenment, most of our
thoughts and desires that pass through our Heart Chakra (Thy-
atira) are Christed thoughts and feelings and not cold, apathetic
and uncaring sentiments (have not this doctrine). Our higher
octave feelings epitomize goodness, kindness, and fair play
(have not known the depths of satan) and, therefore, must take
up permanent residence (will not impose any burden) in our
consciousness.

25. Carefully observing our thoughts can be laborious, but
self-monitoring (hold fast) our inclinations, intentions, feelings
and actions is a necessary growing edge practice.

26. When we are able to define, express, and master our
heart’s desires (overcometh and keepeth the works) we will
achieve the ‘green proficiency’ we need to have dominion over
any and all of our emotions (nations).

27. The more aligned we become with our Divine Self, the
greater will be our ability to awaken the kundalini fire (rod,
scepter)24 that travels up our spinal cord. Such authoritative
ascendency is similar to a potter’s ability to organize broken
pieces (shivers) of pottery (vessels) and form them into a beautiful
masterpiece.

28. The rise of the kundalini coincides with the conscious
awareness of our being able to actualize our Christ Nature
(Morning Star). And its actualization is almost ineffable
because language constricts awareness.

29. It is a good practice to meditate on great truths (he who
has an ear, let him hear), so consider meditating on what has
been revealed so far and how it is possible to quicken each of
the four chakras (churches) outlined briefly. 
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Chapter Three

A Brief Summary of Our Throat Chakra
1. As we briefly examine the Throat Chakra (Sardis) we

need to be aware, that like the other spiritual energy centers it
is linked to seven Universal Truth Principles (seven Spirits of
God)1 that vitalize each of the chakras (seven stars). Because
we do not fully appreciate our divine heritage (have a name that
lives) we tend to forget (are dead) who we really are and what
we can do as spiritual dynamos.

2. We must become more aware of our extraordinary spiritual
nature (the Indwelling Christ Presence that remains) which we may
have neglected and/or repressed2 (about to die) for the most part.
If we are honest with ourselves, we will admit that we have been
less that studious about discovering our True Nature (have not
found our works complete, perfect, in God’s sight).

3. In the ultimate science of ‘being awakened’ we come to
realize that there is only one God  one Consciousness [Pure
Consciousness]  and all ideas, self-knowledge, and higher
understanding are aspects of that Pure Consciousness. If we do
not understand that (hold fast), we must re-think (repent) our
own level of intellectual Bodhi.3 Forgetting who we are (not
waking up, not watching) will lead to our losing many oppor-
tunities to receive deeper metaphysical insights (I will come as
a thief) because such esoteric guidance comes unexpectedly and
is usually short-lived (you will not know what hour I come)
unless we study it and apply it conscientiously.

4. Nevertheless, as our awareness of this ‘blue conscious-
ness center’ (Sardis) matures (undefiled garments) we realize
that physically, it governs our awareness and communication;
emotionally, it governs independence and an internal locus of
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control; mentally, it governs intellectual sharpness and fluency
in thought; spiritually, it denotes a sense of inner harmony and
balance. When all of these qualities function at their highest,
most elevated levels they will characterize a consciousness that
is pure and Christed (white).4

5. As we continue to elevate our spiritual awareness (over-
come), we will reach such a level of illumined consciousness
(clothed in white rainment, be dressed in white) that our vital
energies will eventually resonate in sync with the energies of
the Godhead (I will not blot his name out of the Book of Life).5

Our unfoldment (acknowledge his name) will be characterized
by the quality of our spiritual insights (angels) and our entrainment
with our I Am Nature (Father).

6. We must remain the products of our inner guidance (he that
hath an ear, let him hear) so that we can quicken the spiritual power
(Spirit) of the chakras (churches). Our speech says a lot about
what we have become and how grounded we are in using the
energies of the ‘blue chakra.’ Its association with the thyroid gland6

makes this chakra the center of creativity, self-expression, and
sound judgment. It is an important route to the healthy functioning
of the next chakra.

A Snapshot of Our Brow Chakra
7. The blossoming of the Brow Chakra (Philadelphia),

which is associated with the pineal gland, will take us to one of
the most mystical areas of our psyche called the Third Eye.7 It
is the seat of wisdom and higher esoteric understanding, making
it a highly intuitive and insightful center (hath the key of David).8
When we operate at such a high level of intuitive wisdom there are
no worldly concerns or dilemmas that can trump (close, shut) our
superior knowing or block our receiving spiritual insights and
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11. The flowering of this ‘indigo spiritual energy center’ can
come quickly if we are dutiful in applying universal Truth princi-
ples (hold fast to what we have). We must remain above worldly
perspectives because worldly thoughts (men) do not have enough
voltage to energize this chakra or open the Crown Chakra which
is adjacent and above it (no one can take thy crown). 

12. As we eliminate (overcome) the addictions and attach-
ments to worldly things the fiery energies of kundalini will rise
in our spinal column (pillar) to purify each of our chakras and
crescendo at the top of our head (the temple of God) at the
Crown Chakra. At this level of purification we will realize that
reincarnation11 is not a necessary condition for our enlighten-
ment (he shall go no more out).12 We shall be the product of a
fully enlightened super-consciousness (the New Jerusalem)13 that
is reflected by a fully flowered chakra system (heaven) functioning
as the super-physical essence of the Eternal Presence (God) in
physicality. It will become absolutely clear to us that our True
Nature has always been identical with the divine nature of the
Eternal Presence (I will write upon him my new name).

13. Simply put, we must listen to the ‘still small voice’
[experience the trill of each chakra] if we are to quicken the
chakras (churches).

A Quick Overture of Our Crown Chakra
14. At the top of our head is the Crown Chakra (the church of

the Laodiceans). The full opening of this ‘violet energy center’ is
a confirmation (Amen)14 of our disciplined and devoted spiritual
unfoldment. When this chakra blossoms (the faithful and true
witness) we have truly arrived (the beginning of the creation
by God) at the summit of our incarnational perfection-generating
energies.
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15. Since this ‘violet center’ is the highest spiritual energy
center it tends to be more closed (cold) than open (hot). We will
need to “up our consciousness” so it can remain open (hot) all
of the time. The purpose of this manual is to help us do just that.

16. Unfortunately, as we matriculate through our earth expe-
rience we tend to get caught up in the world of outer appearances
(are lukewarm) and leave a lot undone (spit or spue you out of
my mouth) when it comes to harnessing the Crown Chakra’s
powerful energies.

17. Sometimes we think we are more spiritually advanced
(rich) than we really are. Consequently, we set ourselves up for
unnecessary disappointments15 and setbacks (thou are wretched,
miserable, poor, blind, and naked)16 when our arrogance and
narcissistic tendencies derail our illumination by keeping the
Crown Chakra silent.

18. It will always be in our best interests to transform (buy)
material consciousness into an enlightened perspective (gold
refined) in the furnace of human experience (fire). Grasping the
higher teachings (being rich) and accumulating as much divine
wisdom (white rainment) as we can will fortify us from having
to worry about being stripped (the shame of being naked) of
higher esoteric knowledge. Staying in sync with our divinity
will keep (anoint) our chakras (eyes) open and functional (eye
salve) so we can truly become enlightened (see).

19. We must not become discouraged by the fact that as we
journey toward our ultimate illumination we will initially have
as many thoughts and inclinations that are harmonious and con-
gruent (love) with our spiritual practice as we have thoughts
and intentions which are out of congruence (rebuke and chasten).
Instead of worrying about it, we must simply renew our zeal-
ousness by breaking the ego’s hold17 on dampening our spiritual
progress. We may even come to the realization that illumination
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does not necessarily involve the loss or destruction of the con-
ventional ego. However, illumination  liberation -  means seeing
through our egocentricism in much the same way that we can
use the idea of an equator without confusing it with a physical
mark on the surface of the earth.

20. Our Christ Consciousness is just one thought, one incli-
nation, one spiritual insight away (I stand at the door and
knock). It is that close! All we have to do is to unfailingly listen
to the ‘still small voice’ (if anyone hears my voice and opens
the door) and follow our inner guidance (sup with him). Then
we will experience the promised conscious union (he will sup
with me) with the Universal Presence.

21. By mastering (overcoming) our egocentric nature we
will embody what it means to be enlightened (sit with me in
my throne) even as the Christ as Jesus did (even as I overcame)
in his era (sat down with my Father on his throne).

22. As mentioned many times before, we must pay attention
to the trill of each chakra (hear what Spirit says) to keep our
chakras (churches) functioning and flowering. 

Chapter Four

Our Transcendental Rainbow Body
1. When we are spiritually-attuned (after this) we are cog-

nizant of each level of heightened awareness (a door is opened)1

because of the influence of the ‘still small voice’ which is the seat
of our deep intuitive knowing (trumpet) and is one of the higher
qualities we naturally express whenever we raise our awareness to
a super-conscious (heaven) level. From that elevated state of
awareness (come up hither) we feel the pull of our own transcen-
dentalness and eternalness (see things which must take place).
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2. As we fully experience our transcendentalness (being in the
Spirit) we move from our thought-driven head to our purified heart
(the throne set in heaven)2 as we subordinate our egocentric
nature to our I-Am Nature (the One on the throne).

The Impact of Our Awakened Chakras
3. The very nature of our innate I-Am-ness makes it possible

for us to elevate our entire beingness to the highest essences of
divine grounding and stability (jasper),3 divine love and universal
harmony (sardius stone, carnelian stone),4 and divine rebirth and
regeneration (emerald),5 through the rise of the kundalini energies
that awaken our chakras (rainbow).

4. Just above our fully awakened chakra system (round
about the throne) are the twelve pair of cranial nerves6 (24 elders)
which have been purified (clothed in white raiment)7 by the
maturation (crowns of gold) of our fully enlightened perspective.

5. When we reach this state of illumination we are beginning
to operate at the level of our Christ Consciousness8 and are
expressing our newfound alignment as evidenced by our obvious
groundedness, divine love and harmoniousness, and regenerative
capabilities (lightening, thundering, and voices). This means all of
our major chakras (seven lamps) are firing perfectly (are the seven
Spirits of God).

6. In this state of harmonious alignment we are able to see 
and appreciate  the transparency of Universal Truths (sea of
glass). And, of course, that extremely elevated spiritual perspective
has a decided transformative effect on our sense-soaked emotions,
unhealthy physical body, unbalanced etheric body, and intellec-
tual glaucoma (four beasts)9 that are the products of the karmic
sludge we have carried with us from one incarnation to another.

7. These sensory orientations (beasts)10 are useful in skin
school11 because we are spiritual beings who have chosen another
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human experience, and each aspect has its distinct functional
attributes: our physical body (lion),12 our etheric body (calf),13 our
emotional body (face like a man),14 and our mental body (eagle).15

8. As we move toward a more illumined life, our sensory
orientations (beasts) begin to come into a more harmonious
phase16 where there is less attention given to the world of outer
appearances and more given to our inner spiritual development.
Matriculating through this phase in our awakening allows us to
gain more clarity on who we really are. We experience a rest-
lessness to move from lack of Self-knowledge (night) to learning
more about our illumined nature (day).

9. When our somatic quarternary (beasts) becomes more
spiritually mature and enriched (gives glory and honor) because
we’ve focused on our illumination from within, we begin to
enjoy the fruits of our awakening and our expectations of what
we may be capable of doing begin to rise.

10. And part of those fruits includes the dynamic synchro-
nization and elevation of the entire set of cranial nerves (24 elders)
which will eventually operate at their highest psychic capacity
to free us from the sensory limitations associated with our skin
school experience.

11. For the first time we truly begin to appreciate our place
as cosmic citizens in a highly-illuminated thought universe that
is making Itself available for our continued exploration, com-
prehension, and enlightenment.
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Chapter Five

The Eternal Resident Presence
1. Our evolving spiritual awareness which is recorded  regis-

tered  in our consciousness (book, scroll)1 includes our conscious
and super-conscious awarenesses (written within, on both sides)2

and our subconscious and repressed material (written on the back-
side, on both sides). Our spiritual growth and actions (right hand)
are cumulatively chronicled in our heart center (throne) which is
the critically important higher consciousness gateway to our I-
Am-ness (him who sits on the throne). The Heart Chakra serves
as a bridge between the three lower chakras and the three higher
ones (seven seals).

2. Whenever we find ourselves questioning our worthiness
to seek enlightenment and wonder if we can truly open our
chakras we need to listen to our heartfelt spiritual insights
(angels) which call to us from the ‘Eternal Resident Presence
(loud voice), our I Am-ness. It is that connection that will ele-
vate our awareness (open the book) and enliven our chakras
(loose the seals). At the same time, we realize that no matter
how hard we seek enlightenment, it can not be intellectually
‘found’  only unfolded and outpictured. 

3. It is important to realize that our thoughts (men), in and
of themselves, do not have enough ‘esoteric voltage’ to uncover
the perennial secrets hidden in our super-consciousness (heaven),
egocentric consciousness (earth), and sub-consciousness (under
the earth).3 These ‘chapters’ in our over-all consciousness (book,
scroll) remain closed (unable to look thereon) to the unquickened
intellect.

4. At the risk of being somewhat redundant, it is useless to
depend solely on the intellect (man) to gain the enlightenment
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we seek (open and read the book, scroll). The journey toward
enlightenment is filled with periods of struggle and suffering
(much weeping) because we must deal with the limitations
imposed upon us by a skin school experience.

5. However, if our inner vision (one of the elders)4 is clear
and grounded by the union of superior intellect (Lion of Juda)
and universal love (Root of David) we will be able to gain the
enlightenment we seek (open the book, scroll) and awaken our
chakras (loose the seven seals).

The Christ Principle as the Christ Seed
6. Through the powers of superior discernment, we can ‘see’

that the Christ Principle (Lamb)5 underwrites the maintenance
of our purified understanding (throne); the repair of all four dis-
cordant aspects of our human encasement: emotions, physical
body, etheric body, and intellect (four beasts); and the fine-tuning
of our cranial nerves (elders). With our I-Am-ness expressing Itself
as the Christ Seed, we can disentangle ourselves from our small
‘s’ self by aligning ourselves with our capital ‘S’ Self. That
means we must not repress (slay) our Higher Self.6 Once we main-
tain a tight alignment with our Christ Nature we will experience
the divine power and majesty of all of the major chakras (seven
horns)7 as well as benefit from their superior metaphysical
essences (seven eyes).8 Harnessing the powerful energies and
visionary capabilities of our chakra system will help us capture
the Universal Truth Principles we need to guarantee our even-
tual illumination.9

7.  As we become more comfortable with  and adept at 
our conscious entrainment10 with our Higher Self (take the
book, scroll out of the right hand of him sitting on the throne)
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we will enjoy the fruits of the conscious oneness with our I-
Am-ness.

8. When we subordinate our human self to our Christ Self
(take the book, causing the beasts and elders to fall down before
the Lamb) our whole constitution is enlivened. It becomes in
sync, and harmonious (having harps) as our emotions express
their higher intuitive essences (golden vials, golden bowls).
Our intellect is characterized by divinely inspired aspirations
(odours, full of incense). All of this is possible when we fully
awaken our spiritual capabilities (the prayers of the saints).

Raising Our Spiritual Vibration
9. With such an enlightened perspective (sing a new song)

we have an opportunity to keep ourselves in at-one-ment (wor-
thy to take book [scroll] and open the seals) so that the Life Force
(blood) vitalizes our body (redeems us to God)  no matter in what
physical dimension of being we find ourselves. All of our thoughts
(kindred, tribe), perspectives (tongue, language), insights (people),
and spiritual principles (nation) are Christed.

10. Our total spectrum of thoughts, feelings, and actions are
Christed thoughts, feelings, and actions (made them God kings
and priests) that epitomize how we have transformed our ordinary
consciousness (earth) into a Christed consciousness.

11. Once we raise our spiritual vibration to a high level of
unfoldment we are blessed with extraordinarily potent (10,000
times 10,000, thousands of thousands)11 inspirations and intuitions
(the voices of many angels).

12. If we listen carefully to the I-Am Presence that instills
in us a sense of release (loud voice) we will remember how we
failed to acknowledge  and possibly ignored  our True Nature
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(the Lamb that was slain). However, we will also remind ourselves
how good it feels to live at the speed of our Christ Consciousness.

13. Every level of our earthbound awareness  our super-
conscious awareness (heaven), our ordinary awareness (earth),
and our subconscious awareness (under the earth)  is filled
with thoughts, perspectives and instincts (creatures) that are
illumined (glorified) thoughts, perspectives, and instincts.

14. When we achieve this degree of Christ-likeness the
lower polarities (beasts) of our four bodily essences and all of
our cranial nerves ( 24 elders) will have been raised to a higher
spiritual azimuth.

Chapter Six

Awakening the First Six Chakras
1. When we consciously surrender to our Higher Spiritual

Nature we will feel the vitality of our dormant procreative energies
(Base Chakra) awakening (the Lamb opening the seal).1 The move-
ment of our generative male energies (the noise of thunder) refers
to the power of our birthing nature which can take the form of
giving birth to new ideas, metaphysical concepts, and truth prin-
ciples that take us beyond the confines of dogma. These pro-
creative energies2 also refer to our ability to create new life.

2. We must subordinate dogma and fossilized convention
(white horse)3 by using our intelligence and superior intuition
to penetrate (bow) the walled perspectives of each if we are to
benefit from  give birth to  the procreative energies contained
in the Base Chakra. Unless we are able to move beyond (conquer)
the limitations of conventional thought4 we will be unable to
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for another (three measures of barley). Those are commercial
transactions and that’s how materialism works. However, it is
generally a good practice to refrain from doing the right things
for the wrong reasons (hurt not the oil and wine).

7. When the Heart Chakra (fourth seal)11 is awakened, it rep-
resents our adeptness at bridging the energies between the three
lower chakras and the three higher chakras.

8. Opening this powerful chakra represents the movement
toward the demise of our worldly (pale horse), Adamic con-
sciousness (Death) and its error tendencies (Hell).12 We have the
power to supplant error thoughts with truth principles (kill with the
sword), unseat materialistic urges (hunger) with spiritual aspira-
tions, oust divinity-denying intentions (death) with divinity-
affirming choices, and replace base instincts and beliefs (beasts
of the earth) with divine inspirations.

9. As we feel the quickening of the four previous chakras,
we can also call forth the incredible energies of the Throat
Chakra (fifth seal). Our sharpness and fluency in thought and
speech is beginning to blossom as we re-language (see under
the altar) our old conception of truths (souls slain for the word
of God) and express them using more mature and expansive
language that’s more in accord with our current theology (for
the testimony which they held).

10. By growing in our spirituality we develop an acute sen-
sitivity to the inner promptings of the Eternal Presence (loud
voice)13 expressing Itself as us. As we consider the profundity
of guidance we have received from our I-Am Nature, we are
prone to ask ourselves, “How long will it take to cleanse (judge,
avenge) my consciousness of errors (those that dwell on the
earth)14 so I can enjoy the fruits of my transfusion in conscious-
ness (blood)?15
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11. Pure spiritual perspectives (white robes) usually come
as the result of our having raised (killed) ingrained religious
relics (servants) and worldly secular thoughts (brethren) to their
higher spiritual essences (should be fulfilled).

12. We must remain the products of our inner guidance so
that the flowering of our Brow Chakra (the sixth seal) can
quicken all of our mental faculties. This degree of awakening can
cure the instability and impermanence (earthquake)16 associated
with previously repressed subconscious material that surfaces
and shakes our materialistic foundations. Our innate divinity
(Sun) which has previously been eclipsed (became black as a
sackcloth of hair) by an unhealthy ego begins to shine on the
mind (moon) and bathes our consciousness with spiritual under-
standing and knowledge of highly esoteric teachings that were
once only understood by mystics.

13. When this happens highly potent and advanced meta-
physical teachings (stars in heaven)17 enter our conscious
awareness (earth) even though we may not be quite ready for
the illumination (fig tree casting untimely figs)18 that comes
from a heavy dose (mighty, strong wind) of psychic material.

14. When the Brow Chakra is fully opened and operative
we are reminded that there is no need to look outside of ourselves
for the highest, most elevated spiritual truths (heaven departs, the
sky recedes as a scroll).19 Any thoughts of intellectual superiority,
pride, and arrogance (mountains) and any intentions of isolating
ourselves (islands) from people we used to consider as inferior are
pruned from our consciousness because we have become a product
of humility and compassion.

15. The various forms of aggrandizement (kings of the earth)
 narcissism (great men, princes), pride (rich men), unscrupulous

power (generals, chief captains), villainous superiority (mighty
men), unprincipled entrepreneurship (free men), etc.  are no
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longer needed or sought as elaborate defense mechanisms (hid
in dens or caves in the rocks of mountains).20

16. Only the uninitiated hide behind excuses, rationalizations,
and pet defense mechanisms to escape from the responsibilities21

associated with surrendering to their Higher Self (the face of him
who sits on the throne) and from the discipline (wrath) it takes to
align their human self with their Christ Self (Lamb).

17. When we truly get serious about the supremacy of our
Higher Self (the great day of his wrath)22 there will be no forms
of error that remain (who shall be able to stand).

Chapter Seven

A Reminder About the Power of the Seventh Chakra
1. If we have prepared ourselves correctly by overcoming the

addictions and attachments associated with our skin school expe-
rience, we will be able to handle the fiery energies of the awakened
kundalini that rises in our spinal column, and in particular be ready
for its crescendo in our Crown Chakra. However, that means
uniting the complementary energies (angels)1 of our fourfold
physical nature (four corners of the earth). If that doesn’t occur
the flowering of the four lower chakras (four winds)2 will be
curbed (the wind will not blow), and restrict the powerful potential
of our physical body (earth), emotional body (sea),3 and nervous
system (tree).

2. If we are dutiful in applying each Universal Truth Principle
we have learned (an angel ascending from the east), our Crown
Chakra (seal of the living God) will remain vibrantly open.
However, we must be ready for the powerful surge (loud voice)
of the latent energies (angels) associated with the rise of the
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awesome kundalini potencies. If we are ill-prepared (the power
to harm) for the fiery potencies we will compromise our capac-
ity to tolerate the inrush of the robust serpentine energies.4

3. We must not be overly concerned (hurt not) about opening
the Crown Chakra, unless we have not prepared ourselves properly.
As mentioned previously, our lack of preparation will jeopardize
our physical (earth), emotional (sea), and nervous system (tree)
potencies unless we quicken all of our major bodily systems
(servants) by ‘upping our consciousness’ (sealing in our foreheads).

The Cellular Effect of the Awakened Chakras
4. Our highly alchemicalized completeness (144,000)5 as an

enlightened spiritual being will not only affect the quality of
our consciousness, but it directly impacts all of the twelve bodily
systems (the tribes of the children of Israel)6 that constitute our
physical body.

5. This vitalization occurs in the cellular consciousness
(12,000)7 of every cell that animates our immune system (Judah),
circulatory system (Reuben), and muscular system (Gad).

6. This same vitalization takes place in the cellular conscious-
ness (12,000) of every cell, molecule, and atom that animates our
lymphatic system (Aser), reproductive system (Nepthalim), and
urinary system (Manasses).

7. The following systems are also vitalized at a cellular level
(12,000): our endocrine system (Simeon), nervous system
(Levi), and respiratory system (Issachar).

8. The cellular consciousness (12,000) of these bodily systems:
our digestive system (Zabulon), integumentary system (Joseph),
and skeletal system (Benjamin) is also vitalized.

9. Clearly, when we ‘up our consciousness’ (stand before
the throne), to a Christed level of awareness all of the cells,
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atoms and molecules (a great multitude)8 that make up our bodily
systems (nations) and major body organs (tribes, kindreds), as well
as our thoughts and emotions (people), including our spiritual and
metaphysical perspectives (tongues), are the obvious outcomes
of our purified (white robes) consciousness and praiseworthy
(palms in their hands) illumination.

Our Whole Somatic Constitution is Affected
10. Our entire psychosomatic constitution, by its very

nature,9 reminds us that our Christed choices (salvation) have
kept our whole body in alignment (sitteth upon the throne) with
our Higher Self, our Christ Self (Lamb).

11. It goes without saying that our body organs (angels), cranial
nerves (elders), and fourfold personality (beasts)10 will all be quick-
ened (fall before the throne) and purified (worship God).

12. Our whole somatic constitution will epitomize (blessing,
praise, glory) our living a life based on expressing wisdom,
thanksgiving, honor, and divine potency.

13. Using the analogy of our optical nerve’s blind spot (one
of the elders answered)11 when our body is purified (white
robes) to this extent, we do not have to doubt the Source of that
purification, because our ‘blind spot’ (error thoughts) will have
been purged from our consciousness.

14. We can readily see that our bodily systems which had
once been negatively affected by discordant thoughts, feelings,
and actions (they who have come out of the tribulation), have
become purified (washed their robes, made them white) by the
Vital Force (blood) of our I-Am Nature, our Christ Self (Lamb).

15. And so, all of our bodily systems and the trillions of cells
that constitute them (they are before the throne of God) vivify our
body (temple) by expressing their higher spiritual essences12
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because of our entrainment with our Higher Self, True Self (he that
sitteth, he that spread the tent, and dwelt among them).13

16. Our bodily systems will no longer be defiled or impure
(hunger or thirst). Our physical, mental and emotional bodies
will be able to withstand the awesome power of our I-Am
Nature (Sun).14 And we will also be in sync with the fiery ser-
pentine energies (heat)15 of the rising kundalini that will signal
our enlightened progress.

17. Our Higher Self, our Authentic Self (Lamb) underwrites
our transmutation (is in the midst of the throne and feeds us)
by cleansing the mass of sense-soaked thoughts, inclinations
and feelings (fountains of waters)16 that used to define our
evolving awareness so that all discord (wipe away all tears) can
be eliminated.

Chapter Eight

The Seventh Chakra is Opened
1. When our Crown Chakra (seventh seal) opens we experi-

ence a phenomenally serene equilibrium (silence in heaven)1

that permeates our entire being and confirms the complete
alignment  sacrifice -  of our human self (half) with our Higher
Self, Christ Self (hour).2

2. The powerful energies (seven angels) associated with
each of our chakras have been quickened (stood before God)
and define our readiness to open all seven major chakras (seven
trumpets)3 as the kundalini rises in our spinal column.

3. Every vitalized spiritual energy center (angel) demon-
strates the alignments (stands) that are taking place in our body
(altar) which is being transmuted (given much incense) by the
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powerful energies of the Crown Chakra (golden censer). It is
important to remember that our loftiest affirmations (prayers of
the saints)4 have been partially responsible for our perfected
body (golden altar).

4. The finer essences (smoke) of our body are constantly being
transmuted (incense) by repeating affirmations (prayers of the
saints) that confirm our elevated awareness (ascend before God)
as evidenced by our disciplined devotion (angel’s hand).

5. The refinement of our body (altar filled with fire)5 makes
the quickening of our Crown Chakra (censer) possible so that it
purifies our ordinary consciousness (earth). The Crown Chakra’s
mighty vibrations (voices), powerful energies (thunderings),
illuminatory capacities (lightening), and ability to shake the
foundations (earthquake) of any residual errors mentioned pre-
viously are now being felt as we experience our spiritualized
refinements unfold.

The Dynamic Operation of the First Four Chakras
6. It is important to remember that the powerful spiritual

energies (seven angels) of all seven of our major quickened
chakras (seven trumpets) are available to us each-consecutive-
moment-of-now. They are lying coiled at the base of our Base
Chakra.6

7. As the potent energies in our Base Chakra are roused (the
first angel sounds the trumpet) our generative desires and
instincts are crystalized (hail), our ability to cross out error is
accelerated (fire), and our coiled-up life force is beginning to
move (blood). As these unbelievably powerful energies are
infused  into the body (cast upon the earth),7 the visible fruits
of our unenlightened ego’s labors (the third part of the trees)
and the superficial thoughts, base inclinations, and rudimentary
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concerns (green grass)8 of a worldly ego are transformed (burnt
up) into their higher spiritual essences.

8. The kundalini’s rise to our Sacral Chakra (the second
angel sounded) signals our ability to curb over-consumptive
sense appetites (as it were a great mountain) by transforming
our conscious worldly and material interests (burning with fire)
as well as our subconscious life patterns9 (cast into the sea). We
can do all of this by divinely ordering (the third part)10 the ref-
ormation we seek in cleaning up repressed subconscious and
preconscious patterns (the sea) that have hindered our spiritual
growth. Awakening this chakra aids us in a transfusion (blood)
in consciousness.

9. We have the ability to remove self-defeating thoughts and
cumbersome repressed material (creatures in the sea) which are
stuck (had life) in our subconscious and outgrow (destroy) the
ingrained perspectives (ships) that reinforce those tendencies
by divinely ordering (the third part) our greater good.

10. As the Solar Plexus Chakra opens (the third angel
sounded his trumpet) we experience an overwhelming recog-
nition (a great star fell from heaven) of our innate divinity
which is the result of our intellect becoming more illuminated
(burning as a lamp). Both our stream of consciousness (rivers)
and established spiritual concepts (fountains) are revitalized and
quickened by our reverent attentiveness (the third part) to their
daily expression.

11. There is an interesting thing to consider about the nature
(name) of  recognizing our innate divinity (the star): It involves
a bitter sweetness (wormwood)11 associated with that lofty
insight! For example, on the one hand we feel energized and
joyful at the recognition of our Divine Nature and its implications
for our soul growth. On the other hand, we realize that we must
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relinquish our attachments, addictions and pining (men, people
died) for  materiality in all of its over-consumptive forms.

12. An awakened Heart Chakra (the fourth angel sounded)
means that we do not have to depend on external events as the
foundations (to smite) of our superior spiritual discernment
(sun) or as the basis for our deeper, more esoteric understanding
(moon). And we certainly don’t need the world of outer appear-
ances to serve as the footing for our advanced metaphysical
beliefs and guiding principles (stars). Because we are divinely
ordering (the third part) our earth experiences using our height-
ened spiritual awareness (day) we no longer base our thoughts,
intentions, choices and actions on unenlightened worldly whims
(night, darkness).

13. Because our superior intuitive faculties (angel flying
through the midst of heaven) are functioning at their optimal
best we will, no doubt, remind ourselves at this juncture of hav-
ing opened all of the lower chakras that we still have plenty of
sense sludge and worldly attachments (inhabiters, inhabitants
of the earth) that must be thoroughly refined and transmuted
(voices of the trumpet) by the top three chakras (three angels).
There is still much to do on our journey toward enlightenment.

Chapter Nine

The Fifth Chakra’s Ominous Subterranean Depths
1. In the ultimate science of becoming more fully awake, it

becomes clear to us through our capacity for astute discernment
(a star fell from heaven) that we are able to harness the awe-
some power of the Throat Chakra (the fifth angel) to release
and eliminate pent-up, repressed, and long-standing debilitative
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material in our subconscious1 (bottomless pit, abyss)2 through
the furnace of mind-body purification.

2. Excavating our subconscious repository (opening the bot-
tomless pit, abyss) can be a confusing and demoralizing exercise
(smoke arose). And if we are not careful any bewilderment and
disorientation (smoke) we may be experiencing can block
(darken) our powers of discernment (sun) and even the dynamic
potency of our intuitive intelligence (air).3

3. It will come as no surprise that what usually leaks out of
our bewilderment (smoke) are repressed self-negating thoughts,
guilt, fears, and regrets (locusts)4 which can literally devour our
inner peace, joy, and happiness. Like other volatile and poison-
ous emotions (scorpions) these highly-charged emotions can
compromise our spiritual growth if we are not careful.

4. Our dispassionate objectivity will keep any widespread
superficial negativity biases5 (grass, any green thing) and ego-
centric propensities (trees) from compromising our spiritual
progress, especially when we have the courage to short-circuit
any narcissistic tendencies, conceitedness, arrogance, and
smugness (those men who have not the seal of God on their
foreheads).6

5. Our repressed self-negating thoughts, choices and inten-
tions will continue to surface (will not be killed) as long as we
remain the products (be tortured, tormented)7 of our physical
senses (five months). Our protracted emotional upheavals and
discontents will continue to be exacerbated (the torment of a
scorpion) as long as we remain emotionally vulnerable (when
it strikes a man) to self-negating habits.

6. We must remain resolutely focused on our spiritual
growth because the difficulty of working through our repressed
subconscious material may prompt us to succumb to our
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worldly attachments (seek death, desire to die) and postpone
our unfoldment.

7. If we are a little lax in our discipline, the outer expres-
sions (shapes) of our self-negation (locusts) will take the form
of defense mechanisms (horses prepared for battle) that belie
our True Nature and perpetuate an air of pseudo-mastery
(crowns like gold) over the circumstances (faces resemble
human faces) in which we find ourselves on a day-to-day basis.

8. The quality of our emotional strength and vitality (hair like
women’s hair)8 will be lacking and our underlying self-censorship
can rip apart (teeth as the teeth of lions)9 our façade of confidence
and centeredness, exposing our vulnerability and hypocrisy.

9. Our capacity for protecting (wear breastplates)10 our per-
ceived vulnerabilities is a basic emotional reaction (iron) to the
myriad of defense mechanisms (the thundering of many chariots
and horses running into battle) that we have developed and per-
petuated through many incarnations.

10. We will find that during this purging of error process
even the residual effects (tails) of self-censure will sting a bit
because we have not quite mastered the hypnotic affects of our
physical senses (five months).

11. It is imperative to realize that all of the pent-up, debilitating
negation that is warehoused in our subconscious (bottomless pit,
abyss) is caused by the recurrent denial (king, angel of the abyss)
of our innate divinity. This hellish and destructive state of con-
sciousness (Abaddon, Apollyon) perpetuates the illusions and
delusions of our being separate from our I-Am-ness.

12. This describes the purification process (woe) associated
with the opening of the fifth chakra {Throat Chakra} which is
the first of the top three spiritual centers. There are two more
(woes) spiritual energy centers to consider.
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Mastering the Awesome Energies of Our Sixth Chakra
13. The next one described is the opening of the Brow

Chakra (the sixth angel sounded) and its powerful effects on
our fourfold nature which is influenced by the higher vibratory
essences (four horns)11 of and proximity to the Crown Chakra
(golden altar).12

14. By the time our Brow Chakra opens (the sixth angel)
the main aspects of our fourfold nature (four angels) which have
been more unquickened (bound) than quickened are now ele-
vated and are on the verge of reaching their heightened  expres-
sion because of the Divine Energy (the river Euphrates)13 which
flows through us and revitalizes us.

15. The blossoming of this extremely potent chakra means we
have not bifurcated14 the potential of our fourfold nature (four
angels) and, instead, have begun to master (slain) our vulnerabili-
ties (men) by divinely ordering (the third part) our experience.

16. As we begin to master divinely ordering our skin school
experiences the bandwidth (army of horsemen) of our innate,
non-dualistic spiritual potential becomes limitless (two hundred
million).

17. The mastery over our conscious and subconscious fac-
ulties (horses and horsemen) protects us (breastplates) with the
truth (fire) of who and what we really are, and allows us to
express the perfect poise (jacinth),15 purified motives (brim-
stone), and fierce control (the heads of horses were as the heads
of lions) we need to declare (mouth) our adroitness in using the
serpentine energies (fire).16 We gain proficiency in eliminating
any all puzzlement (smoke) and develop a knack for eradicating
long-standing sense appetites (brimstone).

18. By mastering the three qualities mentioned above, we
will have little difficulty in divinely ordering (the third part)
any and all of our skin school experiences.
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19. The power of these qualities comes in their expression
(mouth) as a result of the kundalini’s rise (serpents) through
each chakra (heads) as it moves up our spinal column (tail),
burning off (hurt) the dross of error.

20. Even at this level of our spiritual unfoldment there may
be residual imperfections and impurities (men, humankind not
killed) that remain temporarily unreformed (unrepentant) as
products of our error consciousness (worship devils)17 no matter
how it is wrapped or what forms its seductive trappings take
(idols of gold, silver, brass, stone, wood).

21. These imperfections also take the form of censoring
(murdering) divine ideas, concocting false beliefs and teachings
(sorcery), debasing our consciousness with corrosive error
thoughts (fornication), and stealing our joy and self-worth
(thefts). 

Chapter Ten

Our Desire For a Life Review
1. It is not uncommon at this elevated stage in our spiritual

development to have an especially potent spiritual insight (a
mighty angel) that comes from our super-conscious (heaven)
phase of mind. The import of the intuitive flash may seem a bit
mysterious (clothed, robed in a cloud). However, we sense that
it pertains to the immanent alignment of all seven major chakras
(rainbow upon head). We can feel our enlightenment approach-
ing (face like the sun) and our deeper understanding (feet) fore-
casting our illumination through the interplay of our superior
intuition and rationality (pillars of fire).1
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2. The impact of this insight cannot be over-emphasized
since it explains the depth of our self-knowledge  small ‘s’
knowledge (little book, scroll)  and the degree of our small ‘s’
mastery at getting things done (in his hand). It also suggests
that we have the wherewithal to reconcile our spiritual nature
(right foot upon the sea) and our quantum, skin school nature
(left foot on the earth).

3. The cumulative potential (as when a lion roars) of our
awakened chakras (a loud voice) will give us pause as we antic-
ipate (shout) the awesome collective power of all of our major
chakras (seven thunders spoke) being activated simultaneously.

4. When we reach this level of spiritual attainment (the seven
thunders spoke) we have the capacity to express many higher
octave abilities that would be considered as ‘other worldly’ or psy-
chic by the uninitiated. We may be tempted to express them (to
write) without considering their implications. However, we must
follow our inner guidance (a voice from heaven) and postpone
using them (seal up what the seven thunders said) until we can
control our new found super-abilities.2 Expressing these abilities
before we fully understand them may hinder our spiritual growth.
There are no short cuts to enlightenment.3

5. This is another gentle reminder of the insight (angel)
mentioned earlier4 that calls our attention to the symbiotic rela-
tionship between our spiritual nature (standing on the sea)5 and
our skin school experience (earth). Becoming clear about our
own individualized expression of advanced abilities (lifted hand
to heaven) will keep us centered on mastering our own special
psychic abilities.

6. At this juncture on our path toward full illumination we
have divinely ordered the integration of our super-conscious
(heaven), ordinary conscious (earth), and subconscious (sea) to
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such a degree that our full enlightenment seems inevitable (no
more delay, be time no longer).

7. As we approach the full opening of the Crown Chakra
(the days of the voice of the seventh angel) we will be prepared
(the majesty of God6 is accomplished, finished) for the intensity
of that flowering, because all of our bodily systems (servants)
will have been transformed and transmuted.

Our Small ’s’ Self-Examination
8. The thought may occur to us (the voice from heaven

spoke) to take one more look back at our small ‘s’ self (the little
book, scroll). After all, it is the somatic vehicle we chose as the
biological address to house our innate divinity so we could
experience another skin school incarnation!

9. It is not unusual for us to follow this inclination (go to
the angel) since we want to take one last look (eat the little
book, scroll) at another one of our bitter-sweet incarnational
journeys (make our belly bitter but our mouth sweet as honey).7

10. As we launch into our small ‘s’ self-examination (take
the book, scroll out of the angel’s hand) we confirm our intu-
ition that our current incarnational experience truly is another
bitter-sweet one.8

11. It occurs to us that we will go through this same self-
assessment process of evaluating (prophesy again) our thoughts
and emotions (peoples), bodily systems (nations), esoteric and
metaphysical perspectives (tongues), and beliefs and alle-
giances (kings) in each successive incarnation until we learn to
take our enlightenment seriously.9
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Chapter Eleven

Two Witnesses Will Prophesy
1. In this heightened state of awareness (the angel stood) the

relationship between the spinal column (reed like unto a rod),1 our
super-consciousness (temple of God), our human personality
(altar), and all forty nine chakras2 (worshippers) becomes clear.

2. We can refrain from an indepth treatment of the impurities
in the physical body (court) for now because we’ve already dis-
cussed the effects of the kundalini’s rise on it previously (measure
it not). And our discordant thoughts (Gentiles) have been men-
tioned as well. It is important to note that our purified heart center
(holy city)3 has undergone a tremendous amount of sense sludge4

baggage (trampled on, tread on) as the karmic tipping point (42
months)5 between our lower nature and our higher nature.

3. The dual transmutative forces ida and pingala (two wit-
nesses)6 pervade the spinal column from top to bottom and elec-
trify (prophecy) the top three centers (1260 days).7 These two
witnesses balance (clothed in sackcloth) the sympathetic and
parasympathetic branches of our autonomic nervous system.

4. When the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous sys-
tems (two olive trees)8 are balanced by the flow of the ida and
pingala forces (two candlesticks), their synchronization reduces
our evolutionary ‘flight or fight’ response that is perpetuated by
our unenlightened ego (God of the earth) which champions the
illusion  and delusion  of our separateness from our I-Am-ness.

5. It goes without saying that the misuse of these powerful
energies (if any man, anyone tries to harm them) by the uninitiated
will result in an extremely painful reminder (fire comes from
their mouths, they must die) that these elevated energies are to
be respected and conscientiously developed.9
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6. We must be aware that our egocentric nature will cause
these dual energies to lay idle (shut heaven, sky) instead of
pouring out (raining) their awesome potential (the days of their
prophecy). When quickened, these energies can harness the Life
Force (waters) and transform Its transmutational power into the
vital physical energy (blood) that makes it possible for us to
matriculate through our skin school experience (earth) which
includes working through our karmic debts (plagues).10

7. Because we have the power of choice, we can block the
expression of these spiritual energies (they have finished their
testimony) by giving in to our lower, narcissistic nature (the
beast), which is buttressed by its dysfunctional urges and
desires that spring from our subconscious (bottomless pit). In a
word, we can shut off the flow (overcome them, kill them) of
the conscious expression of our innate divinity.

Coma Consciousness and Sense Attachments
8. If we choose egocentricity  coma consciousness (the

great city) our unexpressed and repressed divine potentials
(their dead bodies) will lie dormant in our spinal column (lie in
the street)11 because our base sensory appetites and addictions
(Sodom), fueled by the abject denial of our divinity (our Lord
was crucified),12 will keep us clueless (Egypt) about our divine
birthright.

9. However, our True Nature is irrepressible. All of the spir-
itual thoughts and insights (people, kindreds), metaphysical and
esoteric perspectives (tongues), and higher thought concepts
(nations, tribes)13 that we have stored in our memory banks
(bodies) are not lost, but merely lie dormant (refuse burial),
ready to complete the ‘arc of enlightenment’ (three and a half
days)14 when we come to our senses.
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10. The unredeemed parts of us (those that dwell upon the
earth) operate under a sense of false security (rejoice and make
merry) as we form pockets (gifts) of resistance in our mind to
hold onto our sense-soaked attachments. Apparently, as is usually
the case in this stage of our spiritual unfoldment, we tend to
regress a bit and stifle the healthy expression of the ida and pingala
(two prophets) energies.

The ‘Arc of Enlightenment’
11. It is only a matter of time when we, once again, return

to our senses and renew our devotion to our unfolding Christ-
hood. The ‘arc of enlightenment’ (three and a half days) signals
our conscious trajectory toward harnessing our vital forces
(Spirit of Life from God) as we re-establish the equilibrium
(stood upon their feet) we need to foster our continued illumi-
nation. Our unredeemed tendencies and materialistic urges can
no longer justify their existence (fear fell upon them).

12. As we become more in sync (come up hither) with our
Higher Self (a great voice) we will receive divinely-inspired
revelations (ascend to heaven in a cloud)15 in spite of any residual
unquickened egocentric urges (enemies).

13. There will come a time when there will be a total and
complete entrainment (a great earthquake) of our egocentric
consciousness (the city fell) with our super-consciousness so that
there is universal harmony and unity (glory to the God of heaven).
When that happens, the totality of our residual impurities (a tenth
part)16 and a multitude of repressed materialistic attachments
(seven thousand men slain) will be exorcised from our con-
sciousness.

14. When these transformations are accomplished due to the
flowering of our sixth chakra (the second woe is past), only one
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more step (the third woe) in the purification process remains.
And it will come quickly.

The Crown Chakra Opens
15. The powerful Crown Chakra (seventh angel) is brought

into full expression. All of the chakras (great voices in heaven) are
simultaneously and rhythmically brought into coordinated expres-
sion. The kundalini’s rise from the Base Chakra to the Crown
Chakra has transformed all of our bodily systems (kingdoms of the
world), including our cranial nerves, major organs, and all three of
our levels of consciousness into their super-sensitive states of
perfection (the kingdoms of the Lord). We are on our way to
becoming fully Christed17 and this elevated state of being will
be permanent and enduring (shall reign forever).

16. Our twelve pairs of cranial nerves (twenty four elders)
which had waited for their full expression (sat before God on
their seats) are now, operating (worshipping God) at their
superbly-refined extrasensory levels of expression.18

17. We can imagine all of our heightened senses, as the
intelligent expressions they are, purring with unbridaled power
and limitless renderings (giving thanks to the Lord God
Almighty, [our Higher Self, our Christ Self, our I-Am-ness]).

18. We can also see that all of our worldly indulgences,
addictions, and attachments (nations) have lost their allure (are
angry) and have been transmuted (wrath has come) into their
higher, more spiritual essences. We have truly burned off almost
all of the dross of error (judged the dead, destroyed those who
destroyed the earth) and refined (rewarded) our spiritual incli-
nations (servants, the prophets,19 and saints) to the degree that
sensing reality through the twenty four cranial nerves no longer
occurs through the filters of the ego. When we have reached
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this level of illumination we express psychic abilities which sci-
ence has yet to understand, let alone measure.

19. We get a super-intuitive glimpse of what our highly spir-
itualized body (the temple of God) will look and feel like in a
flash of insight from our highly-evolved super-consciousness
(heaven). We understand that we do not quite possess the super-
spiritualized body that is solid and can be touched, yet can also
appear and disappear at will (seen in his temple the ark of his
testament).20 Our new highly-spiritualized body is different
enough that it isn’t always recognizable by those still in flesh
bodies, but it is capable of being distinguished because it has a
noticeable resemblance to our less evolved flesh body. The rise
of our kundalini has reached its summit (there were lightnings,
voices, thunderings, and an earthquake) and epitomizes our
having chrystalized (hail) our highest spiritual aspirations to
complete the transformation of our flesh body into the Vital
body.21

Chapter Twelve

A Woman, a Child and a Dragon
1. Because our highest chakra has become fully flowered (a

great and wondrous sign) its luminous intensity illuminates
everything in our super-consciousness (heaven). Our receptivity
(woman) toward being fully conscious (clothed) of our connec-
tion with the life-giving Principle of Eternal Life (sun) causes
us to seriously reflect (moon under her feet) on what we have
accomplished and the implications of our continued progress.
It occurs to us that our twelve pair of cranial nerves (a crown
of twelve stars on her head) are fully spiritualized and epitomize
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the transmutation of our entire physical body into its pinnacled
luminosity.

2. Even though our receptivity (she was pregnant)1 to our
innate divinity (being with child) is obvious, we may be a bit
disconcerted (cry out in pain, travail)2 by the responsibilities
associated with our newly achieved (give birth) state of being.

3. We are struck by a powerful recollection (wonder, sign)
that helps us put our spiritual journey in perspective, and espe-
cially the role our super-conscious (heaven) played in it. We
suddenly become aware of the recalcitrant ego’s3 (red dragon)
relentless refusal throughout our spiritual unfoldment to accept
our divine status and to do everything within its temporal power
to derail us from achieving conscious union with our I-Am-
ness. We are reminded of the seven deadly sins (seven heads),4
our habitual disregard for any or all of the ten major expressions
(ten horns) of unconditional love,5 and misuse of the seven spir-
itual centers, chakras (seven crowns), that have been available
to us since our skin school birth.6

4. The paranoid ego also makes its presence felt on the
chakras (stars of heaven) which line the spinal column (the third
part)7 by reminding us of their connection to our physical and
emotional well-being (cast them to the earth).8 The demented
ego (dragon) is uncomfortable with our unabashed receptivity
(stood before the woman) for our divine status (ready to give
birth, to be delivered) and wants to stop (devour) the next purely
spiritual thought (child) from fruition (the moment it is born)9

so it can maintain its faltering temporal rulership.
5. Nevertheless, our overwhelming receptivity (she, the

woman) for sustaining our alignment with our Christ Nature
(child caught up unto God, man child) has a galvanizing effect
(rules) on all of our bodily systems (nations) and accommodates
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the rise of the kundalini energies surging through our spinal column
(rod of iron) upward to our Crown Chakra (throne).10

6. Our response (woman) to the ego’s survival antics sends
us into a brief period of introspection (fled into a desert, wilder-
ness) that refines our relationship with our I-Am-ness (a place
prepared by God) and revitalizes our top three spiritual energy
centers (1260 days).11

Satan is Cast Out of Heaven in a War With Michael
7. The ego’s (dragon) spastic attempts to declare its ruler-

ship (war in heaven)12 are thwarted by our divine realization
(Michael) and its accompanying spiritual principles (angels).

8. Our wounded ego does not prevail, of course, because it
is no match for the dynamic spiritual potencies that characterize
our super-conscious energies (heaven).

9. Any, if not all, of our egocentric, divinity-denying
thoughts, compulsions and desires (the great dragon, devil,
satan, devil’s angels)13 are expunged (cast out, hurled down)
from our consciousness (earth).

10. In a moment of divine inspiration (a loud voice in
heaven) we come to a soul empowering insight: We can
divinely order our good (now is come salvation), wholeness
(strength), continued divine status (kingdom of our God), and
enlightenment (power of Christ), because divinity-denying
thoughts and desires (the accuser of our brothers, brethren) are
powerless (cast down, hurled down) in the presence of our
declared status as God expressing.14

11. Our salvation will always come by conscientiously
employing the Vital Force (blood) of our embodied I-Am-ness
(Lamb)15 as we walk our talk (testimony) faithfully, knowing
that constantly living at the speed of our Christ Consciousness
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will keep us spiritually vibrant and pure regardless of the limi-
tations associated with any incarnational or reincarnational
experience (not shrink from earth).

12. Even though we are well-planted in higher levels of
awareness (ye heavens) in our super-consciousness, which is
filled with higher order thoughts (you that dwell in them), the
unhinged ego (devil) still exists and has some influence over our
body and emotions (woe to the inhabitants of the earth and sea).

The Dragon Renews Its Efforts For Survivorship
13. Our ego (dragon) will renew its efforts for survivorship

(saw that it is cast down to earth) by attempting to dismantle
(persecute) our disciplined receptivity and avowed surrender
(the woman) to our Christ Nature (man child).

14. However, we must always remember that our consistent
receptivity (woman) to our Inner Guidance will keep us at an
elevated spiritual perspective (eagle)16 so that our time spent in
honest and sincere introspection (wilderness) will be time well-
spent distancing ourselves from the desperate ego’s (dragon)
influence.17

15. One of the chief defense mechanisms associated with a
frenzied, rabid ego (serpent) is a flood of uncontrollable emo-
tions (spewed water like a river, a flood of water out of its
mouth) that keeps us off balance and vulnerable.18

16. That being said, one extremely important thing to
remember is that our highly spiritualized body (the earth) is
already able to handle the surge of energies associated with the
kundalini’s rise,19 so the effects of a flood of emotions is easily
mediated (opened her mouth and swallowed up the flood) and
controlled.

17. Our crazed ego (dragon) will be wrathful at our contin-
ued receptivity (woman) for our highly spiritualized status and
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will concentrate on influencing (make war against) any of our
lesser evolved character traits, temperaments and instincts (the
rest of the offspring, the remnant of her seed) that are fairly new
to our portfolio of spiritualized qualities.

Chapter Thirteen

A Beast Rises Out of the Sea
1. We can master a wide range of ego-driven (a beast rises)

emotions (sea) by calling upon our powers of disciplined discern-
ment (standing on the sand of the sea). And we must resolutely
employ this discernment to ameliorate the negative effects caused
by the ego’s seven worst habits (seven heads)1 and complete
disregard for all of the major expressions (ten horns) of uncon-
ditional love.2 Each of these negative influences reigns supreme
(ten crowns, diadems) in compromising the goodness of exer-
cising unconditional love. The unfortunate thing about all of
this egocentric toxicity, especially the seven worst habits, is that
their basic essence is the abject denial of our innate divinity
(blasphemy).3

2. Our rebellious nature (beast) possesses a cunning intellect
(leopard), the ability to force its willfulness and sovereignty
(feet of a bear), and test its courage and fierceness (mouth of a
lion) on anything that threatens its temporal rulership. These
self-aggrandizing characteristics suit the purpose of our sense-
addicted ego (dragon) which wants to usurp the power and
majesty of our Divine Nature.4

3. If we are not totally committed to our spiritual unfold-
ment, every time we believe we have eliminated (wounded to
death, fatally wounded) one of the troublesome ‘sins’ (heads)
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we will find that it raises its ugly head (is healed). When this
happens, our egocentric nature, along with its self-aggrandizing
qualities (all the world) maintains its debilitative influence over
our human personality.

4. Our unfettered egotistical qualities (men) are congruent
with (worship) a sense-addicted ego (dragon) which fuels our
rebelliousness (beast). We may even see our iconoclastic behavior
(who is like unto the beast) as justified and warranted insurgence
(who is able to, can make war against him).

5. There is no doubt that part of the ego’s survival rhetoric
(a mouth speaking, uttering, proud words) will be to frame all
of its actions as divinity-denying affidavits (blasphemies) in
order to place its continued rulership well above the karmic tip-
ping point (forty-two months).5

6. In its anti-divinity stance (he opened his mouth to blas-
pheme, in blasphemy) our recalcitrant ego seeks to rule the body
(tabernacle) and subjugate the thoughts that come from our super-
consciousness (blaspheme them that dwell in heaven).

7. Because of its well-groomed obstinacy the rebellious ego
seeks to eradicate (make war) any and all of our spiritually-
attuned thoughts and inclinations (saints), including our divine
aspirations (kindreds, tribe), metaphysical principles (language,
tongues), and consistently-practiced spiritual concepts (nations).

8. The conniving ego will consistently be able to influence
our worldly thoughts and propensities (all inhabitants that dwell
on the earth) because they are based on purely secular (names
not written) and not spiritual interests that have been recorded
in our cellular history (book of life) before and after we enter
each incarnational experience as the Christ (Lamb of God)6

expressing Itself in human form as us.
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9. We have the ability to understand (have an ear) this
important truth. So, it would serve us well to embrace it (let
him hear) without reservation or equivocation!

10. If we allow our sense-soaked ego to keep us attached to
materiality (lead us into captivity) we will be products of a
material consciousness (go into captivity). If we cut ourselves
off from our innate divinity we will create a misalignment (kill,
slay with a sword) with our Higher Self. Herein lies the wisdom
of the proper discernment and detachment (patience and faith),7
fortified by spiritual principles (saints), to stay centered in our
spirituality.

A Beast Comes Out of the Earth
11. A rebellious spirit leads to rebellious actions (another,

second beast) that come from our attachment to our sense con-
sciousness (earth). These highly-charged, unruly fits are usually
expressed as narcissistic rants and arrogant tirades (two horns
like a lamb) that mimic a pompous ego’s (dragon) whims.

12. Our riotous actions mirror (exercise all of the power) all
of the incorrigibleness that characterizes a rebellious spirit (first
beast).8 If we believe we are purely physical beings, we will
convince ourselves that our selfish intentions (worshipping the
first beast) are for our benefit and that any displays of preten-
tiousness or conceitedness are appropriate (whose fatal, deadly
wound was healed).

13. Our obstinate behavior can sometimes produce phenome-
nally entertaining outcomes (great wonders), but they are generally
the result of misplaced zealousness (fire) that creates more prob-
lems than solutions.9

14. However, the counterfeit nature (make an image to the
beast) of rebellious behavior (deceives those that dwell on
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doing that contributes to our own impeachment (the number of
a man) because denying our divine status is Self-censorship
[capital ‘S’ Self, Higher Self] in its most debilitative form.

Chapter Fourteen

144,000 Redeemed
1. As we continue our spiritual unfoldment (I looked), we will

bump up our level of heightened awareness by going within to a
high level of consciousness (Mount Sion)1 which primes us for
becoming consciously (Father’s name written on our foreheads)
one with our Christ Nature (Lamb). The fruition of our spiritual
growth and mastery in skin school has occurred. All twelve of our
bodily systems2 and each pair of our cranial nerves3 have become
highly spiritualized, sending the pedaled vibrations (144,000
redeemed) of the Crown Chakra into luminous wholeness.4

2. We will be so in sync with our Christ Mind (hear a voice,
sound from heaven) that our feelings (rushing waters), spiritual
aspirations (a great peal of thunder), and sense of inner peace
and harmony (harpists playing harps) will mirror each other in
a symphony of congruence.

3. This inner symphony (new song) of highly spiritualized
bodily perfection (throne) demonstrates how well we have
transformed our emotions, physical body, etheric body, and
intellectual glaucoma (four beasts);5 and metamorphosized our
cranial nerves (elders). We could not have accomplished this
level of spiritualization (no man could learn that song) if we
had not spiritualized our multi-pedalled Crown Chakra
(144,000 redeemed souls).6
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4. The newly-formed thoughts and aspirations (virgins) that
spring from our highly spiritualized consciousness have not
been through the sensory filters (woman) of our earthly nature,
which limits (defiles) their perceptual perfection. They come
from our Christ Nature (the Lamb) and constitute our elevated
thinking (being the first fruits) at a level we are not quite used
to enjoying.

5. These highly spiritualized thoughts and inclinations are
illumined expressions (have no guile, do not lie) because they
are the outpicturings (without fault) of our elevated conscious-
ness which is grounded in the authority of our embodied Christ
Nature7 (throne of God).

The Trilling of Our Psycho-Somatic Wholeness
6. So in-tune are we with our mind, body, and soul dynamics

that we can feel the trill of our Base Chakra (an angel flies in
the midst of heaven) as it vivifies our whole being at a cellular
level (preach to them that dwell on the earth). The Christ currents
that run through us register our psycho-somatic wholeness (every
nation, tribe, kindred, tongue, language, and people).8

7. This is the time in our unfoldment that we fully realize
the need to be in absolute alignment (fear God) with our Christ
Nature (give glory to him). It means we have conformed to (the
hour of judgment) spiritual principles and identify (worship) com-
pletely with our Divine roots at the spiritual (heaven), physical
(earth), emotional (sea), and etheric (fountains of waters) levels.

8. If we call our attention to our Sacral Chakra (another
angel) we realize that we are identifying ourselves with our capital
‘S’ Self [Christ Self] and not our small ‘s’ self (Babylon has
fallen).9 We have given up the bogus attachments (drinking the
wine of wrath) and divinity-denying debasements (fornication)
that belie our spiritual growth and unfolding perfection.
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9. If we stay mindful, we will sense the trill (loud voice) of
the highly spiritualized Solar Plexus Chakra (third angel), and
are reminded that discordant divinity-bashing thoughts and
inclinations (the mark of the beast on our foreheads) lead to
corrupt choices and actions (hand).10

Our Cellular Ecology
10. It is not difficult to see that anti-Christed thoughts and

behaviors (drinking the wine of the wrath of God)11 are self-
defeating practices (poured without mixture). They compromise
our quest for wholeness and lead to ruin (the cup of his indigna-
tion). It goes without saying that we are punished (tormented)
by the heat of our conscience (fire) and by our gross sense
appetites (brimstone),12 in spite of our divine origins (in the
presence of the holy angels,13 in the presence of the Lamb).

11. We also know fully well that the consequences (smoke)
of our errant thoughts, words, choices and actions have a cumu-
lative effect (no rest day or night) on our bodily systems and
cellular ecology as long as we maintain our demented attach-
ments (worship the beast and his image) to divinity-denying
habits and propensities (receive the mark of his name).

Disciplined Discernment and Superior Intuition
12. Of course, at this stage of our journey we understand

the importance of disciplined discernment (patience) in apply-
ing spiritual truths (saints) and modeling the behavior (keeping
the commandments) that ensures the alignment with our divine
I-Am-ness (God). By this time we have demonstrated our trust
(the faith of Jesus) in our divine inheritance.

13. As we listen to our superior intuition (a voice from
heaven) we will grasp that we have outgrown our sense-soaked
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thoughts and actions (the dead) and birthed a higher order of
apprehending and doing (are in the Lord). It may occur to us
that we are on a permanent sabbatical (rest) from materialistic
inclinations (labors).

14. We, no doubt, have reached the understanding (looked
up and beheld) that at this level of heightened awareness (white
cloud) we will have little difficulty discerning the difference
between universal truths and cumbersome error (one sat like
unto a Son of Man).14 Our thoughts (head) will be highly refined
and inestimably spiritual (golden crown) and our actions (hand)
will be extremely discriminating (sharp sickle)15 when it comes
to discerning truth from error, because that is the nature of our
fourth chakra, the Heart Chakra.

The Roaring of Our Upper Three Chakras
15. The trill (loud voice) of our fifth chakra, the Throat

Chakra (another angel came out of the temple) prompts us to
become more aware of our extraordinary spiritual nature (sat
on a cloud). The quickening of this chakra retails our capacity
to reap (sickle) the benefits of our intellectual sharpness, fluency
in thought, creativity, and connection with our inner guidance.

16. Our consistent in-sync-ness with this chakra’s energies
(sat on the cloud) will sharpen our ability (thrust in his sickle)
to remain grounded in whatever dimension of being (the earth
was reaped, harvested) we find ourselves.16

17. The blossoming of our Brow Chakra (the sixth angel) is
associated with the pineal gland (temple) and is the seat of our
higher esoteric understanding (heaven). It constitutes our super-
intuitiveness and superior discrimination (sharp sickle) which
are able to trump all worldly concerns and falsehoods.

18. The roaring trill (loud voice) of our Crown Chakra (the
seventh angel) reminds us that we always have absolute dominion
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over all of our impassioned thoughts, feelings and actions
(power over fire). Its violet energies (fully ripe grapes) spiritualize
each of the chakras below it (clusters of the vine), reinforcing
their illuminative and transformative powers so they can remain
key centers of spiritual discernment (sharp sickle).17

19. When the Crown Chakra is fully operative there is a
simultaneous trilling of all of the chakras below it (gathered the
vine of the earth) and our entire mental, emotional, and physical
constitutions are transmuted (cast, thrown into the great wine-
press)18 into their highest spiritualized essences so that we are
not confined to the limitations of our skin school or inter-dimen-
sional experiences.19

20. Our essential transmutation (winepress) is registered in
our Vital Body (without the city), or Etheric Double20 so that
our physical skin school body is prepared for the awesome spir-
itualization (blood came out of the winepress) it must endure
to completely support our mental faculties (horse bridles) at all
levels of knowing and comprehension. This level of mastery
signals the presence of our superb pre-incarnational/pre-rein-
carnational and skin school synchronicity.21 We have taken a
quantum leap forward on our spiritual resume!22

Chapter Fifteen

Our Super-Charged Chakras and the Final Expungement
of Error

1. In the previous chapter, we were reminded of how each
chakra registers our advanced powers of disciplined discern-
ment and superior discrimination. As our unfoldment continues,1
one of the distinguishing marks (sign)2 of our elevated conscious-
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ness (heaven) is the realization that the highly quickened (great
and marvelous) nature of our chakras (seven angels) affords us
the opportunity to completely expunge any and all remaining
error (the seven last plagues) associated with a particular chakra.
Essentially, we are prepared for a total karmic cleansing3 (the
wrath of God)4 that will leave our body, mind and soul com-
pletely expunged of error.

2. Through considerable introspection we understand (saw)
that a phenomenal crystallization of our emotions (sea of glass)5

has taken place. And it is punctuated with our emotions having
been purified (mingled with fire) so that the cellular memory
of the effects of those emotions no longer holds the cells in
bondage in our subconscious warehouse of skin school experi-
ences. Many of our thoughts and memories have always been
in harmony (having harps of God) with our Christ Nature and
vibrated at their highest spiritual essences (been victorious over
the beast [lower mind]) and its expressions (image). Therefore,
they have not lost their goodness (stand on, beside the sea of
glass), perpetuated anti-Christed thoughts or tendencies (mark
of the beast), or exemplified error (the number of the beast).6

3. Throughout our incarnational and reincarnational expe-
riences there will always be a strong foundation of thoughts,
feelings, and behaviors that serve as examples for others (sing
the song of Moses,7 song of the Lamb) of our divine origins
(servant of God). We can depend on these foundational qualities
(great and marvelous are thy works, just and true are thy ways).

4. We will gain a whole new appreciation for our Divine
Nature (glorify, bring glory to thy name) and realize that our
entire thought and feeling universes (nations) are highly-spe-
cialized expressions of (worship) our innate divinity.

5. It becomes clear to us (I looked) that our perfected body
(temple) is the result of our highly spiritualized consciousness
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(tabernacle of the testimony). We sense we are on the verge of
becoming fully enlightened (heaven is opened).

6. All of the quickened chakras (the seven angels) that vitalize
our body (temple) are primed to expunge all traces of remaining
error (seven plagues).8 Each chakra has reached a high degree of
holiness (pure and white linen)9 which complements our having
achieved a state of consciousness that is totally receptive to our
Christ Nature and the necessity of maintaining absolute heart-
mind integrity (golden girdles) and sacred in-sync-ness.

7. Our highly spiritualized body (one of the four beasts)10 is
prepared energetically for the karmic cleansing (wrath of God) that
will take place when the transmutational action of our chakras
(seven angels) expunges the residue of our error tendencies (seven
golden vials) so that our whole being is completely purified and
whole (liveth forever and ever).

8. Although our body is in a highly spiritualized somatic
form (temple) at this stage of our unfoldment, it still has, as has
been acknowledged previously, a small residue of unquickened
mental, emotional and physical baggage (is filled with smoke)
which is not quite perfected (the glory of God)11 enough to handle
(enter the temple) the spectacular expungement of the remaining
pockets of error (seven plagues) associated with each of our
super-charged chakras (seven angels).

Chapter Sixteen

From the Expungement of Error and Armageddon 
to the Great City

1. The culmination of our conscious oneness with our
Higher Nature, our Christ Self, is obvious as we sense a familiar
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Inner Guidance (hear a great voice), because we are well-
grounded in our Spirit, mind-body connection (temple). We
know that our chakras (seven angels) are poised to send (pour)
their highly spiritualized energies to thoroughly expunge any
remaining pockets of error (the wrath of God) from our decid-
edly ennobled physical body (temple).

2. As our Base Chakra (first angel) begins its accelerated
cleansing process (pour out its vial) to bleach all error out of
our regenerative nature (the earth), we will experience the
removal of any festering pockets of dis-ease (painful, grievous
sores)1 like lasciviousness, idolatry, selfishness, greed, lust, and
lack consciousness that have the potential to mire us down in
unnecessary divinity-denying behavior (the mark of the beast).
It occurs to us that dis-ease cannot be cured by pronouncing the
name of the dis-ease, but by taking the ‘cleansing’ medicine.
Our deliverance is not achieved by simply repeating the name
of God, but by directly experiencing our God Nature.

3. Once our Sacral Chakra (second angel) starts its cleansing
action (pour out its vial) to purify our emotional makeup (the
sea) so that we will expunge the lifelessness, emptiness and
meaninglessness caused by bogus worldly attachments2 (becom-
ing as the blood of a dead man). Any sense of self-negation and
valuelessness will finally become non-existent (every living soul
die in the sea).

4. The cleansing process (poured out the vial) generated by
the Solar Plexus Chakra (third angel) helps us eliminate any
and all hypocritical, deceptive and sanctimonious tendencies
that are the result of the adrenal glands secretion of adrenaline,
noradrenaline, and aldosterone (rivers and fountains of waters)
that signal our discomfort and fearful reactions to life events.
Once we regain the confidence and trust we need the purified
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adrenal pathways secrete substances that complement the life
force (became blood).3

5. It goes without saying that the Solar Plexus Chakra (the
angel of the waters) is a perfect ‘cutting’ and ‘reductionist’
instrument (just in judgments) because its cleansing action will
be able to dissect reality skillfully once all impurities are
removed.

6. Any debasements we allow to remain will weaken the
vitality (shed blood) of our intellectual and emotional worth
(saints and prophets) unless we completely and unapologeti-
cally reclaim our Vital Force (drink the blood).

7. When we feel the effects (hear another) of a super-
cleansed body (altar) as a result of the Solar Plexus Chakra’s
diligence in disinfecting the bodily systems it represents, we
will reiterate our acceptance in submitting wholeheartedly to
this phase of the purification process.

8. When the Heart Chakra (the fourth angel) does its cleans-
ing job (pours out its vial) to help foster our soul’s illumination
(sun), it will completely burn off the dross of error (scorch men
with fire) related to any imperfections in our ability to give and
receive unconditional love, express compassion, eliminate all
forms of covetousness, remain devoted to our truth walk, and
show empathy and kindness.

9. All of the imperfections (men) mentioned above are elimi-
nated (seared by intense heat, scorched with great heat) from our
consciousness, censoring their discordant influence (blaspheme,
curse the name of God) because it was not in their nature to honor
their spiritual essences (refused to repent or glorify him).

10. The cleansing action (poured out its vial) of the Throat
Chakra (fifth angel) erases any doubts whatsoever of our Divine
Nature. Our egocentric nature loses its sense of a separate self
and all of the self-defeating patterns and Self-negation tendencies
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housed in our subconscious (the kingdom full of darkness)4 are
permanently purged out of our consciousness. Any and all
repressed material is totally expunged (they gnawed their
tongues in agony, pain).

11. We will experience a tremendous sense of relief when
our self-defeating subconscious drives5 and egocentric willful-
ness lose their detrimental influence. We are no longer burdened
by anti-Christed tendencies (those that blaspheme the God of
heaven), which, by their very nature we allowed to delay our
spiritual unfoldment.

12. We can be assured that when the bodily cleansing which
takes place as our Brow Chakra (sixth angel) expunges all of
the remaining error (poured out its vial) that has compromised
the full revitalization power of our Vital Force, we will feel its
medicinal effects on our highly spiritualized pineal gland (the
river Euphrates).6 As this phenomenally important gland is
expunged of its final rudiments of imperfection (the water was
dried up) it provides a thoroughfare7 of newly spiritualized Vital
Force that completely transforms all of our bodily systems
(kings of the east),8 including those that are already highly
enriched.

13. As this chakra releases its powerful disinfectant nature,
we will fully grasp that all divinity-denying thoughts, feelings
and actions (three unclean spirits like frogs) that have sprung
up as affidavits from a maniacal ego (mouth of the dragon),
self-aggrandizing actions from our rebellious nature (mouth of the
beast), and manipulative attestations from our warped allegiance
(mouth of the false prophet)9 are on their way to expungement.

14. We have mindlessly allowed these divinity-denying
thoughts and actions (spirits of devils) to rule (work miracles)
our human personality by spewing their lasciviousness and
deceitfulness throughout our body, mind and soul (kings of the
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earth), and especially our evolving consciousness (the whole
world). We have permitted these discordant patterns to give mean-
ing to the meaningless and undue importance to the unimportant
by corrupting our values to the point that we will experience a great
deal of inner turmoil during the karmic cleansing process (the
battle of that great day of God Almighty).

15. However, any concern about this inner turmoil is quickly
dissipated (come as a thief) because we know how far we have
come spiritually (blessed is he that watcheth). Our higher thought
belief system is well-established (he keepeth his garments)10 so we
will not feel the need to worry about our reticence (walk naked)
when it comes to cleansing any residual error (shame).

16. It becomes clear to us that this ‘ultimate error-disinfecting’
process is the battle between our ears to overcome sense con-
sciousness (Armageddon)11 once and for all.

17. We have ‘upped our consciousness’ to the point where the
expungement of all of our error (pour out its vial) is immanent (It
is done)12 because our Crown Chakra (the seventh angel) has
revved up its awesome energies (a great voice comes out of the
temple of heaven).

18. The fiery rise of the kundalini energies is felt (there were
voices, peals of thunder, and flashes of lightning) throughout our
entire body. At this extraordinary level of our unfoldment we
become consciously  and psychically  one with our Higher Self13

(there was a great earthquake) so that our human personality is
completely transformed (so mighty was the earthquake), having
been metamorphasized into its elevated spiritual dimension.

19. Our immediate response, once we become consciously
and physically one with our Higher Self (the Great City), is to
divinely order (divide into three parts) any propensities related
to the concepts of past, present and future (cities) which were
prevalent formulations in two thirds of our egocentric cognitive
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structure consisting of subconscious, unconscious and con-
scious (nations which fell). All of these cognitive structures that
were so essential to a divinity-denying ego (Babylon) have been
subjected to a complete purification process (in remembrance
before God) and have been thoroughly alchemicalized (the cup
of wine)14 by the truth of who we really are. We have attained
the position of operating solely out of our super-consciousness.
The centrifugal force of materiality has given way to the karmic
cleansing (the fierceness of God’s wrath) of Spirit.

20. Every illusion (island)15 and dogmatic acclamation of
narcissistic pride and puffery (mountains) we cultivated as a
result of the delusions championed by our now defunct ego
have been bankrupted. We realize that compared with the high-
est reality, Absolute reality, all forms are only partial realities
because they are incomplete ‘pictures’ of reality, torn out of
their organic connections and deprived of their universal inter-
connectedness. We also conclude that each partial aspect of
reality is a lesser degree of what is real. It occurs to us that the
less universal something is, the more illusory and impermanent
it is. However, we also become very aware that there is a supra-
interrelatedness that comprises nations, races, civilizations,
planets, solar systems, universes, and multiverses. We arrive at
the perception of a cosmic world order of infinite, mutual inter-
relationships between all things, beings and events that our old
sense-soaked ego could never have grasped.

21. Our spiritual aspirations are now crystalized (great hail
from heaven).16 Every spiritualized motive and impulse (every
stone) carries the massive influence of its sacred properties (weight
of a talent).17 On the other hand, the anti-Christed ambitions (men
blasphemed God) that characterized our pre-crystalized conscious-
ness (plague of hail) are now inconsequential because the defunct
ego has now been rendered powerless (the plague was exceedingly
great).
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Chapter Seventeen

Our Higher Self and Our Self-Indulgent Nature
1. From the pinnacle of our newly formed spiritualized con-

sciousness that was assured by the full blossoming of our
Crown Chakra (one of the seven angels) and the completion of
its error cleansing function (had one of the seven vials), we can
now see (judge) how controlling, corrupt and delusional our
divinity-denying ego (the great whore)1 had been during its tem-
poral rulership (sitteth upon many waters).

2. We will certainly remember how a number of our secular
belief systems (kings of the earth) debased (committed forni-
cation) our divine origins by polluting (made drunk) our
thoughts and cellular structures (inhabitants of the earth) with
idolatrous2 inclinations, pompous intentions, and impious
actions (the wine of her fornication).

3. This will, no doubt, be quite a period of introspection
(carried away in the spirit into the wilderness)3 as we remind
ourselves that our pre-spiritualized emotional attachment
(woman) to sensory addictions and indulgences (the scarlet col-
ored beast) led to the gross misuse of the chakras (seven heads)
and unconscionable disregard for opportunities to demonstrate
unconditional love and compassion (ten horns).

4. Our introspection brings us to a sobering conclusion: In
the now defunct egocentric version of us (the woman),4 we were
prone to ‘dress up’ our outer image by projecting what we knew
others would assume was our Higher Self (purple) while con-
cealing our lower and more preferred self-indulgent nature
(scarlet). And in order to better project our counterfeit self we
convinced ourselves that the more gaudy and extravagant the
outer trappings were the more pious and successful we would
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seem (decked out with gold and precious stones and pearls).
We will see very clearly that during our egocentric period we
filled our precious vessel (our physical body) that houses our
priceless Divine Nature (golden cup)5 with anti-Christed
garbage (full of abominations and filthiness of fornication).

5. The very nature of our egocentric consciousness (upon
her forehead) was to misdirect and misuse our vital energies and
potentials for its own self-indulgent actions (Mother of Harlots and
Abominations). We allowed its divinity-denying propensity (Baby-
lon the Great) for sensory excess and gluttonous extravagance to
keep us earthbound6 by enticing us to continue to incarnate. 

6. As we continue our post-cleansing self-assessment we will
see that our divinity-bashing ego (woman) had taken considerable
pride (was drunken)7 in sabotaging any expression of higher
thought that would lead to potent spiritual thoughts and insights
(blood of the saints and martyrs).8 We would have realized a lot
sooner that we allowed our old self to see only the transitoriness
of things and reject the true nature of things because of its
attachment to the illusions it spun. Before our cleansing we
could not comprehend that the form of change, the manner in
which change takes place, reveals the underlying unity of all
form.

The Metamorphosis of Our Old Self Which Is No Longer
Part of Our Highly-Spiritualized Psychology

7. Experiencing the incredible power of the Crown Chakra
(angel) causes us to wonder (marvel) how the seductive wiles
(mystery) of the defunct ego (woman) had been so instrumental in
retraining the chakras (seven heads) and our limitless potential (ten
horns) for unconditional love by reigning them in so thoroughly.
However, our conceptions are now more profound, our harmoniz-
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ing abilities are noticeably more transcendental, our innermost
being more aligned with our True Nature.

8. Our old sense-tarnished self (the beast) is no longer a
major part of our psychology (was, and is not). Our Higher Self
has risen (ascended) out of the ashes, so to speak, of our attachment
to physicality (the bottomless pit, perdition). Any underlying
egocentric beliefs and values (they that dwell on the earth) that
were inconsistent (were not written in the Book of Life9 from the
foundations of the world) with divine ideas, beliefs and values have
been raised to their highest spiritual essences. Our old self (the
beast) is being  metamorphasized (was, and is not, and yet is)
to the degree that it is not as sovereign as it once was.

9. We have now attained a state of super-conscious aware-
ness (the mind hath wisdom). The post-cleansed chakras (seven
heads) are now highly spiritualized and specialized monuments
(seven mountains) which indicate our herculean spiritual
unfoldment. We realize that consciousness is not a product of
the ego or of the world, but that both are the products of a more
universal form of super-consciousness.

10. It becomes clear to us that the lower chakras (five are
fallen) no longer have the influence they had over the body. The
two highest chakras, the pineal (one) and the pituitary (the
other), have taken control over all of our bodily functions. The
lower five have turned over their functions to the upper two,
which control what our super-spiritualized body experiences.
The complete authority of the Crown Chakra is immanent (it
cometh), but will only be transitional (continue a short space)
as it prepares our body, mind and soul for its powerful trans-
figuration.10

11. We are reminded of how recalcitrant the paranoid ego
(the beast) always has been (was, and is not) and speculate that
it may think it still exists at some level (is the eighth) of phys-
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icality (perdition) because the chakras (the seven) have not quite
turned over all of their functions to the Crown Chakra.

12. Our inborn penchant for unconditional love (ten horns)
has now taken the form of outright unconditional love in action
(ten kings) which had not been honored in our pre-cleansed
existence, in spite of being present  in potential  in our last
incarnation (one hour) which had been ruled once again by the
obnoxious ego (beast).

13. The egocentric qualities that we allowed to define the
defunct ego’s rulership (gave their power and strength to the
beast) were unfortunately very efficient (had one mind) in neu-
tralizing our spiritual aspirations. However, we realize quite
well that if every action of ours tends towards our self-preser-
vation, and if every thought circles around our own personal
interests, all our protestations and rationalizations against the
existence of what we consider to be a defunct ego would be
meaningless. Even at this level of advancement, we would be
kidding ourselves.

We Are Primed For Enlightenment
14. We remember vividly how our worldly attachments

resisted (made war with) any and all spiritually attuned aspira-
tions that were in alignment with our Higher Nature (Lamb).
However, we are also fully aware that our newly spiritualized
consciousness (Lord of Lords, Kings of Kings) is filled with a
thought universe which is consecrated, receptive and primed
for a life of enlightenment.

15. The divine energies and life patterns (waters) that
stepped down their energies to form our worldly ego (the whore
sitteth) were the composites of all previous thoughts (peoples),
emotions (multitudes), beliefs and values ((nations), and life
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experiences (tongues) that constituted the various skin school
versions of us throughout our incarnational and reincarnational
life cycles.

16. In our elevated state of being we realize that the unlim-
ited potential (ten horns) for unconditional love which was
severely restrained by the divinity-bashing, rebelliousness
(beast) championed by the now defunct ego (whore) will be
freely expressed (hate the whore). Our highly spiritualized state
of being does not depend solely on physical stimuli (make her
desolate and naked) because it relies on the guidance coming
from our newly synthesized Christ Consciousness. Our old self
has been purged and purified (burn her with fire, eat her flesh)11

by the collective actions of the chakras, especially the higher
chakras.

17. By our very nature (God hath put in their hearts) we are
pre-wired to be the best Christ we can be (fulfill God’s will)
because our goodness is literally in our DNA.12 Our old self had
repressed these existential qualities (gave their kingdom to the
beast) until we attained our conscious Christ status (the words
of God shall be fulfilled).

18. Our emotive human self (woman) is now in direct align-
ment with our Higher Self (Great City), which has transformed
and wholly spiritualized all of our bodily functions (kings of
the earth) and consciousness.

Chapter Eighteen

The Fall of Babylon
1. We are in for quite an uplift (after this, after these things)

when we sense the dominance (great power) of the pituitary
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energies1 from the Crown Chakra (another angel from heaven).
Its powerful blossoming signals the emergence of our highly
spiritualized body (the earth was lightened with his glory).

2. The supra-conscious insights (mighty voice) we gain from
a fully vibrant Crown Chakra help us clearly see that our old self,
with its defunct ego (Babylon) no longer rules our personality by
enticing our physical sensations and mental perceptions to create
a world that serves the whims of a sense-addicted ego (Babylon
the great has fallen). We have become ‘ego less’ and ‘Christ more.’
Our old self was once the home (habitation) of falsehoods (devils)
and the playground (haunt, hold) for anti-Christed thoughts (every
foul spirit) and divinity-denying pronouncements (every unclean
and detestable, hateful bird). We cease to regard our personality as
our most prized possession and begin to perceive it as a burden.
Transpersonal inclinations that had previously been repressed
begin to make themselves felt with steadily growing force.

3. We remember how all of our bodily functions, organs and
systems (nations) were ‘imbibed’ (drunk) with the idolatrous
antics (maddening wine, wine of the wrath of her fornication) of
a sense-intoxicated ego. We recollect soberly how our physical
qualities (kings of the earth) suffered all kinds of dis-eases
because our gullible emotions (merchants of the earth) swelled
with pride and vanity (waxed rich, grew rich) setting us up for
the sensory-overloads the ego retailed (the abundance of her
delicacies, excessive luxuries).2

4. So in sync are we with our Higher Self (another voice
from heaven) that we hear Inner Guidance which confirms our
decision to subordinate the ego (come out of her) by completely
eliminating its influence (be not partakers of her sins),3 because
we have strengthened our indivisible connection (receive not
her plagues) with our Christ Nature.
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5. It is good for us to remind ourselves, even at this elevated
level of super-awareness (reach into heaven) that the defunct
ego’s missteps (sins) have already been expunged (God has
remembered her iniquities, crimes) and are no longer part of
our newly spiritualized constitution.

6. Our old self’s misdeeds were its secured karmic debt4

(reward her as she rewarded you) not only for the missteps that
occurred in a particular incarnation, but the accumulation of
misdeeds (double unto double, pay back double) from previous
incarnations that are referred to as karmic sludge.5 Looking
back on the deeds of our old self, it is sobering to realize how
much we filled our consciousness (cup) with impure thoughts
and motives.6

7. It will be difficult for us to see how we allowed our ego-
centric nature to epitomize pride, narcissism, and wantonness
(glorify herself, live deliciously). We are well aware how our
sense-soaked ego deceived itself (I sit a queen, am no widow)
refusing to change its ways (see no sorrow).7

8. In spite of our struggles to tame a recalcitrant ego we can
feel vindicated by our tireless quest for Truth which has culminated
in purging our old self’s host of errors and inconsistencies (plagues)
in a moment of supra-conscious illumination (one day). Our old
self has become disenfranchised (death), purged of its impurities
(mourning), and experienced the bankruptcy (famine) of its
temporal rulership. As the champion of flammable error, it has
succumbed to the white heat of Truth (burned with fire).8 Our
old self is no longer in a position to stay the cosmic process by
chopping our awareness into segments or rigidifying it into a
separate entity. Instead, we are beginning to feel a pleasurable
engulfment in a mysterious mind-like ‘something’ without the
spatio-temporal limitations of ordinary individual consciousness.
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Mourning the Loss of Our Skin School Attachments
9. Our strong worldly desires and impulses (kings of the earth)

that sprang from the perverse sensory appetites (fornication) of our
old self were completely abated (bewail, lament her) during the
defunct ego’s disorientation (smoke) at having been over-ruled
(burned) by our determined spiritual unfoldment.

10. These ill-fated sensory appetites began to dissolve
(stood afar off for the fear of torment) at the moment their
doomed source (Babylon) lost its temporal rulership (in one
hour thy judgment comes).

11. Our gullible emotions (merchants of the earth) which
we allowed to be thoroughly exploited by the now defunct ego
have already imploded (weep and mourn) because there is no
manipulating influence (man) to benefit from their naivete (buy
their merchandise).

12. Our thirst for achieving ego-boosting things like ulti-
mate knowledge (gold), unbridled willfulness (silver), worldly
answers to tough human dilemmas (precious stones), earthly
wealth (pearls),9 material finery (linen and silk), status and position
(purple), sensual pleasures (scarlet), natural talent (wood, precious
wood), social aloofness (ivory),10 groundedness concerning every-
day living (brass),11 temporal power and luck (iron), and traditional
values (marble) were all championed by our old self.

13. We also had the following attachments: professed pure
motives (cinnamon); masking our insecurities (odours, perfumes,
oils); relief from worldly concerns (frankincense); the ‘good
life’ (wine); having enough to eat (flour and wheat); food, alco-
hol and drug addictions (beasts); protection from the elements
(sheep); appetite for freedom (horses); desire for fast cars and
utility vehicles (chariots, carriages); freedom from domestic
responsibilities (slaves, servants); and spending more time in
skin school with people of like mind (souls of men).12
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14. One thing is for certain, the over-consumptive, worldly
attachments and addictions (fruits we longed for, lusted after)
that pleased our insatiable ego are no longer valued or prized
(are departed, vanished).

15. Even the feelings associated with the attachments (mer-
chants) that retailed our addictions have been bumped up to
their higher, more spiritually appropriate essences (stand afar
off) so that their identification with gross material pursuits is
buried along with our old self’s sense addictions (torment,
weeping and wailing).13

16. We see clearly that our old self’s perversion of our skin
school experience led to its inevitable and predictable demise.14

17. At the moment (in one hour) of our newly-formed spiritu-
alized status that signaled our illumination,15 the now defunct ego
imploded on itself (come to naught). Our adventurous worldly
nature that had once known no limits (sea captain, shipmaster)
was fueled by our emotional preferences (ships) and earthy
desires (sailors) to enjoy all of the world’s riches (trade by sea)
our incarnational experience could give us.

18. We keep reminding ourselves that the ego’s own self-
imposed disorientation (smoke of its burning) compromised its
continued existence.16

19. The result of our old self’s distortion of our True Nature
could not have been anything else but its own demise along
with all of the deviant preferences and warped values (ships) it
cultivated. As the old version of us imploded on itself (is made
desolate, brought to ruin) all of its sense-crazed characteristics
became obsolete (cast dust on their heads, cried, wept, wailed).17

Long-Standing Babylon’s Quick Demise
20. With what we know now, the recalcitrant ego’s implosion

was a good thing (rejoice over her). The quality of our spiritual-
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ized thoughts (holy apostles) and discerning insights (prophets)18

confirm that our old self wasn’t real at all (hath judged, avenged
you).

21. So at one are we with our Higher Self that we receive a
particularly compelling insight (mighty angel) that prompts us
to take decisive action in order to move irrevocably forward. It
will come as no surprise that we will admit that the required
action is long overdue. The time has come for us to direct our
highly crystalized spiritual devotion to our I Am Nature (a stone
like a great millstone) by completely eliminating (cast it into
the sea) the anti-Christed ego (the great city of Babylon will be
thrown down)19 so that its destructive nature is lost forever
within the divine ethers (shall be found no more).

22. As has become obvious to us, the lower vibrational corpo-
real thoughts, feelings, beliefs and values that were associated with
our old self (the voice of harpers, musicians, flute players, pipers,
trumpeters) are no longer present (shall be heard no more at all in
thee). Our chakras no longer have to deal with a myriad of dis-
cordant energies by altering their vibrational effects. Neither
will there be discordant thought forms or belief systems that
drain the Life Force out of us (no craftsmen, of whatsoever
craft, shall be found no more). Simply put, there will be no dis-
cordant vibration (sound) from an errant thought (a millstone)
that will spoil the absolute harmony of our newly spiritualized
soul energies (shall be no more).20

23. The intellect (light of a candle) that carried out the old
self’s purposes does not exist anymore (shall shine no more).
And the desired alignment (voice) between our Christ Nature
(Bridegroom)21 and our human nature (Bride) is not necessary
(shall be heard no more) since the two are aligned already. All
of the sense-addicted thoughts (merchants) that retailed the ego’s
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now defunct rulership were part of the bewitchment (sorcery) and
have met the same end as the deceptive ego.

24. It is important to remember that in spite of our old self’s
sense attachments, the Vital Force (blood of the prophets and
saints) was the sacred ground of our being and transformed all
of the spiritual thoughts and energies rejected by the ego (were
slain upon the earth) into their higher supra-conscious22

essences to be used as the foundational energies for our contin-
ued spiritual unfoldment. We realize we must have known what
it feels like to experience a supra-conscious state of conscious-
ness since our quest for it can only make sense in terms of our
having felt a sense of confinement.

Chapter Nineteen

The Hum of Our Christ Consciousness
1. As we inch closer to fully realizing our new conscious-

ness and its effects on our spiritualized body, we notice that all
of our thoughts, beliefs, values, feelings, and habits (a great
voice, roar of many people in heaven) literally hum because of
their higher vibratory quintessence (say Alleluia,1 Salvation,
glory, honor and power to the Lord, God).

2. The sacred (true, righteous, just) qualities (judgments) of
our Higher Self have trumped (judged, condemned) the now
defunct ego (the great whore) and ended its reign of delusion
(corrupted the earth [personality] with its fornication [sensory
addictions]), thus eliminating the cause of our sufferings
(avenged the blood of his servants [righteous thoughts and
ideas]).2
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3. It is thrilling for us to feel our thoughts, feelings, and bodily
functions vibrating at a higher octave (saying Alleluia). We are
convinced that the ego’s complete dissolution (her smoke rose
up forever and ever)3 was a good thing.

4. We are quickly reminded of the neuroscience of enlighten-
ment, when it occurs to us that the twelve pair of cranial nerves
(24 elders) are operating at their highest vibratory power, and that
our old physical, mental, emotional, and etheric bodies (the four
beasts) have been totally transformed (fell down and worshipped)
by the pure, flawless and eternal quintessence (Alleluia) of our
Christ Nature (God) which has Christ Consciousness (the
throne) as its foundation.

5. The awesome vibratory hum (voice) of our fully accessible
Christ Consciousness (throne) signals the stepped-up neural cali-
bration (praise our God) that will affect our newly crystalized
thoughts and emotions (servants). All of our behaviors and
activities  great and small  will be in alignment (you who fear
him) with our Christ Nature.

Our Christ Character
6. Our whole body, all of our bodily systems (a great multi-

tude), trill (voice) with the unfettered flow of life energy (many
waters) and the voltage of its currents (the voice of many thunder-
ings). Our whole psycho-somatic constitution rings with a supra-
melodious frequency (Alleluia) that is a tribute to our tight
alignment with our Higher Self (the Lord God omnipresent
reigneth).

7. As we look at our spiritual unfoldment, we will truly
rejoice at our having achieved conscious oneness with our
Christ Nature (the marriage of the Lamb is come).4 Our physical
body (wife) has become purified and cleansed of impurities
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(hath made herself ready) and is an appropriate vessel for the
Christ energies.

8. Our highly spiritualized body has put on its ‘Christ Char-
acter’ (is arrayed in fine linen, clean and white)5 and every inch
of it is in complete harmony and seamless unity (righteousness
of saints) with our inherited Christ Nature.

9. Our entire body, mind and soul (they which are called)
have been transformed (blessed) as the right and just outcome
of our conscious union (marriage supper) with our Christ Self
(Lamb). This is no small matter (these are the true sayings of
God) because it is for this purpose we matriculate through all
of our incarnations and/or reincarnations.

10. We may question our worthiness (fell at his feet) at hav-
ing achieved enlightenment (worship him). However, if we lis-
ten carefully to our Inner Guidance (fellow servant) which is
the composite of all our incarnational thoughts and experiences
(brethren) that have been Christed (the testimony of Jesus) in
other versions of us, we will quickly see that we have taken the
same archetypical path as other aspirants that consciously
aligned their human selves with their Christ Self.6

Mind-Boggling Purity
11. Our journey is humankind’s journey. Everyone who has

raised h/her consciousness to a Christed level has access to the
whole thought universe of Unitive Consciousness7 (heaven
opened). And our superior intuition (white horse) is a product of
our Higher Self (Faithful and True). It is faultless in generating
(judging) pure motives and actions (righteousness) because there
is no recalcitrant ego to pervert or pollute spiritual energies.

12. The ability to purify (eyes were as the flame of fire) all
of our actions and to control all of our thoughts, motives, inten-
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tions and psychic abilities (on his head were many crowns) is
guaranteed because we have attained a state of ‘sinless’ purity,
having eradicated from our nature (a name written) any karmic
baggage associated with our lower nature. We are also quite
aware that there are many higher psychic and transcendental
qualities that our Higher Self possesses that we are totally
unaware of now (no man knows). 

13. This Higher Self is the Christ (Word of God)8 which
embodies Itself (was clothed with a vesture dipped in blood) in
human form as us.

14. All of our extraordinarily mind-boggling ideas, stunning
insights, and fantabulous creative moments (armies which were
in heaven) are underwritten by the awesome purity (fine linen,
white linen) of our superior intuitive intelligence and openness
to the limitless field of universal potential (white horses) which
are constantly available to us each-consecutive-moment-of-
now! This openness means giving free play to all the creative
and benevolent impulses lying in our hearts.

15. We have an amazing ability to discern truth from error
(out of his mouth comes a sharp sword) in all of its forms
(nations). And with the fully-charged force of our kundalini
energies keeping the superhighway to our enlightenment open
and vibrant as it travels up our spinal column (rod of iron) we
will have little difficulty maintaining our spiritualization (wine-
press) as we strive to keep ourselves karmically cleansed (the
fierceness and wrath of God).

16. Because all of this characterizes the new us, we are
embodiments (have on his vesture and thigh) of the authority
and majesty that define our Christ Nature (King of Kings, Lord
of Lords).

17. We suddenly receive an extremely thought-provoking
(loud voice) and powerful divine realization (an angel
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[Michael]9 standing in the sun). We intuit that we have the
wherewithal to use our newly discovered psychic powers (fowls
that fly in heaven) to draw from the highest levels of Universal
Substance ({the Infinite Field of Potential} the supper of God)10

all that we need for our spiritual growth.
18. This means we have unlimited mental capacity to under-

stand (eat) the nuances (flesh) of higher authority and the power
of influence (kings and captains); comprehend (eat) the essence
(flesh) of freedom and moving beyond imposed restraints
(horses)  and grasp (eat) the controlling forces that motivate
them (those that sit on them). We will learn that we can under-
stand (eat) the underlying substance (flesh) of all thought forms
(men) that refer to the unique dynamics between spirit (free)
and matter (bond, slave).

The Lake of Fire
19. We can see now what a con job our divinity-denying ego

(beast) and its sense-addicted accomplices that took the form of
purely worldly desires (kings of the earth) and their subsequent
actions (armies) had done on us, to derail us (make war) from tight-
ening our connection to our Higher Self (him that sat on his horse)
and higher truth principles (his army {that characterize Its spiritual
domain.})

20. While it is good to remember our struggle, it is better to
focus on our victory over our old egocentric self (the beast) and
the materialistic thoughts that retailed the benefits of sense
pleasures and appetites (false prophets). Against our better judg-
ment, we had allowed these scheming and manipulative
thoughts, urges and behaviors to fuel our rebelliousness (mark
of the beast) and justify our self-aggrandizing actions (wor-
shipped his image). All of these ego-varnished ‘defrauders,’ like
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all of the other forms of error and falsehood, are subject to the
intense purification and sanctification action of the white heat
of Spirit (lake of fire burning with brimstone, sulfur).11

21. Just like our body was reconstitutionalized into its
highly spiritualized form, our old thoughts, beliefs and feelings
have been ‘recycled’ (slain) into higher thought forms and feel-
ing essences underwritten by the truths (sword) they ultimately
represent so that their core qualities are saved (the fowls were
filled with their flesh).

Chapter Twenty

Satan Bound For a Thousand Years
1. Our resolute will (angel from heaven) to remain a fully

Christed being depends on the extent of our unwavering
willpower (key)1 to exercise complete authority over the accu-
mulated incarnational-related material in our subconscious (bot-
tomless pit). We must have no doubt that we have the ability to
limit the influence (chain in his hand) of anything or anyone
that imperils our newly-achieved conscious Christ status. 

2. And because of our newly-achieved Christ status, we need
to make sure that our will is the same, identical with, the will of
our Christ Self so the integrity of our alchemicalized spiritual-
ization is absolutely complete (a thousand years)2 in order to
avoid (seize, bound, laid hold on) anymore interference by our
old divinity-denying ego (dragon, old serpent, devil, satan). 

3. However, we must not repress3 the ego (cast him into the
bottomless pit) by attempting to hide it (shut him up) in our sub-
conscious (set a seal upon him) in order to interrupt its
demented influence on our thoughts, feelings and physical body
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(nations). Until our will is identical with the will of our Christ
Nature and our divine alchemicalization is complete (the thou-
sand years fulfilled) our old self’s influence may be possibly,
but not necessarily felt (he must be loosed, set free, a little).4

The Thousand Years Are Ended
4. The spiritualized thoughts, desires, beliefs and values

(thrones)5 that were already aligned with our Christ Nature
(judgment was given to them) are allowed free expression. Our
unselfish urges and intentions (the souls of them) that had been
suppressed (beheaded)6 because they were reminiscent of what
the Christ as Jesus had perfected (for the witness of Jesus) are
now fully expressed. It is these tendencies that were present in our
‘old self’ that contributed to our new status7 as a highly spiritualized
being. They represented our being able to honor our innate Christ
Nature (Word of God), remain true to our divine status (not wor-
ship the beast or his image), and not become the unwitting product
of a divinity-denying nature (neither received his mark on their
foreheads or hands). It is these kinds of thoughts, desires and
intentions that epitomize the universality and integrity of our
evolving supra-consciousness (reigned with Christ a thousand
years).

5. Because of the divinity-bashing impulses that fueled our
rebellious spirit, many of our suppressed Christed proclivities
(the rest of the dead) were unable to find conscious expression
(lived not again) in our old ego-deluded self. However, their time
has come (the thousand years were ended, finished) because we
have been restored to an awareness of our True Nature (the first
resurrection).8

6. In truth we are restored to our True Nature every time we
align fully with the Divine Standard (have part in the first res-
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urrection). That means we do not worry about losing the aware-
ness (the second death) of our awesome divine origins because
anti-Christed impulses are no longer part of our makeup. Since
our will has become identical with the essence of our Higher
Self all of our thoughts and actions exemplify our elevated con-
sciousness (are priests of God and of Christ) and are a perma-
nent part (reign with him a thousand years) of our heightened
spiritual status.

7. We are liable to step into a difficult period at this stage of
our unfoldment  and the reason is fairly obvious. Because we
have just acquired our newly spiritualized status our enthusiasm
for attaining it may be mediated by the frustration of not being
able to consistently exemplify (the thousand years are expired)
a high state of being. While our old ego-saturated self still
lingers as a less than fond memory (satan is loosed out of
prison) we may be tempted to indulge in old habits and renew
old interests.

Gog and Magog
8. However, be assured that we are equipped to handle these

‘blips’ in the continuity of our evolving supra-consciousness.9

In spite of the tendency of the ‘old’ influencing the ‘new’ (shall
go out and deceive) in less than desirable ways, we have the
wherewithal at this stage of our spiritual development to insure
the continuity and sustainability of our growth. The qualities
and attributes (nations) that are subject to residual tendencies
of the defunct ego may affect our lower chakras (the four quar-
ters of the earth [physical body]). The chief abnegating tenden-
cies will come from divinity-denying thoughts (Gog) and
self-aggrandizing habits (Magog)10 which can come in many
forms (their number is as the sand in the sea).
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9. Fortunately, as these old ‘blips’ occur and affect our whole
personality (the breadth of the earth) and perhaps even our
entire thought universe (camp of the saints) in order to disrupt
the harmony and centeredness that have become foundations for
our character, the purity (fire) of our thoughts reigns down on
error which is no match for our God connection.11

10. Our divinity-denying nature (devil) is also no match for
our oneness with our God Nature and suffers the same fate as
our rebellious nature (the beast) and its thoughts that retailed
the benefits of materialism and duality (false prophet). All three
are subject to the intense purification and sanctification action
of the white heat of Spirit (lake of fire and brimstone).12

The White Heat of Spirit
11. We become immediately aware of both the immanence

of the Eternal Presence (a great white throne) and Its transcenden-
tal nature (him that sat on it). We remind ourselves that there is
only One Presence which expresses Itself as Spirit and matter so
that all distinctions of duality13 (earth and heaven) lose their
meaning.

12. All of our subconscious material (the dead), no matter
if it was composed of worldly concerns (small) or was purely
spiritual in nature (great) is over-hauled and purified (stood
before God), including our current incarnational belief systems
(books were opened) and our cumulative incarnational and rein-
carnational experiences (the book of life).14 Any and all nega-
tive karma (those things written in the books) will be expiated
(judged according to their works).

13. Eventually, all of our repressed emotional material is
over-hauled and purified  (the sea gave up the dead). Any and
all suppressed divinity-bashing cravings and lecherous inclina-
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tions (death and hell) are subject to the inevitable expungement
process (judged according to their works).

14. This purification process is relentless when it comes to
the sanctifying and purifying action of the white heat of Spirit
(death and hell cast into the lake of fire). If we allow ourselves,
even at this level of spiritual growth, to forget our God connec-
tion and succumb to irreverent sense appetites there will be a
falling away (second death), a ‘trip up’ on our way to a fully
vibrant Christhood!

15. It will be sobering for us to realize that anything we think,
say or do that is inconsistent with our truth walk (not found written
in the book of life) will cause us to be subject to the purging action
of the white heat of Spirit (cast into the lake of fire).

Chapter Twenty-One

A New Heaven, a New Earth, and a New Jerusalem
1. Our conscious mind and super-conscious mind unite with

our supra-conscious mind (new heaven) and our highly alchem-
icalized spiritual body (new earth), signifying that our pre-
alchemicalized consciousness (first heaven) and physical body
(first earth) have morphed (passed away) into our super-divine
state of being. This also means that our subconsciousness has
also served its purpose (there was no more sea).1

2. We will see that our highly alchemicalized spiritual state
of being (the New Jerusalem, holy city) embodies the Christ
connection we have sought for so long (comes down out of
heaven). Our elevated state of being (bride) is a duplicate of
our Higher State of Being (husband).2
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Comprehending Our New Spiritual Status
7. Having matriculated successfully (overcome) through the

slings and arrows of the now defunct ego’s temporal rulership,
we are now in a position to enjoy our newly-attained status
(shall inherit all things) as a fully-Christed being (I will be his
God and he will be my son).

8. We are well aware of what it means to step off the enlight-
ened path. We have been there, and we know what it means to
cultivate anti-Christed thoughts and behaviors like: fearful
expectations, unbelieving attitudes, abominable reasoning,
divinity-denying beliefs (murderers), choosing sense perversions
over spiritual aspirations (idolaters, whoremongers), being pur-
posefully deceitful (sorcerers), and lying as a preferred default
strategy. All of these are subject to the purifying action of the
white heat of Spirit (burn in the lake of fire and brimstone)
because they represent missteps (the second death) on our journey
to perfection.

9. Suddenly, we feel the distinctive trill (there came into me)
of the Crown Chakra (one of the seven angels) which has com-
pleted its cleansing action (one of the seven vials) and expiated
the karmic indebtedness (one of the seven last plagues) associ-
ated with its violet energies. We have a feeling (I will show
thee) that we are going to see what our newly alchemicalized
spiritual status (the bride, the Lamb’s wife) can do!

10. It occurs to us that we are sensing everything from a
supra-conscious standpoint (are carried away in spirit to a high
mountain)6 and are very much aware of its effect on our alchem-
icalized divine nature (great city, the holy Jerusalem) which
mirrors our Christ Nature (descends out of heaven from God).

11. Our radiance is so pure and bright (having the glory of
God) that we literally experience a trans-elemental moment,
whereby the very substance of our body is elementally identical
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with our etherized double. Our countenance has a translucent
quality (jasper) transmitting the light of the sun.

Our Highly Distinctive Aura
12. We notice there is a beautiful aura (great and high wall)7

cocooning us, and all of our newly alchemicalized bodily orifices
(twelve gates)8 are highly sensitized receptors and effectors
(twelve angels) that gage our correct relationship with the
dynamics of our skin school experience. The nature (names
written thereon) of these spiritualized receptors and effectors is
in direct accordance with our highly specialized thinking, being
and doing (twelve tribes of Israel).9

13. Most importantly there is a balance between the special-
ized functions of the receptors and effectors that keeps our
approach to the giving and receiving aspects of life in line with
universal principles.

14. We also notice that our aura (the wall of the city)
responds to the dynamic interaction between our major chakras
and the five physical senses (twelve foundations) which are
now united in a shared purpose that arises out of the energetic
interplay between our perennial spiritual powers (the twelve
apostles).10

15. When the Crown Chakra (the angel that spoke) is trilling
brilliantly it means that the spinal column (measuring rod) is in
perfect (golden) operating condition. Its potently vigorous ener-
gies are bathing our receptors and effectors (gates) and aura
(wall) with such high levels of transmutational energies that our
body and consciousness are literally glowing.11

16. With our body, mind and spirit working so optimally,
our Heart Chakra (the city that lieth foursquare)12 is resonating
perfectly (twelve thousand furlongs) with our entire being
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(length as large as the breadth)13 so that each part is fulfilling
its divine pattern.

17. As has been mentioned previously, when the highly spe-
cialized human us is working in sync with the spiritual us, it
means two divine patterns are perfectly aligned and operating
together simultaneously (144 cubits) as evidenced by our bril-
liant aura (wall).

18. It has also been indicated before that when our aura
(wall) is a translucent color (jasper) it means our consciousness
(city) and body mirror each other as symbiotic receptacles (pure
gold) of spiritual perfection.

The Perennial Qualities of Enlightenment
19. It is important to have this attunement between our

newly spiritualized physical body and our heightened con-
sciousness. They reflect each other’s spiritual advancement. For
example, the spiritual quality of our major chakras and five
physical senses (twelve foundations) ‘testify’ to the strength,
vibrancy and vitality of our aura (wall of the city). The perennial
qualities (precious stones)14 that ‘garnish’ our over-all consti-
tution are necessary for our spiritual growth and have been part
of our makeup in every incarnation.15 These special qualities
are: grounding and stability (jasper); clarity of inner vision and
psychic prodigiousness (sapphire); reflection and introspection
(chalcedony); superior intuitiveness and clairvoyance (emerald);

20. willpower, stamina and vigor (sardonyx); sound judg-
ment and discernment (sardius); wisdom and discrimination
(chrysolite); health and physical vitality (beryl); perceptiveness
and comprehension of high-level metaphysical concepts
(topaz); faith in eternal life (chrysoprasus); integrity and a sense
of oneness (jacinth); and consummate supra-conscious abilities
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and inter-dimensional awareness (amethyst).16 We are truly a
highly expressive rainbow body.17

21. These perennial qualities strengthen our foundations
(twelve gates) which insure our openness and receptivity
toward unfolding our Christ Nature (pearl). Each bodily orifice
(gate) is instrumental in keeping us connected to inter-dimen-
sional and intra-dimensional energies. We are also blessed with
a highly spiritualized spinal column (the [main] street) that is
without distortion (is as transparent as glass) because it is one
of the results of our perfection (pure gold).18

22. Since the I Am Presence is expressing Itself as us there
is no need for a separate personality (temple). We are con-
sciously and cellularily one with the Eternal Presence (Lord
God Almighty) and Its quantum dimension the Christ (Lamb).

23. That means our consciousness (city) is not hampered by
a territorial ego (sun) or the emotions (moon) it generates to
support its temporal rulership (shine in it). Our disciplined spir-
itual unfoldment (glory of God) transformed (lightened) both
egocentric qualities, making our Christ Nature (the Lamb)
soverign (its lamp, the light).19

24. The levels of awareness (nations)  which we have only
begun to experience  in our highly spiritualized (saved) super-
consciousness and supra-consciousness shall mirror (walk in
the light) our Christhood. And all of our highly spiritualized
bodily functions (kings of the earth) will express (bring their
glory and honor) their sacred vibrancy.

25. Our incarnational receptors and effectors (gates) are
working optimally (shall not be shut) because of our enlighten-
ment (day). There are no spiritual cataracts, nescience, or divin-
ity-denying conceptions (night).20
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26. These channels of openness and receptivity will contin-
ually function on our behalf because they are operating in their
highest frequency (bringing glory and honor).

27. Nothing external that is based on deceit (worketh abom-
ination) or falsehood (maketh a lie) can defile us because our
whole constitution is based on the Divine Covenant (written in
the Lamb’s book of life)21 which we have become.

Chapter Twenty-Two

The Tree of Life
1. We come to realize, in our current level of unfoldment,

that we are experiencing a radiant (clear as crystal) unhindered
flow of the kundalini energies (a pure river of the water of life)
throughout the spiritual and physical centers of our newly alchem-
icalized body. We can feel the trill and energy it produces from our
Crown Chakra (the throne of God and of the Lamb).1

2. This flawless life-giving energy is central (in the midst
of the street) for our existence and supplies energy to both our
spiritual and physical natures. Our spiritual nature and its evolu-
tion in consciousness (the Tree of Life)2 have created the perfect
somatic vehicle for us to matriculate through our skin school expe-
rience. Our major bodily systems, twelve pair of cranial nerves,
organs, chakras, and orifices (twelve manner of fruits) are con-
stantly rejuvenated and recreated (yield fruit every month).
They are constantly active and making their functional psycho-
somatic contributions. Their capacity to transform energy into
action (leaves of the tree) aids our cellular architecture (nations)
by keeping it vibrant (healed) and healthy.3
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8. We have learned this (saw and heard these things) and
have cultivated the right mental attitude (worshipped) to under-
stand (fell down at the feet) our divine status.

9. However, we must always remember to honor our Christ
Nature [not worship an external deity] and not place our newly-
acquired status (fellowservant) or our own intellectual prowess
(thy brethren, the prophets) which are based on applying spiri-
tual principles (the sayings of this book) above our I-Am-ness
(worshipping God).

10. It is not enough to know hidden perennial knowledge
and understand the depth of metaphysical principles. We must
apply the teachings (seal not the sayings of prophecy) each con-
secutive-moment-of-now (the time is at hand).6

11. It should be clear to us by now that an impure thought
(he that is unjust) usually leads to a tainted choice and/or action.
And to extend the analogy, an immoral choice (he which is
filthy) generally leads to an unethical consequence. It is best,
of course, to ‘Feng Shui’ our thinking (he that is righteous) so
it leads to right actions (be righteous), and that implies living
from a spiritual perspective (he that is holy) so our actions are
consistent (be holy still) with our professed beliefs.

12. When we think, say or do the right thing its ‘rightness’
is registered immediately (Behold, I come quickly) in the ethers
as good karma7 (reward). And the reverse is also true! Errant
thoughts, words, choices and actions create ‘secured debt’ by
producing bad karma which requires atonement (give every
man according to his work).

We’ve Been Alphatizing and Omegatizing Ourselves
13. As has been said before, we are the products of a truth walk

that has brought us full circle by re-creating the super-elemental
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being we were before our descent into matter (Alpha) and re-
achieving our perfected beingness after we have matriculated
through another incarnation (Omega). We have been Alphatizing
and Omegatizing, starting (beginning) and stopping (ending),
being the first (incarnating) and being the last (reincarnation)
for a long time!

14. We can achieve much happiness (blessed are they) when
we apply the truth principles we know (do his commandments,
wash their robes). As has been mentioned many times before,
there is no short-cut to enlightenment. We can enjoy the perfect
somatic vehicle and guarantee its flawless functioning (enter
through the gates into the city) by taking our spiritual nature
and its evolution in consciousness (the Tree of Life) seriously.

15. It is important to remember this because in whatever
dimension of being we find ourselves there may be those
around us who have not become consciously Christed and,
therefore, hampered by negative influences such as: jealousy
(dogs), deception (sorcerers), choosing sense addictions over
spiritual aspirations (idolaters, whoremongers), negating divine
ideas (murderers), and bearing false witness (liars).

The Christ as Jesus Showed Us the Way
16. We have the opportunity to follow the Christ as Jesus’

example (sent mine angel, [fully open his Crown Chakra] to
testify). He is a Wayshower. He fully actualized his Christ
Nature (I am the root) in his last incarnation and is the heir (off-
spring) of his own disciplined spiritual unfoldment that was
anchored in universal harmony, oneness and love (David). He
became consciously one with his Christ Nature (the Bright and
Morning Star).
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17. Our newly acquired Christ Individuality (Spirit) and
fully alchemicalized personality (bride) make it possible for us
to achieve perfection on our spiritual journey. We must do our
due diligence to understand the implications of this manual. It
is a clear and concise guide for achieving conscious Christhood
(taking the water of life freely).

18. We must understand that applying practices that are
inconsistent (add to them) with truth principles will result in
experiencing the ‘dark night of the soul’8 difficulties with which
we are all too familiar.

19. If we neglect to apply what we have learned  (take away
from the words), we will disrupt the connection between our
human self and Christ Self and, thus, deny ourselves access to
(take away our part of the book of life) our Christ Nature (holy
city), as well as the other rewards described in this manual.

20. The Christ as us (He) which is already the perfected
essence of us (testifies to these things) is our I-Am-ness objec-
tified (I come quickly). We can rest assured that is a permanent
quality (Amen)9 within us.

21. The Christ as Jesus accomplished this perfection (by
grace)  and so can we!

N
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Chapter One
1. In conventional interpretations the efficacy of the revelation

(unveiling) as something that happens immediately (Revelation
1:1; 1:3; 2:16; 3:11; 22:6, 7, 10, 12, and 20) seems to be lost.
Traditional interpretations posture the revelatory work as
something that happens in a future apocalyptic event instead
of a daily process of spiritual unfoldment. From an egocentric
standpoint, the ‘apocalypse’ is the complete subordination of
our sense-addicted ego to our super-conscious mind. It is the
destruction of our sense attachments. It is the complete dis-
mantling of our materialistic ego.

2. Angels, metaphysically speaking, represent spiritual
insights, ideas, intuitions, and universal knowledge that
come from our super-conscious and supra-conscious mind.
They are the superhighway of spiritual ideation. Many faith
traditions believe angels are external ethereal beings like
cherubim, seraphim and archangels. However, metaphysi-
cally speaking, angels are not external beings but interior
spiritual thoughts and divine insights.

3. Exoterically, the churches are: Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum,
Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia, and Laodicea. Esoterically,
they represent the seven major spiritual energy centers
(chakras) in our body that are vital consciousness centers
for our journey toward enlightenment. (In Symbols of Sacred
Science, Rene Guenon gives a snapshot of the initiatory
process which the chakras represent: “At the base of the
spinal column is the state of ‘sleep’ where the luz is found
in the ordinary person; in the heart, it is in the initial phase
of its ‘germination,’ which is properly the ‘second birth’;
in the ‘frontal eye’ it is the perfection of the human state,
that is the reintegration into the ‘primordial state’; finally,
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at the crown of the head, it signifies the passage to supra-
individual states” (pg. 214). [The seven major chakras are
also symbolized by Jacob’s Ladder: each rung represents
a higher  or lower  level of initiation, and/or adeptship.
In the mythology of many faith traditions, a seven-runged
ladder’s foot rests on the earth and its top reaches to
heaven. Angels continually ascend and descend upon it
rungs. It is symbol of moral, spiritual, and intellectual per-
fection accomplished by a succession of steps, gates, or
degrees of initiation. The rungs represent the different lev-
els or degrees of initiation and/or dimensions (heavens) in
consciousness]. (In the Mithraic mysteries the esoteric lad-
der had seven rungs and climbing these rungs symbolized
the achievement of each successive level of initiation). [A
double ladder and/or spiral staircase imply that an ascent
is to be followed by a redescent and can be analogized to
our DNA’s double helix].

4. The blood that courses through our veins is the vitalized
Consciousness of the Eternal Presence reduced (stepped
down) to its material (quantum) essence within us. Human
blood is red, ranging from bright red when oxygenated to
dark red when not. It owes its color to hemoglobin, a met-
alloprotein compound containing iron in the form of heme,
to which oxygen binds. There is a popular misconception
that deoxygenated blood is blue and that blood only
becomes red when it comes into contact with oxygen.
Blood is never blue, but veins appear blue because light is
diffused by skin. Moreover, the blood inside is dark red
and exhibits poor light reflection.

5. In Exodus 19:6 the Israelites were promised they would
become a ‘kingdom of priests.’
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6. On the one hand, clouds represent a veiling (clouding) of
the lower mind from illumination, and on the other hand,
the conveyance of a divinely inspired revelation. A white
cloud denotes an unobscured or descending Christ con-
sciousness. All truth seekers, whether their journey to
higher consciousness takes them through Mecca,
Jerusalem, Allahabad, Amristar, CERN, Mir, or Fermilab
are in good company as they search for the One which is
present in All. Fortunately, the most seasoned  and
enlightened  seekers of the Light are not bound exclu-
sively by the sacred texts of their upbringing: the Bible for
Christians; the Torah for Jews; the Koran for Muslims; the
Guru Granth Sahib for Sikhs; the Vedas, Upanishads, and
Epics for Hindus. The monumentally fortuitous thing about
courageous truth seekers  the thing they have in common
 is their election to expand their thinking past the literal

interpretations of their particular faith tradition and soar
into the esoterical and metaphysical “cloud of knowing”
that will someday revolutionize human thought and raise
our collective human consciousness to its highest spiritual
octave. Also, it appears that the ‘piercing and mourning’ lan-
guage in this passage is partially based on Zechariah 12:10.

7. Verse 8 seems like a paraphrase from Isaiah 44:6  “I am
the first, and I am the last…” and from Isaiah 41:46  “I,
the Lord - am with the first of them and with the last  I
am…”  and again from Isaiah 48:12  “I am the first and
I am the last.” In The Book of Revelation, Rudolf Steiner
reminds us that “Alpha is the human being as a supersen-
sible being at the beginning of h/her existence. When you
move from Alpha to Beta you move from human being to
world, including the divine world, and when you go
through all the sounds of the alphabet to Omega you are
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taking into yourself the whole world of the divine world”
(pg. 45). 

8. Metaphysically, Patmos represents our speck (island) of
individual consciousness that created a physical body as a
container (cocoon) to house our somatic banishment
(descent) into matter.

9. Asia can refer to Asia, the Orient, or to the East in general.
However, in metaphysical parlance, the East represents
higher spiritual realization and/or illumination. West, on
the other hand (the left hand specifically), denotes our
worldly, sense-oriented consciousness.

10.The chakras, according to Hindu metaphysical and
tantric/yogic spiritual traditions, are vortexes in the subtle
body  and not the physical body. They are located at the
physical counterparts of our major plexuses of arteries, veins,
and nerves. Every thought, inclination, and experience we
have ever had at the quantum level of consciousness is filtered
through these chakra databases and is recorded in the 100
trillion cells that constitute our physical being. “Our biog-
raphy,” says Caroline Myss, “is our biology.” In addition to
our seven major chakras there are 42 minor chakras that
start below the Root Chakra and extend down our legs to
our feet. These correspond to our lower, more base instincts
and include our repressed subconscious material. Ken
Wilber, in J. White (ed), Kundalini, Evolution and Enlight-
enment, (pg. 127) outlines how we experience the chakras
when they are open: Different feelings and cognitions are
‘located,’ or contained in, certain well-defined segments of
the body. (We) feel stability and groundedness in the legs
and feet; orgasmic ecstasy in the genitals; joy-vitality-
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laughter in the gut; openness-affirmation-love in the chest;
intellection-insight in the eyes and head; and spirituality at
the crown.  This is the basis of the chakra system in terms
of feelings, vibrations, or energetics.” The seven churches
can also be interpreted to represent the rungs of a Mithraic
ladder that lead to the inner surface of the Empyrean
Heaven (the dwelling place of God).

11. Essentially we are rainbow bodies. We are prisms that filter
cosmic light energies which are unmanifest in the form of
cosmic consciousness. In Zen Buddhism cosmic con-
sciousness is called satori or kensho. In yoga it is samadhi
or moksha. In Taoism it is referred to as ‘the Absolute Tao.’
Sufis speak of fana. Samadhi is described as “Salt being
dissolved in water becomes one with it, so when atma and
mind become one, it is called samadhi.” As consciousness
passes through the medium called ‘us’ it splits into seven
spiritual energy centers (chakras) which each have a par-
ticular vibration which corresponds to a color of the rain-
bow. There was a neat study conducted by the Institute of
Noetic Sciences by David Steindl-Rast and Father Tiso,
covered in  the Snow Lion Newsletter. It described how, at
the time of death of certain highly evolved Tibetan Masters,
rainbows appear in the sky and that the body of the Master
disappears into radiating light, often releasing a beautiful
fragrance and sometimes accompanied by beautiful celestial
music. Both Tiso and Steindl-Rast emphasize that these
experiences are said to occur only in highly evolved individ-
uals who are the embodiment of compassion and love. They
speculate these qualities conscience and consciousness are
a driving force of evolution. 
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12.These levels of transcendental awareness are: our
sensory/sensual instinctiveness; sociability; intellectualiz-
ing who we are, where we come from, and where we’re going;
unconditional love; devotion to higher spiritual principles;
superior intuitiveness (our Third Eye-ness); and Christ
Consciousness awareness.

13.Helena Blavatsky, in her book, The Voice of the Silence,
(pg. 91), outlines our spiritual journey as the ‘Sevenfold Path.’
In Creating Peace by Being Peace: The Essene Sevenfold
Path, Gabriel Cousens writes, “The Sevenfold Path of
Peace, based on the ancient teachings of the Essene, takes
us beyond narrow definitions of peace to a comprehensive
and integrated understanding of the personal, social, and
planetary dimensions of peace.” The Buddha taught a similar
path called the ‘Eightfold Path.’

14.“Mystical reality holds, and the neurology does not con-
tradict it, that beneath the mind’s perception of thoughts,
memories, emotions, and beneath the subjective awareness
we think of as the self, there is a deeper Self, a state of pure
awareness that sees beyond the limits of subject and object,
and rests in a universe where all things are one.” In Andrew
Newberg and Eugene D’Aquili, Why God Won’t Go Away
(pg. 155). In Watcher on the Hills, Raynor Johnson reports:
“There is a very characteristic psychological feature in a
mystical experience: the sense of an intense gratitude, an
intense gratitude for the privilege of being alive in a universe
as extraordinary as this. And quite a few ‘ordinary’ people
have had these experiences” (pg. 49).

15.Metaphysically, water represents our emotional nature, but
also our conscious mind that changes and varies at the next
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stimulus that presents itself. The groundbreaking work of
Dr. Masaru Emoto which was published in The Hidden
Messages of Water changed much of what we know about
the nature of water. What has put Dr. Emoto at the forefront
of the study of water is his proof that thoughts and feelings
affect physical reality. By producing different focused
intentions through written and spoken words and music
and literally presenting it to the same water samples, the
water appears to “change its expression.” Dr. Masaru
Emoto discovered that crystals formed in frozen water
reveal changes when specific, concentrated thoughts are
directed toward them. He found that water from clear
springs and water that has been exposed to loving words
shows brilliant, complex, and colorful snowflake patterns.
In contrast, polluted water, or water exposed to negative
thoughts, forms incomplete, asymmetrical patterns with
dull colors.

16.The word saw comes from the Greek word eide which
means both  obtaining knowledge’ and ‘already knowl-
edgeable.’ The word matriculation which is used in the
metaphysical interpretation means both.

17. In his famous Cratylus (dialogue) Plato has Socrates say:
“For some say that the body is the tomb of the soul which may
be thought to be buried in our present life…” (pg. 400c).
Metaphysicians have long referred to the body as the cross
we must bear.

18.Hell is not a geographical location ‘down there’ ruled by a
red-garbed being with horns, tail and pitchfork, where peo-
ple scream in agony and are tortured endlessly in eternal
flames. The notion of this kind of hell, which comes from
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pediatric theology, has been popular for centuries. If you
happen to have been brought up in a traditional Christian
home, chances are this kind of ‘hell’ was passed on to you
at a very early age. If it was, and if it is still your dominant
belief about hell, I invite you to suspend that hellish belief
as soon as possible). The “hell” referred to in the Gospels
represents the word gehenna, which was in a valley south-
west of Jerusalem, where the refuse and filth of the city
was burned. It was actually the city dump in Jesus’ day. It
was a smoky, smelly, gruesome place. Centuries earlier it
was even a worse place! Certain idol-worshipping kings of
Israel had practiced appalling religious rites in Tophet, sac-
rificing children in the fires to Baal. The region was called
the Valley of Hinnom, which literally means “groans and
anguish.” A perfect name for such a grisly site, don’t you
think? 

19.Knowing is not enough, says Goethe. We must apply.
Proverbs 22:17 instructs us to hear the words of the wise,
and apply … knowledge.

Chapter Two

1. In Hinduism, they are called chakras; in Taoism, dantians
(centers of qi or life force energy); in Sufism, lata’ifs (qual-
ities of subtlety and refinement as manifestations of
Essence). The word chakra itself can be traced back to the
Upanishads, Puranas, Tantras, and the Rig Veda. (See End-
note #10 in Chapter One Endnotes). These chakras, or
nerve ganglia, along the human spine (the door to heaven)
are the brahmarandra (point in the crown of the skull 
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Golgotha through which the spinal spirit fire passes to
liberation.)

2. Nicholaitanes comes from the Greek Nikolaos, which is a
compound of Niko (control, conquer) and Laos (laity, people).
The Nicolaitans were corrupt religious leaders who misrep-
resented their office to gain power over and subdue the laity.

3. The Tree of Life (Etz Haim, World Tree) is our mind and its
evolution in consciousness. The Tree of Life represents the
descent of the divine into the manifest world, and methods by
which the divine union may be attained in this life. It can be
viewed as a map of the human psyche; the cosmic energies
that animate our fully actualized serpentine energies that
electrify (spiritualize) our spinal column and nervous system
to prepare us for and sustain our enlightenment; (Our spinal
column is the trunk and the nervous system is the branches
and leaves. It bears 12 manner of fruits [Revelation 22:2]
that are explained in the next sentence: Everyday a life-
sustaining transmutation takes place that carries the living
‘waters’ of Spirit to every one of our 12 major orifices, 12
cranial nerves [olfactory, optic, motor oculi, trochlear, trifacial,
abducent, facial, auditory, glosso pharyngeal, pnumogastric,
spinal accessor, and hypoglossal], 12 major body systems
(integumentary system, skeletal system, muscular system,
immune system, lymphatic system, cardiovascular system,
urinary system, digestive system, respiratory system, nervous
system, endocrine system, and reproductive system), 12
major organs [the twelve fruits], 12 senses [the five (5)
physical senses plus the seven (7) awakened chakras
(churches)]. There are 12 elements that make up our physical
body: Oxygen (65%);  Carbon (18%); Hydrogen (10%);
Nitrogen (3%); Calcium (1.5%); Phosphorus (1.0%);
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Potassium (0.35%); Sulfur (0.25%); Sodium (0.15%);
Magnesium (0.05%);Copper, Zinc, Selenium, Molybde-
num, Fluorine, Chlorine, Iodine, Manganese, Cobalt, Iron
(0.70%); and a set of trace elements: Lithium, Strontium,
Aluminum, Silicon, Lead, Vanadium, Arsenic, Bromine).
(The GogardTree [Gokard Tree] is described in mystical lit-
erature as the reflection of the Tree of Life and keeps away
forms of deformed decrepitude so that the full perfection of
the world can arise). [Nevill Drury, in his Dictionary of
Mysticism and the Occult, offers an explanation of what the
occult Tree of Life represents in its relationship to the Kab-
balah.The Tree consists of ten spheres, or sephiroth, through
which according to mystical tradition the creation of the
world came about. The sephiroth are aligned in three columns
headed by the supernals and together symbolize the process
by which the Infinite Light ... becomes manifest in the uni-
verse ... Taken as a whole, the Tree of Life is also a symbol
of the archetypal man Adam Kadmon, and the sephiroth
have a role resembling that of the charkas in yoga). The
Tree of Life is about the evolution of subjective conscious-
ness from the lower planes to the higher planes the world
of physical matter to the world of energetic spirit. (The fruit
of the tree of life is the higher emotions and faculties of the
our Christ [Buddhic] Nature laid up for the soul when we
are perfected. And the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge of Good
and Evil is the experience we acquire through the activities
of our lower nature and from the development of our moral
nature). [Joshua Tilghman, in The Spirit of the Scriptures,
expresses an esoteric view that is compelling: “Sometimes the
tree of life is inverted in the Kabbalah. The inverted tree of
life has its roots firmly established in heaven (spiritual
planes) and the rest of the tree emanates into the physical
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world. Likewise, humankind originated in Eden, a spiritual
plane, and ended up in the physical world, earth. The
inverted tree depicts this process. Now it is up to us to
climb back up the spiritual worlds. I like to picture the
inverted tree as the tree of life and the right-side up tree as
the tree of knowledge of good and evil. It makes sense for
me to picture the two in this way because remember that
the true world tree contains both the tree of life and the tree
of knowledge of good and evil.”

4. In Nuclear Evolution: The Discovery of the Rainbow Body,
Christopher Hills points out that “human consciousness is
affected by social conditioning and the relationships we
have. We enter into social contracts with everyone we
meet. We ‘touch’ others with words, concepts, systems of
thinking, personal influence, mediums of exchange, and even
controversy. Our consciousness is dancing in everybody and
everybody’s consciousness is dancing in us” (pg. 272).

5. The Synagogue of Satan is a belief system based on divin-
ity-denying thoughts, inclinations, and intentions. It is our
warped, sensory-addicted, self-aggrandizing ego. The concept
of a satanic deity is an anthropomorphic stain. Mainstream
fundamentalist religions are plagued by a recurrent anthro-
pomorphic stain that soils the garment of a more enlightened
awareness. Unfortunately, these religious fiefdoms seem
content with the dogmatic spot and continue to sell a punitive,
vengeful, goodie God ‘out there’ and a devilish satan person-
age. Although a more enlightened “spot remover” is avail-
able, mainstream religious traditions prefer the hissing
sounds of religious exclusivity and separateness to vocalize
their blindness. 
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6. In The Voice of Silence, Helena Blavatsky gives the fol-
lowing instruction for this second chakra stage of our spir-
itual journey: “Beware of fear that (spreads) like the black
and soundless wings of a midnight bat, between the moon-
light and thy great goal that loometh in the distance… Fear,
O disciple, kills the will and stays all action.” In Asanas
For the Chakra System, Barbara Kaplan Herring reminds
us: “The tasks of the second chakra include allowing for
emotional and sensual movement in our life, opening to
pleasure, and learning how to ‘go’ with the flow. Associ-
ated with the hips, sacrum, lower back, genitals, womb,
bladder, and kidneys, this chakra is involved with sensuality,
sexuality, emotions, intimacy, and desire. All watery things
about us have to do with this chakra: circulation, urination,
menstruation, orgasm, tears. Water flows, moves, and
changes, and a healthy second chakra allows us to do so too.”

7. Metaphysically, both the devil and satan are the purely
human tendencies to consciously forsake the divinity
within us through error thoughts, intentions, choices, and
actions. (Satan, the devil, are not anthropomorphic celestial
beings  enticing us into a sinful life. Satan (devil) is the
self-aggrandizing, sense-addicted human nature in all of
us, our shadow side. It is the self of us that can tempt us to
do things we know are not for our highest good. Satan
(devil) is the selfish, cunning, devious ego of limitation that
motivates us to forsake our innate divinity. The religious
belief that there is an anthropomorphic, evil personage
called satan [devil], also referred to as the prince of dark-
ness, that rivals an anthropomorphic God in the sky for our
souls, is an absurdity that has been perpetuated for far too
long. It has evolved out of an abject denial of our innate
divinity and our collective refusal to take responsibility for
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severing the egocentric ties that reveal our true origin as
human expressions of the Eternal Presence in physical form.
So, in order to conceal our true nature we have created a
convenient scapegoat to blame for our chronic indiscretions.

8. Here are some interpretations of the meaning of the number
’10’: perfection; total mastery; the allness of allness; the
synthesis of fundamental unity and universality; the union
(entrainment, alignment) of egoic consciousness and super-
consciousness; the completion of an important cycle in our
spiritual unfoldment; the attainment of enlightenment; the
Philosopher’s Stone; the cosmos; whole of manifestation;
completion of journeys and returns to origins; the sum of
the number nine of the circumference plus the one in the
center denoting perfection; there are ten commandments
in the Decalogue; (In Qabalism ten is the numerical value
of Yod, the Eternal Word); infinite expansion.

9. The last two phrases of verse 10 are similar to the instruc-
tion given in James 1:12  “Blessed is the man that
endureth temptation: for when he is tried, he shall receive
the crown of life, which the Lord hath promised…”

10. In I Corinthians 15:13, Paul refers to a second kind of
death when he asserts: “I die daily.” The first death is the
abject denial of our innate divinity and the second death is
the error-prone words and actions that result from warped
thinking. (A second death is the progressive elimination of
error thoughts, tendencies, and behaviors, and it occurs on
a daily basis until we have purified our consciousness). In
The Apocalypse Attributed to St. John, Manly Hall asserts:
“The first or natural death is a separation from the world.
The second, or philosophical death, is a separation of the
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soul from worldliness by initiation into the greater mysteries”
(pg. 63).

11. As mentioned before, Revelation 1:16, our intentions and
resulting actions can enhance our spiritual growth or
remind us of our self-imposed limitations.

12. In The Gift of Love, Joel Goldsmith reveals how he sees
people: “When I look at a person, I must not look at his
outer human appearance and love that. I must look through
him and realize that in the midst of him God is, and that
God is living his life” (pg. 16). In Why God Won’t Go Away,
neurologists Andrew Newberg and Eugene D’Aquili report
that “love, mystical union, rapture, ecstasy, and sexual bliss
all use similar neural pathways” (pg. 125). 

13. In her Collected Writings, Vol. 10, Helena Blavatsky
reminds us of our oneness: “It is this sense of separateness
which is the root of all evil” (pg. 327). In Divine Governance
of the Human Kingdom Including What the Seeker Needs and
The One Alone, Sufi mystic Ibn Arabi says: “When the
mystery of the oneness of the soul and the Divine is
revealed to you, you will understand that you are not other
than God … For when you know yourself, your sense of a
limited identity vanishes, and you know that you and God
are one and the same.” In God and the Big Bang, Daniel
Matt asserts: “While it appears that consciousness is con-
tinuous, in actuality consciousness has distinct gaps. It
allows for no permanent, abiding, essential self. Although we
assume there is a separate conscious entity at our core, this
is fiction. It is not that we are less than a self. We are more
since we are part of the oneness of the universe” (pg. 63).
In Andrew Newberg and Eugene D’Aquili, Why God Won’t
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Go Away: “The wisdom of the mystics, it seems, has pre-
dicted for centuries what neurology now shows to be true:
In Absolute Unitary Being, self blends into other; mind and
matter are one and the same” (pg. 156).

14. In Practicing the Presence, Joel Goldsmith defines idolatry:
“To give power to anything external to consciousness is
idolatry. It is to recognize a power apart from God. We
must come to the inner conviction that power does not exist
in  form  any form, no matter how good, the form may
be”(pg. 51). In R. Jevning, R.K. Wallace, and M. Beide-
bach, “The physiology of meditation: A review,” Neuro-
science and Biobehavioral Reviews, 1992, 16: “A quiet
prayer, a stately hymn, or an hour spent in meditation, can
activate the body’s quiescent function that has been shown
to enhance immune system function, lower heart rates and
blood pressure, restrict the release of harmful stress hor-
mones into the blood, and generate feelings of calmness
and well-being” (pg. 415-424).

15. Denialdom is the refusal to give power to outer appear-
ances, whether those appearances take the form of health
challenges, lack or limitation, financial challenges, natural
disasters, disappointments, work issues, relationship issues,
etc. It is the conscious erasure of the apparent invincibility
of the world of outer appearances that keeps us centered
on the truth that we can choose wholeness instead of nega-
tion, faith instead of fear, confidence instead of confusion,
victory instead of victimhood, health instead of illness.

16. Since the 3rd chakra is linked to the stomach, gall bladder,
liver and intestines (the physical organs responsible for
converting food into useable energy) when we have a well-
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developed Solar Plexus Chakra we will have a strong
digestive system, lean torso, and high energy levels that
enable us to function effectively on the physical plane.
However, a malfunctioning 3rd chakra may produce  obe-
sity, intestinal disorders, ulcers and liver disease. In Bar-
bara Kaplan Herring, Asanas for the Chakra System: “A
healthy, spirited third chakra supports us in overcoming
inertia, jump-starting our "get-up-and-go" attitude so that
we can take risks, assert our will, and assume responsibility
for our life. This chakra is also the place of our deep belly
laughter, warmth, ease, and the vitality we receive from
performing selfless service.” 

17. If you remember the Israelites journey through the wilder-
ness after fleeing Egypt, manna (the bread from heaven)
became their staple diet. In the Hebrew Bible, manna is
described twice: once in Exodus 16:1-36 as being “a fine,
flake-like thing” comparable to hoarfrost like the frost on
the ground. In Numbers 11:1-9 it is depicted as “arriving
with the dew during the night.” Metaphysically, manna rep-
resents high spiritual teachings which are explained
(brought down to earth) in such a way that the unenlight-
ened can understand. It is esoteric knowledge that descends
as divine wisdom from heaven (our super-consciousness).

18. Psalm 82:6 unequivocally defines who and what we are:
“Ye are gods…” In John 10:34 Jesus said, “Is it not written
in your law, I said, Ye are gods?’

19. The reference to the white stone in verse 17 looks like it is
based on Zechariah 3:9  “…upon a single stone with seven
facets, I will engrave its inscription, says the Lord of hosts,
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and I will remove the guilt of this land in a single day.” Meta-
physically, the seven facets are our chakras.

20. In The Cosmic Christ, Hans-Werner Schroeder writes.
“From the very beginning Christ holds a cosmic position:
he is before the world, before all ‘creation,’ as ‘Son’ he is
united with ‘God the Father’  in the being of the Father
he is the heart, the centre.” In Esoteric Healing, Alice Bailey
says that the “heart centre becomes the agent for spiritual
love” (pg. 159). Our heart is the Center of the World, Seat of
Intelligence, Radiating Heart, Flaming Heart, Preserver of
Thought. It is the vitalizing psychic element of our individu-
ality beyond our physical beingness: the Sun; the Primordial
Principle; the Word of God; a singularity. Our Quantum Self
provides the umbilical [silver cord] for us to experience a
multiplicity of dimensional incarnations and/or reincarna-
tions. The Heart Center exists before all else. It is the Point
of departure of all things, the principle point that is without
form and dimensions. Everything issues from it and must
finally return to it. 

21. Love (Universal Harmony and Unity) is the cosmic glue
that holds the Universe together. John 3:16 describes that
glue. The hidden wisdom in John 3:16 says, “God (the One
Reality) so loved the world (magnifies Itself in human con-
sciousness), that It gave the Only Begotten Son (manifests
Itself as the Cosmic Christ in human form); … and whoso-
ever comes into that awareness [believeth] will move
beyond the illusion of separation and duality [will not die]
and shall become consciously one with his/her Christ
nature [shall have eternal life].” In Hinduism and Buddhism,
the Sanskrit word Bhakti is used to refer to the concept of
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unconditional love. Bhakti is unconditional religious devotion
of a devotee in worship of a divine being. 

22. In the Hebrew Book of Kings, Jezebel was an adulterous
Phoenician princess and daughter of Ethbaal, King of Tyre.
She was unapologetic in her sensual pursuits and earthly
pleasures, and encouraged the worship of idols. Her sense
appetites eventually led to a gruesome death. Charles Fill-
more, in the Metaphysical Bible Dictionary, says that Jezebel
stands for “unbridled passions of sense consciousness” (pg.
352).

23. In Collected Writings, vol. 12, Helena Blavatsky reports
that “… wrong thought must … be slain, all desire can be
extinguished” (pg. 692). Biblical references to defiling
thoughts are in Genesis 6:5; I Chronicles 29:18; Psalm
56:5; Isaiah 55:7; Matthew 9:4; Matthew 15:11; Matthew
15:19 to name a few.

24. It appears verse 27 was borrowed from Psalm 2:9  “You
will rule them with an iron scepter; you will dash them to
pieces like pottery.” Kundalini (Speirema, Bhujangini) is
the coiled up, serpentine, super-physical Supreme Life
Principle encased in our spinal cord and nervous system.
It is the spiritual voltage (serpent fire) of our chakras, the
fiery energies of the Holy Spirit, the amperage of our spir-
itual practice. (Kundalini is a compound word: Kunda
which reminds us of the earthy kundabuffer energies, and
lini which is an Atlantean term meaning ‘termination.’
Kundalini, then, means the termination of our sense-
addicted kundabuffer nature.
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Chapter Three

1. According to the chronology of Johannes Trithemius of
Sponheim, there are seven distinct repetitive periods where
archangels [Universal Truth Principles] rein throughout our
evolutionary history: Oriphiel, Anael, Zachariel, Raphael,
Samael, Gabriel, and Michael.

2. In Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis, Sigmund
Freud saw repressed subconscious material the cornerstone
of psychoanalytic theory. Carl Jung, on the other hand, did
not see the unconscious solely as the repository of
repressed emotions and desires. Jung saw a deeper, more
‘collective unconscious’ foundation of archetypical mate-
rial. Jung’s theories of the collective unconscious have
gained traction in our society. The unconscious was a term
coined by the 18th century German romantic philosopher
Sir Christopher Riegel. It is the repository of memories that
have been forgotten but that may nevertheless be accessible
to consciousness at some later time. The term subconscious
was coined by the psychologist Pierre Janet, who credited
it with a hidden level of awareness and automatism. If we
attempt to ignore the influence of the subconscious mind
we will move further away from living a conscious life.
We will be less and less available to the conscious present.
Essentially, we will not be fully conscious.

3. Bodhi, in Buddhism, means understanding the nature of
things. It literally means awakened. It is the causal portal
through which we incarnate into material form as human
beings. In the Vanapattha Sutta, the Buddha describes the
attainment of awakening. He attained three knowledges
(vidhya): insight into his past lives; insight into the work-
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ings of karma and reincarnation; and insight into the Four
Noble truths.

4. White generally symbolizes worthiness, purity, being with-
out blemish, being spotless. In the Book of Daniel 12:10
the author claims, “Many shall be purified and made
white.”

5. The ‘Book of Life’ the scriptures mention is the quantum
registering of every thought, feeling, choice, and action we
make (in each of our states of being) in the ‘Mind’ of the One
Reality so that each nano-step of our spiritual unfoldment
(return to the Godhead) is recorded. Nothing is lost because
our essence is God essence. The unbroken connection, the
uninterrupted communication, is built into our spiritual DNA.
Whatever we think, whatever direction we take, whatever we
feel, whatever we do is instantaneously registered  and
recoded  in the memory bank of Cosmic Consciousness.
Multiply our individual being, thinking, and doing by
everyone else’s simultaneous being, thinking, and doing
and you begin to appreciate the magnitude, complexity, and
organization of Divine Mind. In 1997, scientists from the
University of Geneva in Switzerland split a single photon
into two separate particles, essentially creating “quantum
identical twins.” The quantum pair was placed in a high-tech
chamber composed of two fiber-optic pathways (similar to
those that transmit phone signals) that extended away from
the chamber in opposite directions (seven miles in all). Then
they fired the “twins” in opposite directions. By the time each
twin reached its termination point, they were separated by a
distance of fourteen miles. What makes this experiment so
tantalizing is that at the termination point the quantum
twins were forced to choose between two random routes
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that were identical in nature? The amazing thing is the
twins made precisely the same choice and traveled the
same path each time the experiment was repeated. The
twins acted as if they were “communicating” with each
other and arriving at the same decision  instantaneously 
fourteen miles apart. Einstein called this ‘spooky action at a
distance.’ Today it is referred to as quantum entanglement. 

6. The thyroid gland is found in the neck below the thyroid
cartilage which forms the Adam’s Apple. Interestingly,
ancient legend holds that a piece of the ‘forbidden fruit’
lodged in Adam’s throat and became the Adam’s Apple.
The Adam’s Apple’s anatomical function is to protect the
vocal cords. Perhaps the forbidden fruit is simply acquiring
the knowledge of Universal Principles before we are psy-
chologically ready and spiritually mature enough to digest
metaphysical teachings. Consequently, we should be able
to ‘protect our speech’ with spiritual maturity.

7. The most often quoted ‘ant verse’ from the Hebrew Testa-
ment is Proverbs 6:6. “Be like the ant,” says Solomon,
“consider her ways, and be wise.” The King James Bible
is a little more in your face. It refers to us a sluggards. It
says, “Go to the ant, thou sluggard, consider her ways, and
be wise.” I don’t recommend calling people sluggards;
however, the derogatory language makes an important
point. Most people are a bit sluggish when it comes to
applying Truth principles. Solomon was well versed in the
wisdom traditions of the East and what we call the Mid-
East. He was well aware of what the Egyptians called the
arat and the Hindus called the ajna. Taoists call it the Third
Eye. It’s located slightly above the eyebrows in the middle
of the forehead. It is sometimes called the ‘clear sight’ or
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guru chakra. Hindus place a colored dot on their foreheads.
Christians place ashes there on Ash Wednesday. Unity
prefers to anoint our foreheads with oil. The ancient Egyp-
tians wore a tiara with a small serpent protruding over the
Third Eye to honor its influence. Muslims place their faces
on prayer mats to achieve a prostration mark that represents
piety. In the Book of Revelation the third eye is the sixth
chakra (pineal gland) and is identified with the 6th church,
the Church of Philadelphia. Here’s the connection with the
ant. When the Third Eye becomes active, one feels a tin-
gling behind the skin of the forehead. Some esoteric tradi-
tions call that sensation "the tickling of the ant." So, in the
Bible, when Solomon advises people to learn the ways of
the ant and become wise, the ant's "wisdom" is a play on
the esoteric ‘tickling of the ant’ when the ‘clear sight’
chakra becomes active. What Solomon is really saying is
‘go inside.’ If you want to be wise “listen to the ant’s
speech”  that is, we must listen to our inner guidance. If
you still think Solomon lowered his ear to an anthill to lis-
ten to ants we need to talk after you read this book. In the
wisdom traditions, the Third Eye is the gateway to higher
consciousness, and thus enlightenment. The Third Eye is
often associated with clairvoyance, precognition, astral
visions, out-of-body experiences, and astral travel. The
pineal gland is considered to be the remains of the leg-
endary Third Eye, according to a number of metaphysi-
cians including, but not limited to: Helena Blavatsky,
Geoffrey Hodson, Charles Leadbeater, Swami Satyananda
Saraswati, Alice Bailey, and Christopher Hills.

8. Metaphysically, David, the second king of Israel, stands
for universal love which also represents universal unity,
harmony, and connectedness. Isaiah 22:22 is an open and
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shut case: “And the key of the house of David will I lay
upon his shoulder; so he shall open, and none shall shut;
and he shall shut, and none shall open.”

9. It is in this chakra that the two side nadis (Ida and Pingala)
terminate and merge with the central channel Sushumma,
signifying the end of our concept of duality. The seed
sound for this indigo chakra is the antiquitous syllable OM.

10. In Wisdom in the Twenty-first Century: A Theory of Psycho-
Social Evolution, S. Hall says: “The cultivation of wisdom as
a guiding light in our future psycho-social evolution will
empower humanity to constructively, intelligently, and ethi-
cally address contemporary challenges as well as to realize
the best within ourselves. Wisdom provides an enlightened,
future- focused, and highly efficacious practical ideal for
our evolution in the twenty-first century. Sapiential Books
or Books of Wisdom is a term used in biblical studies to
refer to a subset of the books of the Hebrew Testament in
the Septuagint version. There are seven of these books,
namely the books of: the Book of Wisdom, Ecclesiastes,
Job, Proverbs, Psalms, Sirach and the Song of Songs.

11. Although not a necessary condition for our spiritual
growth, reincarnation is a skin school experience we
choose because we still believe in separation and duality;
our descent as spiritual beings into matter; re-entering an
earth experience to matriculate through the illusions we
have spun; assuming another biological address; repeated
physical rebirths that continue until we outgrow our attach-
ments to material bling, flings, and things; reiterations of
our not getting it. (Reincarnation is only one of the portals
we choose to experience human form. Another choice is
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incarnation from another dimension of being. When we
reincarnate we’ve more than likely been here before 
probably many times before. When we incarnate we come
here for the first time from another dimension of being in
the multiverse. Whether we’re here through reincarnation
(reimbodiment) or incarnation (embodiment) the answer is
the same: we’ve chosen physicality and its limitations over
universality and its endless foreverness).

12. In The Ocean of Theosophy, W. Judge says: “St. John the
Revelator says in Revelations III, 12, he was told in a
vision that whosoever should overcome would not be
under the necessity of ‘going out’ any more, that is, would
not need to be reincarnated.”

13.The New Jerusalem is the transformation of our human
consciousness into its higher spiritual equivalent, a fully
enlightened super-consciousness (Christ Consciousness);
an abiding consciousness of inner peace, deep reverence
for the regenerated and perfected life, and sacredness char-
acterized by an enlightened consciousness. Entry into
Jerusalem means the realization  during waking con-
sciousness  of our human self as the Christ expressing
Itself as us. [The foundation of the Holy City consisted of
144 stones in twelve rows which denotes the mystic sym-
bol of humankind (144 reduced to the number 9) and also
the number of initiation]. The twelve gates of this symbolic
dodecahedron are the twelve major orifices in the human
body. (The trued ashlar in Masonry).

14.The word amen means “so be it” or “it is so” or “so it is.”
Its use in Judaism dates back to its earliest texts. In Islam,
amen is the standard close to supplications. In Christianity,
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it usually ends prayers and hymns, but is also used to
denote strong agreement as in “Amen to that” and “Do I
hear an amen?”

15. In The Voice of Silence, Helena Blavatsky has this to say:
“Thou shalt … cross the gate of final knowledge … only
to wed woe.” ‘Woe is me’ is in fact the correct usage, ‘woe’
being the subject of the sentence and ‘me’ being the object.
Grammar aside, it is also a direct quote from the Bible and
Shakespeare's Hamlet. It is an exclamation of sorrow and
misfortune. The verb ‘woe-is-me’ing is a modern adapta-
tion of this meaning to express sorrow, discomfort and mis-
fortune. It is meant to express glorified moaning.

16.After Adam and Eve had eaten fruit from the Tree of the
Knowledge of Good and Evil the Book of Genesis records
their dilemma: “The eyes of both of them were opened, and
they realized they were naked; so they sewed fig leaves
together and made coverings for themselves.” Nakedness
in this verse as well as the reference to nakedness, being
poor, and blind in Rev. 3:17 all denote being stripped of
our spirituality, being poor in comprehending higher truths,
and blind when it comes to perceiving our True Nature.

17.Being humble by ‘breaking the ego’ or showing repentance
is called inkisaric discipline. (In Hindustani terms, inkisari
means obedience and humility). Metanoia exoterically
implies repentance. Spiritually it denotes our transformation
from mortal (sense) consciousness to immortal (enlight-
ened) consciousness. There is such a thing as undercooked
repentance which means voicing our regret for a misstep
and then purposefully repeating the same misstep. Alan
Watts, in The Highest State of Consciousness: “Buddhism
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emphasizes the unreality of the ego, while Vedanta empha-
sizes the unity of the field. In describing liberation, for
instance, Buddhism seems to be saying that the egocentric
viewpoint evaporates. While Vedanta holds that we dis-
cover our true self to be the Self of the universe” (pg. 195).
In The Two Hands of God, Alan Watts reminds us: “We
must start from the well-recognized fact that all the ways
of liberation  Buddhism, Vedanta, Yoga and Taoism 
assert that our ordinary egocentric consciousness is a lim-
ited and impoverished consciousness without a foundation
in reality” (pg. 175).

Chapter Four

1. The ‘door was opened’ reference probably comes from the
Book of Ezekiel 1:1  “the heavens were opened and I saw
visions of God.” Metaphysically speaking, heaven is an
elevated state of consciousness and does not refer to a place
we go to after we are ‘good’ and ‘die’ a physical death.
Instead, heaven describes a state of being we ‘grow into’
via our raised awareness of perennial truth principles also
known as the perennial philosophy. The philosophia perennis
 perennial philosophy -  was coined by Leibniz.

2. The City That Lieth Foursquare is our purified heart (the
Kingdom of God) with its four chambers that distribute the
Life Force throughout our physical being. It is the throne
of the Eternal Presence which we call God. In Esoteric
Psychology, Theosophist Alice Bailey calls it ‘the heart of
the Sun which is the inner point of life in all manifested
forms.’ Our heart is also referred to as the Center of the
World or Divine City: As the Center of the World it exists
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before all else. It is the point of departure of all things, the
principle point that is without form and dimensions. Every-
thing issues from it and must finally return to it. As the
Divine City it is Christ Consciousness, the heart of Christ,
pure consciousness. It is called Purusha, the cosmic man
and/or the ‘Self’ that pervades the universe, in Hinduism.

3. Revelation 21:11 says that jasper is ‘clear as crystal’ in the
respect that it represents grounding in spiritual teachings,
principles, and healing methodologies. It was the twelfth
stone in the breastplate of Jewish High Priests at the time
of the Christ as Jesus.

4. Sard, sardius stone, or carnelian are brownish-red minerals
that are considered as gemstones. Sard is harder and darker
that carnelian. In Roman times carnelian was widely used
to make engraved gems or seal rings for imprinting a seal
with wax. Sard was used for Assyrian seals, Phoenician
scarabs, and Greek and Etruscan gemstones. The blood red-
ness of sard symbolizes divine love and universal harmony.

5. St. Hildegard of Bingen, the accomplished lithologist,
asserted that “All the green of nature is concentrated within
the emerald.” Emerald has long been a symbol of hope in the
future, renewal, growth, revealer of truth, and regeneration.

6. There are twelve pairs of cranial nerves that originate from
our brain and brain stem. Each of them has an extremely
important function to fulfill related to our five physical
senses which become elevated to their psychic essences when
the chakras are functioning at their highest, most elevated
level. For example the tenth cranial nerve pair called the
vagus, which wanders down through our body from the
cranial vault to the diaphragm and stomach area ‘reporting’
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everything that happens in the ‘church’ (body), metaphysically
refers to the two spies in the Book of Joshua. The twelve
cranial nerve pairs are: olfactory, optic, motor oculi, trochlear,
trifacial, abducent, facial, auditory, glosso pharyngeal, vagus
(pneumogastric), spinal accessor, and hypoglossal.

7. Our five physical senses raised to their highest, most ele-
vated level are: clairvoyance, clairaudience, clairalience,
clairsentience and clairgustance.

8. Christ Consciousness refers to our enlightenment; illumi-
nation; errorless consciousness; super-consciousness. It is
the highest state of awareness; absolute, universal know-
ing; supreme awareness. In Mysticism, Evelyn Underhill
says that the “incarnation, which is for popular Christianity
synonymous with the historical birth and earthly life of
Christ, is for the mystic not only this but also a perpetual
cosmic and personal process. It is an everlasting bringing
forth, in the universe and also in the individual ascending
soul, of the divine and perfect Life, the pure character of
God” (pg. 118).

9. This is probably a reference to Ezekiel 1:5  “Out of the
midst came the likeness of four living creatures. And this
was their appearance: they had the likeness of a man.” It is
not much of a stretch to suggest that the ‘likeness of a man’
refers to our quantum human beingness and its four char-
acteristic sensory orientations: emotional, mental, physical,
and etheric. Among the Maoris (indigenous Polynesian
people of New Zealand) every human being is regarded as
a compound of four elements  a divine eternal principle,
known as the toiora; an ego (which disappears at death); a
ghost-shadow (psyche which survives death); and a phys-
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ical body. Among the Ogalala Indians our divine element
is called the sican, which is identical with the essence of
the world. After death the sican is reunited with the divine
Ground of All Things. Theosophist Alice Bailey refers to
the quaternary in Esoteric Psychology, Vol.1, (pg. 162).
Helena Blavatsky, also a Theosophist, mentions a quater-
nariness in her Collected Writings, Vol. 12, (pg. 692).
According to Theosophists Charles Leadbeater and Annie
Besant our etheric body is said to be in contact with the
physical body in order to sustain it.

10.The four beasts are described in Ezekiel 1:10 a little differently
than in Revelation 7. Each of Ezekiel’s beasts has four faces
(a man’s face, a lion’s, an oxen’s, and an eagle’s). In the Rev-
elation account each beast has its own distinct characteristics.

11. Skin school refers to our incarnational and/or incarnational
experiences.

12.Our physical body is our biological address, our somatic
spacesuit. Recent research at Lonavla in India, conducted
by Kuvalayananda and Vinekar, indictes that Asanas pro-
duce a rhythum in the neuro-muscular system, thus
improving muscle tone with which our emotions and even
perceptions are related. Asanas also correct the ‘Postural
Substrate,’ of which our muscular, visceral, and glandular
systems are an integral part. Similarly, some mudras (hand
gestures) give conscious control over semivoluntary mus-
cles; others, along with bandhas, benefit the glandular sys-
tem” (pg. 60).

13.Our etheric body is also called the ether-body, aether body
or vital body. It sustains our physical constitution and con-
nects it with its higher, more extra-dimensional bodies.
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14.Our emotional body is the astral body, which is seen by
clairvoyants as an aura of evanescent colors.

15.Our mental body is our ‘thought body.’ According to Max
Heindel’s Rosicrucian perspective the mind is a ‘mere
inchoate cloud in our head filled with thought forms.’ A. E.
Powell, in The Mental Body, reminds us that we “have to
consider the mental body as the vehicle through which the
Self manifests as concrete intellect, memory, and imagination
 and which, in the later stages of (our) evolution, serves

as a separate and distinct vehicle of consciousness, in
which (we) can live and function quite apart from (our)
physical and astral bodies.”

16.The six wings on the beasts correspond to Isaiah’s
seraphim who also had six wings (Isaiah 6:2). The six
wings symbolize the dynamic interaction and reorientation
of the four beasts as they begin to assimilate both higher
and lower thought, making a total of six inclusive directions.

Chapter Five

1. Our individual consciousness is the ‘book’ of our soul
growth. It is the metaphysical and quantum history of our
transcendent awareness as we involute and evolute. It tells
the story of our manifest and unmanifest soul journey, of
our rising and falling, of our illumination and ignorance,
of our remembering and forgetting, of our skin school
experiences and cosmic exploits.
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2. In the Book of Ezekiel, the prophet received a book of
lamentations that was ‘written within and without’ (Ezekiel
2:10). I am always Bil-ing and re-Bil-ing. I am always com-
positing and re-compositing my human self, potting and
repotting. My incarnational identity, my human-definition is
always provisional. And that’s good. Otherwise, I might go
stale and remain static. Each consecutive moment of me is
a nano version of me, an infinite me as well as a finite me,
a me that is growing, expanding, deepening, becoming
more and more like my Christ Self. 

3. Exodus 20:4 divides the universe (our consciousness) into
three divisions: heaven, earth, and under the earth. That’s
probably where the similar wording in Revelation 5:3
comes as an adaptation.

4. This particular ‘elder’ is most likely referring to the optic
nerves that transform sensory information about vision to
the brain. This cranial nerve is considered a part of the central
nervous system.

5. In Van Auken’s, Edgar Cayce on the Revelation, Cayce
describes the ‘Lamb’ as Christ Consciousness, (pg. 196).
Helena Blavatsky asserts in her Collective Writings that the
Christ is “the true esoteric Savior  and is no man, but a
Divine Principle in every human being.” The use of a lamb
is indicative of the Persian origin of Christianity, for the
Persians were the only people to symbolize the first sign
of the zodiac by a lamb. The lamb is used for its innocence
and purity. The lambskin apron worn by the Freemasons
symbolizes that purity. In Breakthrough: Meister Eckhart’s
Creation Spirituality in New Translation, editor Matthew
Fox quotes Eckhart who asks the question of the ages:
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“What good is it to me if the Son of God was born to Mary
1400 years ago but is not born in my person and in my cul-
ture and in my time?” (pg. 336). 

6. Referring to Blavatsky again, she says in her Collective
Writings, “He who strives to resurrect the Spirit crucified
in him by his own terrestrial passions, and buried deep in
the ‘sepulchre’ of his sinful flesh; he who has the strength
to roll back the stone of matter from the door of his own
inner sanctuary, he has the risen Christ in him.” I might
add that being Christcentric means living our Christness
from the inside-out.

7. Horns  whether deific or demonic  have long been symbols
of kingly power, strength, majesty, dominance, and procre-
ative vigor. The Hebrew word ‘keren’ means both horn and
power. Warriors from the earliest times put horns on their
helmets. Michelangelo depicted Moses with horns on his
head on Mt. Sinai. However, this interpretation is probably
due to a mistranslation of the Latin word ‘cornuta’ (with
horns) which should have been more correctly understood
as ‘halo’ or ‘aura.’

8. In Zechariah 4:10 ‘seven’ refers to the eyes of God that
‘range throughout the earth.’

9. According to the chronology of Johannes Trithemius of
Sponheim, there are seven distinct repetitive periods where
archangels [Universal Truth Principles] rein throughout our
evolutionary history: Oriphiel, Anael, Zachariel, Raphael,
Samael, Gabriel, and Michael).

10.This entrainment is the process of aligning our human self
(small ‘s’ self, quantum self, soul, somatic container) with
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our Christ Self (capital ‘S’ Self, Authentic Self, True Self,
Deeper Self, etc.).

11. Numerologically, the number ten represents: perfection;
total mastery; the allness of allness; the synthesis of fun-
damental unity and universality; the union (entrainment,
alignment) of egoic consciousness and super-conscious-
ness; the completion of an important cycle in our spiritual
unfoldment; the attainment of enlightenment; the Philoso-
pher’s Stone; the cosmos; whole of manifestation; comple-
tion of journeys and returns to origins; the sum of the
number nine of the circumference plus the one in the center
denoting perfection; there are ten commandments in the
Decalogue; (In Qabalism ten is the numerical value of Yod,
the Eternal Word); infinite expansion. The more zeros that
are added denote amplifications of the above attributes.

Chapter Six

1. See Revelation 2:3-5

2. The first beast represented is our unquickened physical
body.

3. This ‘four horsemen’ imagery is probably borrowed from
the description of the four horses pulling the chariots
throughout the four corners of the earth in Zechariah 6:1-7.

4. Conventional thought is mainstream religious thought that
springs from the embedded theology we learned in our
youth. It is referred to as pediatric theology because it is
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the kind of literal-only scriptural interpretation which we
must outgrow if we are to grow in our spirituality.

5. This refers to the second beast  our emotional body.

6. Chemicalization is cleaning up our act. It is the dissonance
between the spiritual us and the material us that causes us to
experience a depth charge of inner transformative energies
that intensify and lead to what can be a rather volatile
process of interior cleansing and purification. It is the
fusion of enlightened thought and stale belief systems
causes an internal combustion that sends specks and flecks of
our ego’s insecurities to the surface. This interior transforma-
tion penetrates all levels of our being, purging us from
error. It is characterized by our receiving a new piece of
life-changing information that blows our mind. Our old pro-
gramming resists the new information and we experience an
internal upheaval that leads to spiritual growth. I call it a
form of ‘spiritual Alka Seltzer’ which settles the rough and
tumble growth curve new spiritual insights force on our
old life patterns. New spiritual insights create cognitive dis-
sonance which upsets old patterns of thinking, being, and
doing - sending us into inner turmoil (turbulence), a time of
questioning, soul searching, and finally into an enlightened
perspective.

7. The red horse is a metaphor for our youthful impetuosity and
recklessness can be a road block to our evolving spirituality.

8. The black horse symbolizes realizing that our unenlight-
ened egocentric self must be annihilated (become totally
selfless and accepting) by being absorbed into our Deeper
Self called our Christ individuality if we are to become illu-
minated beings. What is very interesting about the color
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black is that all three of the basic primary colors (red, yel-
low, and blue) when mixed together produce the color
black. So, black is not the absence of color, it simply self-
ishly absorbs colors and doesn’t radiate them outward.
Also, black implies intellectually ‘extinguishing’ ourselves
as a separate ego and instead, seeing ourselves as indivis-
ibly linked to the One Presence. Black also stands for
power; sophistication; formality; elegance; anonymity;
mourning and death.

9. This refers to the third beast  our mental body.

10.See Revelation 4:6.

11. This refers to the fourth beast  our etheric body.

12. In Ephesians 4:22-23, Paul captures the meaning of the
pale horse: “You were taught, with regard to your former
way of life, to put off your old self, which is being cor-
rupted by its deceitful desires; to be made new in the atti-
tude of your minds.”

13. It is a voice we must listen to when we are facing difficul-
ties, when we suffer major setbacks, when we run into ten
miles of bad road. It is a voice we must listen to if we are
to grow spiritually. It is a voice we must pay attention to if
we are to master the art of living. It is the voice of Spirit
within. It is the Still Small Voice. The still small voice is
the super-psychic vibration (hum) of our conscious con-
nection with Spirit that tells us our ordinary consciousness
is completely aligned with our Christ Consciousness. The
‘still small voice’ is called Theodidaktosic Attentiveness
which means listening to the ‘still small voice’ (our divine
guidance). In Greek mystery schools, theodidaktosis means
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that every initiate is taught from within by h/her own inner
god in strict proportion to the degree with which the person
has made alliance with h/her spiritual self.

14.The reference to earth refers to earth representing egocentric
consciousness.

15.Blood is the vitalized Consciousness of the Eternal Presence
reduced to Its material essence. Blood coursing through our
veins symbolizes truth coursing through our consciousness,
life force. Spilled blood is our outpoured divine activity and/or
spiritual essence; drinking blood represents a conscious
realization of our unity and indivisibleness with the Eternal
Presence; drinking the blood of Christ symbolizes the
attainment of Christ Consciousness, immortality. Jesus raised
the level of purity in his blood by becoming consciously one
with his Christ Nature. His neurology was also cleansed
and quickened when his human self aligned completely
with his Christ Self. The potency of his spilled blood is a
gift to all of us. It opens the door to our own transfusion in
consciousness.

16.The sun and moon imagery in verse 12 probably come
from Joel 2:31, “The sun will be turned to darkness and the
moon to blood before the coming of the great and dreadful
day of the Lord.” The ‘day of the Lord’ means the end of
the ego’s reign in our consciousness.

17.This verse is no doubt borrowed from Isaiah 34:4, “All the
stars of the heavens will be dissolved and the sky rolled up
like a scroll; all the starry host will fall like withered leaves
from the vine, like shriveled figs from the fig tree.”
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18.The fig tree is a Bodhi Tree, Bo Tree, Bodhi Druma which
mean awakening, enlightenment, illumination, longevity,
bliss, tranquility, peace and calmness. It also refers to Buddhic
(Christ) Consciousness; attaining Buddhahood, and Christ-
hood. Buddhism tells of Sakyamuni’s birth accompanied by
a flash of light that traveled around the world that sparked
the first growth of the Tree of Perfection  a sacred fig tree
that it is said to have been 400 feet high that bloomed with
glowing flowers and glistening fruit. It is also said that the
Buddha was born, attained his enlightenment, taught his
first sermon, and made his earthly transition all under the
Bodhi tree. Some say he sat under the tree for six years pro-
tected by the tree during his enlightenment.

19.Verse 14 is more than likely based on Isaiah 34:4 too 
“And the sky rolled up like a scroll.” Also, Isaiah 40:4 tells
us that “Every valley shall be raised up. Every mountain
and hill made low; the rough ground shall become level,
the rugged places a plain.”

20.Verse 15 is probably based on Isaiah 2:19 which says.
“Men will flee in the rocks and to the holes in the ground
from the dread of the Lord and the splendor of his majesty,
when he rises to shake the earth.”

21.This verse is based on Hosea 10:8  “The high places of
wickedness will be destroyed  it is the sin of Israel. Thorns
and thistles will grow up and cover their altars. Then they
will say to the mountains, ‘Cover us!’ and to the hills, ‘Fall
on us.’”

22.The ‘great day of his wrath’ as mentioned before, means
the end of the ego’s reign in our consciousness. In the
Hebrew Testament it is seen as a period of God’s judgment.
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In Nahum 1:6 the writer asks, “Who can withstand his
indignation? Who can endure his fierce anger? His wrath
is poured out like fire; the rocks are shattered before him.”
In Nahum’s reference, the Hebrew Testament writer refers
to an external anthropomorphic god in the sky who is very
wrathful. In light of our current knowledge, that kind of
god never existed. In Van Auken’s Edgar Cayce on the
Revelation, Cayce reminds us that what prophets like
Nahum were not seeing was the “human self’s reaction to
the end of its dominance and the return of the divine self,
the godling each of us is created to be.” 

Chapter Seven

1. In Apocalypse Unsealed, James Pryse calls these angels
“the noetic agents of the pranas, the solar life winds.” In
the Upanishads, they’re called the “regents of the four
directions in space.” The ‘four corners of the earth’ symbol-
ism is mentioned in Isaiah 11:12. Edgar Cayce refers to
them as ‘bodily forces.’

2. The ‘four winds’ are referenced a number of times in the
Hebrew Testament: Daniel 8:8; Ezekiel 37:9; Jeremiah
49:36; and Zechariah 2:6.

3. The sea could also refer to our circulatory system which
holds our blood. In The Red Sea, Alvin Kuhn calls the Red
Sea our blood!

4. In J. White, Kundalini, Evolution and Enlightenment, Swami
Rama is quoted as saying, “To genuinely awaken kundalini
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(we) must prepare (ourselves). Without long and patient prac-
tice in purifying (ourselves) our capability to tolerate … a
flood of energy, the awakening of this latent power would
… disturb, disorient, and confuse (us). Even at the physical
level such a charge of energy can threaten the integrity of
the body.”

5. Esoterically, 144,000 suggests universal completeness
(12x12x1000). The 144,000 pedals (vibrations) of the
Crown Chakra signal the perfect marriage between mortal
consciousness and Christ Consciousness, the fruition of
spiritual development on the earth plain. The number
144,000 can be reduced to 9 (the mystic symbol of
humankind and also the number of initiation), for those
who pass through the nine degrees of the Mysteries receive
the sign of the cross as emblematic of their regeneration
and liberation from the bondage of their own inferior,
sense-soaked nature. The twelve tribes represent our twelve
bodily systems: circulatory, digestive, endocrine, immune,
lymphatic, muscular, nervous, reproductive, respiratory,
skeletal, urinary, and integumentary. 

6. The actual birth order of these sons/tribes is not the same
order they are listed in the Revelation account: Reuben,
Simeon, Levi, Judah, Dan, Naphtali, Gad, Asher, Issachar,
Zebulun, Joseph, and Benjamin. Levi became the priest
tribe, not one of the twelve, while Joseph split into two
tribes named after the sons of Joseph, Manasseh and
Ephraim. Of these the sons of Leah were Reuben, Simeon,
Levi, Judah, Issachar and Zebulun. The sons of Rachel
were Joseph and Benjamin. The sons of Bilhah, (Rachel's
maidservant) were Dan and Naphtali, and the sons of Zil-
pah, (Leah's maidservant) were Gad and Asher. It is inter-
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esting to note that Dinah, the sister of the twelve brothers,
is the female version of the name Dan. Both mean judge
or judgment. However, the Bible clearly states that she was
born after Dan was born of Bilhah (Rachel’s maidservant)
and Dinah was Leah's daughter. It is of some interest to
note as well that with Dinah there falls judgment on the
people of Shechem whereby her brothers, Simeon and
Levi, slay them all. Another item of interest is the fact that
the twelve sons of Israel were the sons of Isaac. Isaac's
brother Ishmael also had twelve sons! 

7. The number 12 amplified by three zeros suggests the fulfill-
ment of the divine pattern within us in regards to specific
mind, body, and soul essences. Other meanings of the number
12 include: completed soul work on each plane of being;
spiritual adeptship; divinely ordered advancement at each
stage of our soul development; zodiacal influences; a com-
plete cycle; cosmic order; twelve disciples followed Jesus;
there are twelve astrological signs in the zodiac; there are
twelve months in the year; a clock is divided into two
groups of twelve hours; twelve fruits of the Cosmic Tree;
twelve days of Yuletide and Christmas; twelve gates and
foundation stones of the Holy City; there are twelve gods
and goddesses of Olympus; there are twelve descendants
of Ali in Islam; Mithra had twelve disciples. 

8. Neuroscientists tell us we have over 90 billion cells in our
brain and over 100 trillion cells in our body. Dr. Suzana
Herculano-Houzel says our brains are rather standard primate
models, except for the fact that we have a massive number
of brain cells compared to other species. That is energetically
very expensive to maintain. She estimates that 20% to 25%
of our total energy budget goes on running our brains, a
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figure which she describes as ‘extraordinary.’ As a matter of
fact, we grow over two million brain cells every day. In W.
Rail, “Branching dendritic trees and motoneuron membrane
resistivity,” Experimental Neurology. The brain is made of
sensory neurons (respond to light, sound, mechanical and
chemical stimuli), motor neurons (control the activity of
muscles), interneurons (mediate simple reflexes in the
brain) and glial cells (support neurons and contribute
towards the development of brain). 

9. Biologists tell us that the key player in each cell’s anatomy is
the cytoskeleton or web-like matrix spanning throughout the
cell. Scientists like Stuart Hameroff and Roger Penrose theo-
rize that hidden in the tubes of this matrix is “consciousness.”
Sri Aurobindo, in the early twentieth century, envisioned the
awareness of Divine human embodiment as a supramental
consciousness. Mirra Alfassa, known as the Mother, con-
tinued Aurobindo’s vision. She understood that the way
beyond the thinking mind was in the body mind, or the
mind of the cells. Wilhelm Reich, through the sciences of
psychology, biology, physics, and subtle energy came to a
similar understanding of the body consciousness. He
referred to the wholeness of the body consciousness as
“orgonotic functionalism.” In biophysics, Fritz-Albert
Popp discovered that DNA emits photons. The body, he
says, is a vehicle of light that receives, decodes, transmits,
intends, and expresses infinite consciousness. Matter and
the body is consciousness organizing at various frequencies
of the consciousness continuum. Biologists are finding that
the cells are of a liquid crystalline nature that receives,
decodes, and transmits the light of Divine Consciousness dur-
ing our skin school experiences. Claire Myers Owens, in The
Highest State of Consciousness: “The fate of humankind ulti-
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mately depends upon a synthesis of science with philoso-
phy and religion. Religious concepts cannot be valid today
unless they correspond with the knowledge of natural law.
The new science does not support pluralism. However,
what it does support is a much larger view than the merely
factual or data-ridden” (pg. 147).

10.See Revelation 4:4 and 4:6.

11. The blind spot is the area on the retina without receptors
that respond to light. Therefore an image that falls on this
region will NOT be seen. It is in this region that the optic
nerve exits the eye on its way to the brain.

12.Alice Bailey describes our bodily systems as acting as a
conduit for the Vital Force in The Light of the Soul: “The
physical, emotional and mental bodies form a channel for
the divine light, and constitute the vehicle through which
the life and love of God manifest”(pg. 167).

13.Once again we find reference to the Hebrew Testament val-
idation of material outlined in Revelation. Revelation 7:15
refers to God dwelling in the midst of his people: Ezekiel
37:27 and Zechariah 2:10.

14.Austrian mystic Max Prantl, in his book entitled Light
From the Centre of the Heart, tells us that the mystic sun-
rise, the “fire of our divine will burns all the darkness and
distortions within our consciousness.” In Discipleship in
the New Age, Vol. 1, Theosophist Alice Bailey refers to the
soul as the inner sun. EFT practitioners tell us we can raise
our inner light by tapping. Solar deities and sun worship
can be found throughout most of recorded history.
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15.The heat from kundalini is not caused by ‘friction’ as kun-
dalini moves through the chakras, as is traditionally
thought. Kundalini is a purifying energy and uses whatever
state of perfection or dross it finds. Kundalini is the fire of
transmutation and the heat from the nervous system we
experience is the heat associated with transmutation. The
majority of the heat produced during kundalini occurs in
the sacral and lumbar spine areas. The pelvic and spinal nerve
heat is always associated with bliss and heart expansion. The
heat generated by kundalini alters the spectrum of hormones,
enzymes, receptors, neurotransmitters, gene expression, and
protein synthesis. Thus, there is a "kindled fire" aspect to
the process. The heat of kundalini is not like hot flushes, it
sticks around for months or years, coming and going a little
with the annual solar and lunar cycle (Jana Dixon, Biology
of Kundalini).

16. In Revelation Earth, John Cord calls the ‘living fountains’
the ‘water of life.’

Chapter Eight

1. In Apocalypse Unsealed, James Pryse calls the silence the
‘Mystic Silence.’ John Cord, in Revelation Earth, refers to
it as the ‘stillness within our Higher Self.’ In The Rainbow
Promise, William H. Evans calls it ‘centering down.’

2. It was a tradition that during each of the two daily services,
Jewish priests would take hot coals from the bronze altar
in the Outer Court and place them in the golden altar in the
Inner Court. Then, they added a specific incense to the
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coals, and the smoke from that incense would fill the Inner
Court, then the Outer Court, then the entire Temple Mount.
This incense masked the odor coming from the daily sacri-
fices, and also prevented insects from accumulating in the
Temple complex. In fact, when the wind conditions were just
right, this incense could be detected as far away as Jericho,
18 miles to the east. During the time this tradition took
place, the priests would discontinue singing and would
instead pray silently for about 30 minutes as the incense
wafted throughout the Temple Mount and the surrounding
area. This is what is referenced in this passage of Revelation.
It is an acknowledgement of this tradition, since the earthly
Temple is merely a reflection of the Heavenly Temple and
all of it’s ordinances.

3. This verse is similar to several verses in the Hebrew Tes-
tament: “You are to sound the trumpets over your burnt
offerings and they will be a memorial for you before your
God.” (Numbers 10:10). “Have seven priests carry trum-
pets of rams’ horns in front of the ark. On the seventh day,
march around the city seven times, with the priests blowing
the trumpets. (Joshua 6:4). “Opposite the Levites, the
priests blew their trumpets, and all the Israelites were
standing” (2 Chronicles 7:6). 

4. See Revelation 5:8

5. Anywhere we see ‘fire’ or burning coals used symbolically
in the Bible, it usually represents the process of soul refine-
ment that calls for the removal of the dross of error from
our consciousness.

6. Our kundalini energy lies at our Base Chakra which con-
nects us to the earth energy. It is also known as ‘Kundalini
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Fire’ or the ‘Serpent of Light.’ It is dormant and waits to
be uncoiled. Kundalini means ‘she who is coiled’ and is
the Sanskrit word meaning either ‘coiled up’ or ‘coiling
like a snake.’ In  Hindu mythology, the Goddess Kundalini,
is an incarnation of the Great Mother deities, and is usually
represented as a serpent sleeping coiled at the base of the
spine.

7. This verse mirrors Exodus 9:23, “The Lord sent thunder,
hail, and fire, and lightning flashed down to the ground.”

8. In The Revelation of Saint John, Zachary Lansdowne
observes: “The Sanskrit word nadis denotes an extensive
and intricate network of energy channels in the vital body. A
single nadi is a thin channel of force, so its form is similar to
that of a blade of grass. Several Hindu Upanishads claim that
there are 72,000 nadis in the vital body (see Motoyama,
Theories of the Chakras, (pg. 135). Similarly, a lawn has
many blades of grass. Accordingly, ‘grass’ in verse 7 is
taken as the nadis. The Old Testament uses the color green
to represent vitality and growth, as in Job 8:16, “He is green
before the sun, and his branch shooteth forth in his garden.”
See also Psalms 37:35, Isaiah 15:6, and Jeremiah 17:8. 

9. The subconscious mind is a composite of everything we
see, feel, hear, and experience, as well as any information
the mind collects that it can’t otherwise consciously
process to make meaningful sense. The conscious mind
cannot always absorb disconnected information, since it
would be an information overload, so the subconscious
mind stores this information where it can be retrieved by
the conscious mind. And researchers do not yet know how
or when, exactly, unconscious drives may suddenly
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become conscious; or under which circumstances people
are able to override hidden urges by force of will. In Sahoo,
A., The Science of Brainwaves: “While most of us focus
on looking at our emotions in an attempt to become hap-
pier, more spiritual  beings, our brain waves and our sub-
conscious mind also play a key part in our quest for
fulfillment. We easily forget that we are the controllers of
our reality  and that “our reality” is not made up of outside
influences, but that it actually consists of our thoughts,
beliefs and mindset. Therefore, by learning about the
deeper states of consciousness, you can open your subcon-
scious mind and create your reality at will, and with preci-
sion. To do this, the first step is understanding your
different brain frequencies” (pg. 113). Stanley Krippner, in
The Highest State of Consciousness, lists twenty states of
consciousness identified by psychologists: Dreaming State,
Sleeping State, Hypnagogic State, Hypnopompic State,
Hyperalert State, Lethargic State, Rapture, Hysteria, Frag-
mentation State, Regressive State, Meditative State,
Trance, Reverie, Daydreaming, Internal Scanning, Stupor,
Coma, Stored Memory, Expanded Conscious State, and
Waking State. 

10.The ‘third part’ refers to Divine Order. Divine Order is not
an external God-generated fiat or something a celestial
deity imposes upon us. Divine Order is not an event. It is
a process. It is not a noun. It is a verb. It is not a pre-deter-
mined outcome. It is a pre-emptive course of action on our
part, as Christed beings in human form, to manifest some-
thing visible from the invisible. Divine Order occurs when
we divinely order our experience from the consciousness
of our oneness with Spirit. Ezekiel 5:2 states: “Thou shalt
burn with fire a third part in the midst of the city, when the
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days of the siege are fulfilled: and thou shalt take a third
part, and smite about it with a knife: and a third part thou
shalt scatter in the wind.” 

11. Wormwood (Apsinthos) means ‘curse’ in both Arabic and
Hebrew. It is a perennial plant with leaves that are spirally
arranged, greenish-grey above and white below and cov-
ered with silky silvery-white trichomes. It contains thujone,
a psychoactive agent that makes it both bitter and toxic. It
can also be used medicinally, and is believed to stimulate
the appetite and relieve indigestion. In Proverbs 5:4 (King
James Version) wormwood is described as “her end is bitter
as wormwood, sharp as a two-edged sword.” And again,
in Lamentations 3:15, “He hath filled me with bitterness,
he hath made me drunken with wormwood.” Also, Lamen-
tations 3:19; Amos 5:7; Jeremiah 9:15; and Jeremiah 23:15.

Chapter Nine

1. In Alice Bailey’s Esoteric Psychology: Vol. 11, she describes
our subconscious nature as: “like a deep pool from which
(we) can draw almost anything from (our) past experience,
if (we) so desire, and which can be stirred up until it
becomes a boiling cauldron, causing much distress” (pg.
440). In A. Staik, “The Neuroscience of Changing Toxic
Thinking Patterns,” Neuroscience and Relationships, May
2013: “Toxic thinking is self-perpetuating. It not only stim-
ulates the body’s reward or learning centers with pseudo
feel-good feelings, it also activates the body’s fear
response, which further increases the likelihood that the
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defensive behaviors it triggers will be repeated. Unless we
set an intention to make conscious changes, more often,
change that occurs at subconscious levels tends to be self-
perpetuating. In other words, if we do not have the life and
relationships that we want, we likely do not have the thinking
patterns we need to create the optimal emotional states, and
thus actions, that would sustain our momentum in the over-
all direction of our aspirations” (pg. 1091). 

2. The bottomless pit has been called many things: Hell,
Hades, the Underworld, Gehenna, the Netherland, Prison
House, the Great Abyss, the Unfathomable Abyss, Abaddon,
the Final Hell, etc. In the Book of Enoch 88:1 it says: “And
I saw one of those four who had come forth first, and he
seized that first star which had fallen from the heaven, and
bound it hand and foot and cast it into an abyss: now that
abyss was narrow and deep, and horrible and dark.” 

3. The ancient Greeks used two words for air: aer meant the
dim lower atmosphere (ordinary discernment), and aether
meant the bright upper atmosphere above the clouds (supe-
rior intuition). Also, the Chinese concept of Qi or chi is
believed to be close to that of air. In her Treatise on Cosmic
Fire,Alice Bailey sees ‘air’ as representing intuition.

4. Locusts form bands and swarms, and can breed rapidly,
strip crops, and damage fields in a hurry. Swarms of locusts
are used as apt symbols of destruction and devastation in
the Hebrew Testament: Exodus 10:1-20; Deuteronomy
28:42; I Kings 8:37; Psalm 78:46; Leviticus 11:22; Joel
1:4-7; Proverbs 9:7-10; Jeremiah 46:23; Judges 6:5; and
numerous other scriptures in both the Hebrew Testament
and New Testament.
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5. A negativity bias is our penchant for living in the amygdala
instead of the neocortex. It fuels our over-protectiveness
and living in fear and doubt. The reason negativity is so
detrimental to our spiritual growth  and human happiness
 is that it causes the hippocampus to embed the perceived

negative experience into our long-term emotional memory.
The stress hormones and neurotransmitters that are
released send our defense mechanisms cascading through
the brain, making indelible limbic imprints in our con-
sciousness. Some people have Ph.D’s in negativity. There
are people who wear negativity like a badge of honor. Oth-
ers wear it like a straight jacket and struggle to get them-
selves out of a negative disposition. Negativity comes from
a consciousness grounded in lack, and fear, and anger, and
hopelessness. 

6. See Revelation 7:3.

7. The unfortunate condition of being tormented is outlined
many times in the Bible: I Samuel 16:14-15; 2 Samuel
13:2; Job 15:20; Job 19:2; Job 36:15; Psalm 116:3; Isaiah
50:11; Lametations 1:20; and so on.

8. Hair is often seen as a symbol of vitality, charisma, free-
dom, and personal power. Shaving one’s head represents
renunciation of material appetites or surrendering one’s
human self to one’s Divine Nature (pigtails also symbolize
surrender to a higher power); cutting one’s hair implies
conformity or allegiance to a disciplined pattern of thinking
that makes one’s vitality aligned with a higher authority (It
also symbolizes a disconnection with past patterns and
habits); a lock of hair and pigtails imply a set of strong
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beliefs; disheveled hair represents intellectual virility and
idiosyncratic genius.

9. The teeth of lions usually represent destructive power as
in Joel 1:6, “For a nation to come up upon my hand, strong
and without number, whose teeth are the teeth of a lion.”
Generally speaking, teeth represent: logical and pragmatic
thoughts that help us digest our human experience; teeth
grinding denotes difficulty in understanding new information;
hesitation in accepting novel information; a toothache denotes
upsetting information that has been allowed to languish for
far too long without doing something about it; a tooth
falling out suggests the loss of a key piece of information
that could have helped us  understand something essential for
solving our dilemma; toothlessness implies the inability to
understand or digest information critical for our continued
growth and well-being; rotten or decayed teeth represent our
neglecting to comprehend fully and/or apply what we’ve
learned.

10. In the Bible, the word 'breastplate' is used figuratively to
describe protecting ourselves from error thinking and
unrighteous behavior. Isaiah 59:17; Ephesians 6:14. Both
Zeus and Athena are depicted as wearing a breastplate
called an aegis. Also, Native Americans wore hair-pipe
breastplates as an adornment and show of status.

11. By the time we open our Crown Chakra, our fourfold
nature (mental, physical, emotional and spiritual) has gone
through such a transmutational unfoldment that it is oper-
ating at or near its highest spiritual azimuth. 

12.See Revelation 8:3.
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13.The Euphrates River is symbolic of new beginnings. Tra-
dition has the Garden of Eden (our beginnings) located
near the convergence of the Tigress and Euphrates Rivers.
The earliest references to the Euphrates come from cuni-
form texts found in Shuruppak and pre-Sargonic Nippur in
southern Iraq and date to the mid-3rd millennium BCE.
The Euphrates River symbolizes our circulatory system
and the blood represents the flow of Divine Life through
us. The Tigress River is one of the symbol of our nervous
system.

14.Bifurcation point is the point at which something crosses
a certain threshold and gains significant momentum to pre-
cipitate a crisis.

15. Jacinth can be interpreted as a dark purple or indigo col-
ored stone which is, by the way, the color of the Brow
Chakra.

16.Fire symbolizes illumination; truth; the fiery serpentine
energy; purifying one’s thoughts; intense spiritual energy;
truth that consumes the dross of materialism and sense
appetites; destructive fire represents hypercritical attributes
and qualities of the unenlightened human mind; a pillar of
fire symbolizes the kundalini force (fiery serpentine ener-
gies of the Holy Spirit, the paraklete, speirema) rising in
our spinal cord to purify our spiritual energy centers
(chakras); consciousness itself.

17.The devil and/or devils are anti-Christed thoughts built up
through eons of human incarnations that refuse to acknowl-
edge our authentic spiritual nature. 
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Chapter Ten

1. Generally speaking, feet stand for understanding. So, feet
aflame suggests a comprehension that is considerably
above normal understanding. The interaction between ida
and pingala corresponds to the internal dance between intu-
ition and rationality, consciousness and vital power, and
the right and left brain hemispheres. The ida and pingala
nadis spiral around the sushumna nadi like the double helix
of our DNA, crossing each other at every chakra. Matthew
Fox in The Coming of the Cosmic Christ: “Churches and
synagogues require laboratories of prayer where the ‘prune
brain’ that the right lobe has become can be watered, nour-
ished, and developed. The Cosmic Christ cannot find a
home in a left-brained setting alone” (pg. 79).

2. These abilities include, but are not limited to the following:
clairvoyance, clairaudience, clairgustance, clairsentience,
clairalience, telepathy, psychic healing, remote viewing,
psychokinetic powers, etc.

3. Patanjali, in C. Johnson’s The Yoga Sutras of Patamjali,
warns us against turning elevated spiritual powers into a
more of a hindrance than a blessing: “The divine (us) is
destined to supersede the spiritual (us) as the spiritual (us)
supersedes the natural (us). The opened powers of the spir-
itual (us), spiritual vision, hearing and touch, stand therefore,
in contradistinction to the higher divine power above them,
and must in no wise be regarded as in any sense final, they
are a hindrance, a barrier to the far higher powers of the divine
(us). But viewed from below, from the standpoint of normal
physical experience, they are powers truly magical” (pg.82).   
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4. See Revelation 10:1-3.

5. Verse 5 is most probably based on Daniel 12:7, “I heard
the man clothed in linen, which was upon the waters of the
river, when he held up his right hand and his left hand unto
heaven, and sware by him that liveth forever that it shall
be for a time, times, and an half.”

6. The Third Eye opened.

7. Verse 10 is probably based on Ezekiel 3:3, “He said unto
me, Son of man, cause thy belly to eat, and fill thy bowels
with this roll that I give thee. Then did I eat it; it was in my
mouth as honey for sweetness.” Also in Jeremiah 15:16,
“Thy words were found, and I did eat them.”

8. This examination seems to be a precursor to our accelerated
‘life review’ when we transition out of our earth experience
at the time of our physical ‘death.’

9. See Revelation 7:9. Allegorically, the Divine Comedy repre-
sents the journey of the soul towards God, with the Inferno
describing the recognition and rejection of ‘sin.’ Unable to
find the ‘straight way’ to salvation, he is conscious that he is
ruining himself and falling into a ‘deep place.’ The Inferno
represents the Christian soul seeing ‘sin’ for what it really
is. In the Book of Revelation, Rudolf Steiner asserts, “In
(our) ordinary consciousness (we) human beings had a
clear memory of having lived in the spirit world prior to
life on earth. Every human being knew: ‘I was a spirit
being before I became a child.’ Earthly life began to be
seen as clearly bounded by two gates: the gate of birth or
conception, and the gate of death” (pg. 69).
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Chapter Eleven

1. In esoteric literature, rods often refer to the spinal column.
Aaron’s rod symbolizes the spinal cord. Holding a rod implies
mastering the serpentine energies. Rods also represent male
generative energy.

2. There are 49 chakras in all, so 42 months is referring to the
lessor 42 chakras.

3. In some esoteric traditions the heart stands for the Center
of the World, Seat of Intelligence, Radiating Heart, Flaming
Heart, Preserver of Thought: the vitalizing psychic elements
of our individuality beyond our physical beingness: the Sun;
the Primordial Principle; the Word of God; a singularity;
our Quantum Self which provides the umbilical [silver
cord] for us to experience a multiplicity of dimensional
incarnations and/or reincarnations. The Center exists
before all else. It is the point of departure of all things, the
principle point that is without form and dimensions. Every-
thing issues from it and must finally return to it. Also, it
stands for the City That Lieth Foursquare: our heart with
its four chambers which is the throne of God within us.

4. The question we must ask ourselves is how long do we
want to allow discordant thoughts that spring from our
attachment to the world of outer appearances (sense
sludge) to pollute our consciousness? Sense sludge is a
residue of poor choices and actions. In gardening terms,
sludge refers to solid sediment left over from industrial
wastewater treatment plants.

5. Also, it is at the base of this sushumna where the kundalini
lies coiled in three and a half coils, in a dormant or sleeping
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state. Forty two months represents three-and-a-half years
or one half of a seven year cycle. It also represents the
lower half of the kundalini’s rise through our seven chakras
with the Heart Chakra being the bridge center between the
three lower chakras and the three higher chakras. Also, the
Christ as Jesus’ public ministry is believed to have lasted
three-and-a-half years. See also End Note 2, Chapter 11.

6. In regard to Kundalini yoga, there are three of these nadis:
ida, pingala, and sushumna. Ida lies to the left of the spine,
whereas pingala is to the right side of the spine, mirroring the
ida. Sushumna runs along the spinal cord in the center, through
the seven chakras. It is important to note that the nadis are not
nerves, but rather channels for the flow of consciousness.
There are 72,000 or more nadis (channels or networks) that
carry the Vital Force throughout our body. Ida corresponds to
the left hemisphere of our brain and pingala refers to the
right hemisphere. Breathing techniques purify and quicken
these two energetic currents and will awaken the seven
major chakras. In the Western mystical tradition, ida and
pingala are the two snakes wrapped around the Hermes
Caduceus.

7. Again, three-and-a-half years. Although Rudolf Steiner in
The Book of Revelation, says 1,260 is a ‘printers error’ and
should actually be ‘2,160.’ His assertion is based on his belief
that the period of years which the conscious soul, or the mind
or intellectual soul, develops is one twelfth of 25,920 years
which is 2,160. Steiner is alluding to the ‘precession of the
equinoxes.’ Astrological ages occur because of a phenomenon
known as the ‘precession of the equinoxes.’ One complete
period of this precession is called a Great Year or Platonic
Year of about 25,920 years.
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8. Verse 4 refers to Zechariah 4:2-5 which describes a golden
candlestick flanked by two olive trees. In James Pryse, The
Apocalypse Unsealed, the author explains the two olive
trees: A golden candlestick with a bowl on top, and seven
lamps with seven pipes to each, and two olive trees, one
on the right side of the bowl, and the other on the left. (The
olive trees are the ida and pingala energies, the candlestick
is the spinal cord, the lamps are the chakras.)

9. According to Swami Jnaneshvara, in Self-Realization Through
the Yoga Sutras, “It is imperative that one be prepared for the
energy that may be released in such an experience. If one is
not ready, it can be like putting too much electricity through
a small wire or fuse, and that is not useful in the long run. It
is far better to be prepared, to make the body a healthy
vehicle, the breath a balanced channel of energy, and the
mind an intellectually and emotionally stable conduit for
the experience. This involves diet, exercise, and cleansing
practices, including systematic introspection and the various
breathing practices.” 

Aldous Huxley, in The Highest State of Consciousness, says:
“Elaborate breathing exercises tend to end up in prolonged
suspensions of breath. A prolonged suspension of breath
necessarily means a growing concentration of carbon dioxide
in the blood. It is well-known that high concentrations of
carbon dioxide produce very remarkable and startling
altered states of consciousness” (pg. 43). 

From Jim and Nora Oschman’s Natures’ Own Research
Association: “It has long been known that activities of cells
and tissues generate electrical fields that can be detected on
the skin surface. But the laws of physics demand that any
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electrical current generates a corresponding magnetic field
in the surrounding space. Since these fields were too tiny
to detect, biologists assumed they could have no physio-
logical significance. This picture began to change in 1963.
Gerhard Baule and Richard McFee of the Department of
Electrical Engineering, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY
detected the biomagnetic field projected from the human
heart. They used two coils, each with 2 million turns of
wire, connected to a sensitive amplifier. In 1970, David
Cohen of MIT, using a SQUID magnetometer, confirmed
the heart measurements. By 1972, Cohen had improved the
sensitivity of his instrument, enabling him to measure mag-
netic fields around the head produced by brain activities.
Subsequently, it has been discovered that all tissues and
organs produce specific magnetic pulsations, which have
come to be known as biomagnetic fields. The traditional
electrical recordings, such as the electrocardiogram and
electroencephalogram, are now being complemented by
biomagnetic recordings, called magnetocardiograms and
magnetoencephalograms.” 

10. In Alice Bailey, Esoteric Psychology, “Ninety percent of
the causes of disease are to be found in the etheric and
astral bodies” (pg. 112).

11. In James Pryse, The Apocalypse Unsealed, “When the
trance is ended, and the neophyte returns to the ordinary
state of consciousness on the material plane, the kundalini
recedes to the ‘throne of the Beast,’ the solar plexus, where
it is said in the Upanishads to lie coiled up like a slumber-
ing serpent, having three-and-a-half coils, corresponding
to the three-and-a-half measures of the Aum.”
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12. In James Pryse, The Apocalypse Unsealed, “The Nous is
said to have been crucified in Sodom, also called Egypt:
this is the first crucifixion, the incarnation of the soul in
the physical body, which is then its cross. The second is in
Calvaria (kranion), on the cross of initiation” (pg. 150).

13. In James Pryse, The Apocalypse Unsealed, “The formula
‘nations, tribes, tongues and people is given seven times in
the Apocalypse, but the words are never twice in the same
order; rulers, tribes and multitudes apply to the castes, or
classes of (humankind), who in oriental mysticism are said
to have been born from the four somatic divisions of the
Deity: men of learning, warriors, commercialists, and
laborers” (pg. 150).

14.Our accumulated spiritual knowledge is imprinted in our
neural real estate and is never lost. As the lower three centers
are purified and the Heart Chakra transforms the gross
materialistic impurities into the spiritual, the top (three) centers
get a boost (one half) from the Heart Chakra and integrate our
spiritualization throughout all of the remaining 42 centers.

15.On the one hand, clouds represent a veiling (clouding) of
the lower mind from illumination, and on the other hand,
the conveyance of a divinely inspired revelation. A white
cloud denotes an unobscured or descending Christ Conscious-
ness, spiritual intuitiveness, and wisdom revealed. It also
refers to a full realization of unity. It could also represent being
unable to grasp (a clouding) higher spiritual truths or the veil-
ing of spiritual understanding. All truth seekers, whether
their journey to higher consciousness takes them through
Mecca, Jerusalem, Allahabad, Amristar, CERN, Mir, or
Fermilab are in good company as they search for the One
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which is present in All. Fortunately, the most seasoned  and
enlightened  seekers of the Light are not bound exclusively
by the sacred texts of their upbringing: the Bible for Chris-
tians; the Torah for Jews; the Koran for Muslims; the Guru
Granth Sahib for Sikhs; the Vedas, Upanishads, and Epics
for Hindus. The monumentally fortuitous thing about
courageous truth seekers  the thing they have in common
 is their election to expand their thinking past the literal

interpretations of their particular faith tradition and soar
into the esoterical and spiritual “cloud of knowing” that
will someday revolutionize human thought and raise our
collective human consciousness to its highest spiritual
octave.

16.The number ten denotes perfection; total mastery; the all-
ness of allness; the synthesis of fundamental unity and uni-
versality; the union (entrainment, alignment) of egoic
consciousness and super-consciousness; the completion of
an important cycle in our spiritual unfoldment; and the
attainment of enlightenment.

17. In Charles Fillmore, Metaphysical Bible Dictionary, Unity’s
co-founder says, “This Christ, or perfect ‘human’ idea exist-
ing eternally in Divine Mind, is the true, spiritual, higher self
of every individual. Each of us has within (us) the Christ, just
as Jesus had, and we must look within to recognize and
realize our sonship, our divine origin and birth, even as He
did. By continually unifying ourselves with the highest by our
thoughts and words, we too shall (express our) God (Nature),
made manifest” (pg. 150). In Matthew Fox, The Coming of
the Cosmic Christ: “The coming together of the historical
Jesus and the Cosmic Christ will make Christianity whole
at last. Christianity has been out of touch with its ‘core,’ its
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center, its sense of mystical practice and cosmic awareness.
It has succumbed to a patriarchal mindset that has eroded
its worship, message, and identity rendering them flat and
useless. What is needed is a dismantling of liberal religion
and the regrounding of faith in a mystical, prophetic, cos-
mological worldview  a transformation and renewal , not
merely a reformation or reshuffling of a tired agenda” (pg.
7).

18.The number 24 has also been associated with the passage
of time, especially daily cycles, since there are 24 hours in
a day.

19.The servants and the prophets could also refer to the two
witnesses mentioned in Revelation 11:3, who can also rep-
resent our right and left brain hemispheres.

20.This is the body that the Christ as Jesus possessed in John
20:17, John 20:19, and John 20:26-27. The reference to the
‘temple of the ark’ is recorded in Exodus 30:6 as ‘the ark
of the testimony,’ in Numbers 10:33 it’s called ‘the ark of
the covenant,’ and in 1 Samuel 3:3 it’s referred to as ‘the
ark of God.’ In James Pryse, The Apocalypse Unsealed, the
author tells us that the word kibotos, which means a
wooden box or coffer, is applied in the New Testament to
the ark in the temple and as the Noachian ark. It stands for
the place of spiritual rebirth, the emergence into immortal-
ity. Mystically, it symbolizes the ‘womb’ in the brain, the
latter being an androgynous organ wherein is immaculately
conceived the permanent spiritual vehicle, the solar body”
(pg. 154). One of the meanings of the word Ark comes
from Aron Kodosh. That is, when the Aron is made pure,
it becomes kadosh, holy. Thus to make the Ark, we have
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to make our Aron holy, pure. What this tells us is that we
are the Ark. You and me. We are the vessel. Our God
essence can fill us, but only if our sanctuary is made pure. 

There is such a thing as the physical item or artifact called
the Ark of the Covenant or the Aron of the Testimony. Such
a device or artifact existed. The Aron (Ark) is placed within
the holiest place in the sanctuary. Aron means a chest, a
box, something to hold something. It comes from an
ancient Hebrew root, ‘arah,’ which means ‘to gather or
pluck, to accumulate.’ The Tiphereth (center of the Tree of
Life) represents our human soul, our human consciousness.
Aron (Ark) is you and me, and the letters that spell Aron
represent and/or describe our (Aleph-Reish-Vav-Nun  ןורא)
nature. When you understand the meanings of these letters,
you’ll  know that the Aron is pointing to humankind. It
indicates symbolically how the Spirit, the breath, descends
into us to dwell. 

According to the Gnostic tradition, the first letter is א
Aleph, which is the trinity in its shape. Two Iods and a vav.
The Aleph represents the air, the Ruach Elohim that hovers
over the waters of creation. It represents the most holy
divine, who can descend as us through the letter Reish. The
letter ר Reish represents our head. Through our head we have
the pineal and pituitary glands. The three nervous systems
emerge from here. Through the nervous systems emerge all
the energies that we use to live. The triple force of our God
essence, represented in the letter Aleph (the Trinity) descends
through our three nervous systems, through the Reish and
down the spinal column, which is represented by the letter
Vav. The letter ו Vav represents our spinal column. Through
the spine those three energies manipulate, manage, and
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empower our three nervous systems. But the ultimate synthe-
sis of all of that ends in the letter Nun, the final letter of
Aron. The letter ן Nun represents our soul seed, our God
essence. Everything that we are as a person is synthesized
and condensed in that seed. Everything that you are is
encoded in that seed (sperm or ovum). The power to create
and sustain life, as God expressing in human form, is in
the letter Nun.

The ‘ark’ is also considered to be at the center of the pineal
gland. The wings of the two angels on top of the ‘ark of
the covenant’ represent the two hemispheres of our brain.
Calcification of the pineal gland is largely associated with
corpora arenacea (acervuli), or ‘brain sand.’ Computer
chips are made from silica sand. So, why mention it here?
The line between living organisms and machines has just
become a whole lot blurrier. European researchers have
developed ‘neuro-chips’ in which living brain cells and sil-
icon circuits are coupled together. The achievement could
one day enable the creation of sophisticated neural pros-
theses to treat neurological disorders or the development
of organic computers that crunch numbers using living
neurons.

21.According to Max Heindel’s Rosicrucian writings, the
etheric body, composed of four ethers, is called the ‘Vital
Body’ since the ether is the way of ingress for vital force
from the sun and the field of agencies in nature which pro-
mote such vital activities as assimilation, growth, and prop-
agation. It is an exact counterpart of our physical body,
molecule for molecule, and organ for organ, but it is of the
opposite polarity. It is slightly larger, extending about one
and one-half inches beyond the periphery of the physical
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body. Samuel Aun Weor teaches that as the kundalini rises
in the vital body, the initiate learns how to separate the two
superior ethers from the others in order for them to serve
as a vehicle to travel out of the physical body.

Chapter Twelve

1. Verse 1 is most likely based on Isaiah 26:17, “As a woman
with child and about to give birth writhes and cries out in
her pain, so were we in your presence, O Lord.”

2. Theosophist Alice Bailey, in Discipleship in the New Age,
Vol.1, gives a reason for our distress, “The searchlight of
the soul reveals faults in character, limitations in expression
and inadequacies in conduct. These must be intelligently
corrected” (pg. 727). In Breakthrough: Meister Eckhart’s
Creation Spirituality in New Translation, Meister Eckhart
reminds us that, “The soul grows by subtraction rather than
addition” (pg.183). Alice Miller, in The Coming of the Cosmic
Christ, says, “Soul murder occurs when an individual is
denied access to h/her True Self” (pg. 65). Matthew Fox,
in The Coming of the Cosmic Christ, says, “ A theology of
the Cosmic Christ is not embarrassed by the deification of
humans” (pg. 109).

3. The unenlightened ego is Adamic Arsenic. It is poisonous
(arsenic) to our spiritual growth. The instability we feel when
we refuse to acknowledge our Divine Core is the plight of an
unenlightened ego. In a very real sense, an unenlightened ego
is the anti-Christ. An anti-Christ mentality sees separation,
breeds separation, and leads to a life of unnecessary isolation
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from Spirit and literally cultivates a propensity toward dark-
ness and despair. What makes our recalcitrant ego especially
paranoid at this level of our spiritual development that it
realizes that it must be annihilated (become totally selfless
and accepting) by being absorbed into our Deeper Self
called our Christ individuality if we are to become fully
illuminated beings.

4. Seven Deadly Sins: envy, gluttony, greed, lust, pride, sloth,
and wrath.

5. The ten expressions of unconditional love, based on the
Song of Solomon, according to Saint John of the Cross, in
his 16th Century book, Dark Night of the Soul, are: having
no worldly attachments or addictions; seeking God without
ceasing; finding what gives the soul fervor; suffering with-
out weariness; longing for God impatiently; running swiftly
to God; cultivating a resolutely faithful soul; creating a
devoted soul; making the soul a loving soul; and causing
the soul to become wholly assimilated to God.

6. The 24 features of the red dragon (7 heads, 10 horns, and
7 crowns) may be related to the ego’s attempt to dampen
the spiritualization of the 12 pair of quickened cranial
nerves. 

7. The other two ‘thirds’ implied are the cranial nerves and
the peripheral nervous system.

8. Verse 4 may be based on Daniel 8:10, “It grew until it
reached the host of the heavens, and it threw some of the
starry host down to the earth and trampled on them.”
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9. The ego, hoping, as did Herod, to destroy the Christ Child
before it could grow. See Matthew, Chapter 2. This is a
common theme throughout the world savior literature. Bill
O’Reilly in Killing Jesus: “Heavily armed soldiers from
the capital city of Jerusalem are marching to this small
town, intent on finding and killing the baby boy. They are
a mixed-race group of foreign mercenaries from Greece,
Gaul, and Syria. The child’s name, unknown to them, is
Jesus, and his only crime is that some believe he will be
the next king of the Jewish people. The current monarch,
a dying half-Jewish, half-Arab despot named Herod, is so
intent on ensuring the baby’s death that his army has been
ordered to murder every male child under the age of two
years in Bethlehem. None of the soldiers knows what the
child’s mother and father look like, or the precise location
of his home, thus the need to kill every baby boy in the
small town and surrounding area. This alone will guarantee
the extermination of the potential king” (pg. 16).

10.See Rev. 2:27.

11. See Rev. 3:3.

12.Verse 12 is probably based on Daniel 12:1, “And at that
time shall Michael stand, the great prince which standeth for
the children of thy people.” In Dorothy Leon, Revelation
Revealed, the bold dragon in verse 7, storms into God’s
Kingdom to declare ‘war in heaven.’ Imagine the power
that your many lifetimes of negative thoughts has built into
this thought form “dragon,” the proverbial ‘Dweller on the
Threshold!’ Energy is real. Thoughts are things. Every
time, throughout your many thousands of lifetimes that you
have misused Cosmic Laws, you have fed this bold and
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very fierce ‘dragon’ (pg. 83-84). In The Apocalypse Unsealed,
James Pryse reminds us that “The battle between Michael and
the Dragon, with their respective hosts, resulting in the
expulsion of the evil serpent from the sky, allegorizes the
exclusion from the mind of all impure thoughts” (pg. 158).

13. In James Pryse, The Apocalypse Unsealed, “For Satan, the
red divinity, stands for nothing more or less than the principle
of Desire in all its innumerable gradations, from the vaguest
yearnings and the mere promptings of the appetites of the
body down to the grossest phases of materiality” (pg. 158).
Thomas Hobbes in A Short Tract on First Principles
asserted that: “human desire is the fundamental motivation
of all human action” (pg.67). In The Republic, Plato argues
that individual desires must be postponed in the name of
the higher ideal. Spinoza considered natural desires as a
form of bondage. In the Rig Veda’s creation myth,
Nasadiya Sukta states: “In the beginning there was Desire
(kama) that was first seed of mind.” In Buddhism, in order
to effect our liberation, the flow of sense-desire must be cut
completely. A 2008 study by the University of Michigan
indicated that, while we experience both desire and fear as
psychological opposites, they share the same brain circuit.
The study was entitled ‘The Neural Correlates of Desire’ and
showed that our brain categorizes any stimulus according to
its desirability by activating three different brain areas: the
superior orbitofrontal cortex, the mid-cingulate cortex, and
the anterior cingulate cortex. Kawabata H, Zeki S (2008)
The Neural Correlates of Desire. PLoS ONE 3(8).

14. Joel Goldsmith, in Practicing the Presence, writes, “This
practice of newness develops a consciousness which is never
pressed from the outside because there is nothing to do except
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what is at hand. Living in this consciousness, we are never
worried about supply, nor about any obligation due tomorrow.
There develops in us  we do not do it  It, the Christ of our
being, develops in us a sense of peace” (pg. 116).

15.See Rev. 7:14.

16.An eagle perspective means feeling the divine self grasping
our lower nature to transmute it into its higher spiritual
essence. It symbolizes gaining incredible perception; hav-
ing a sense of guardianship; cultivating elevated psychic
vision and authority; having a sense of protectiveness;
enjoying intellectual acuity; attaining the all-piercing Eye
of the seer; and demonstrating cosmic strength. So, it is a
powerful perspective that is alluded to in this verse.

17. In Deuteronomy 32:11-12 Moses compares an eagle’s
training its young to fly with God’s care over Its people:
“Like an eagle that stirs up its nest and hovers over its
young, that spreads it wings to catch them and carries them
on its pinions, the Lord alone led him, no foreign god was
with him.” In The Rainbow Promise, William Evans explains
it this way: “The wilderness to which the soul retires for
nourishment refers to those times between physical incar-
nations, where the false self cannot harm or influence the soul,
since it has permission to influence only the physical aspects
of humanity. The ‘conscious self’ (ego personality) is that
which perishes at the death of the physical. Since it does not
exist, it cannot harm the soul between incarnations. The
earth swallowing the river which the dragon had poured
from his mouth refers to the physical body’s application of
the lessons that it is learning in order to absorb the flood
of emotions that the ego unleashes upon the physical. What
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is important to note at this point is that God has prepared a
way for us to survive  and grow  even in the face of the
ego’s destructive acts” (pg. 188). In The Highest State of
Consciousness, Roger Wescott reminds us that “the earliest
expression of humankind’s anxiety over nonexistence is
the Mousterian funerary cult of Neanderthalian Man, with
its attempt to arrest and ritually reverse the processes of
devitalization and decay” (pg. 23).

18.Edgar Cayce, in Van Auken’s Edgar Cayce on the Revelation,
interprets the ‘flood’ in verse 15 as the ‘flood of emotions
that make for doubt, fears, tribulation, disturbances, and
anxieties” (pg. 190). The Flood symbolizes the tsunamic
sensory overload of self-negating thoughts, inclinations,
choices, habits and behaviors that can destroy us with their
divinity-denying nature that refuses to accept our status as
human expressions of the Eternal Presence. Flood myths
abound in world scriptures. Flood myth motifs generally
tell the same story and are filled with enough poetic license
to, well, flood the world’s literature with a deluge of spec-
tacular intrigue. 

19.See Rev. 12:5.

Chapter Thirteen

1. See Rev. 11:3.

2. See Rev. 11:3.

3. Blasphemy against the Holy Spirit is denying our divinity.
If you blaspheme (deny your divinity) repeatedly you’ll
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never be able to reconcile the difference between Truth and
error, between your spiritual self and your material self,
between being enlightened and being clueless. By the way,
blasphemy is the unforgivable sin mentioned in the Bible.
This unforgivable irreconcilable sin is not about working
on the Sabbath. Nor is it coveting our neighbor’s stock
portfolio. It’s not about lying, or bearing false witness, or
stealing. Nor is it about cheating on our income taxes. It’s
not even secretly replacing the golf ball we couldn’t find
with another one and not adding strokes to our score. The
irreconcilable sin that is alluded to in the Bible is called
the unforgivable sin. Read Matthew12:31-32 in your
favorite Bible interpretation. There are two important
words you need to remember: unforgivable and blasphemy.
They are central for understanding what this passage
means. Unforgiveness means failing to give up the false
for the true. If you repeat error time and time again and
continue repeating it, you’re likely to, well, keep repeating
it. It’s the repetition that makes it unforgivable.

4. The ‘beast’ in verse 2 is a unique composite of the four
beasts mentioned in Daniel 7:4-7: a winged lion, bear, four-
headed leopard, and a beast sporting ten horns. In James
Pryse, The Apocalypse Unsealed, explains: “The Beast is
pictured as a pseudo-lion, a hybrid, for it resembles a leop-
ard, which was fabled to be a cross between the lion (leo)
and a panther (pardus); it has the ponderous paws of a bear,
and has a mouth like a lion, thus simulating the voice of
the Nous. It represents the highest development of the
human intellect dissociated from philosophic reason and
spiritual intuition, and it is indeed the admiration of the
whole world of the profane. The head that is seemingly
slain and yet resurrects is the desire for life on the plane of
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the senses, a desire which the neophyte must utterly eradicate”
(pg. 163).

5. See Rev. 11:2. Also, Chapter 11 End Notes 2 and 3.

6. The Lamb of God is our Christ Consciousness. It is also
referred to as the Christ Principle; the Kingdom of God. The
use of a lamb is indicative of the Persian origin of Christianity,
for the Persians were the only people to symbolize the first
sign of the zodiac by a lamb. The lamb is used for its inno-
cence and purity. The lambskin apron worn by Freemasons
symbolizes that purity. 

7. See Rev. 2:2.

8. See Rev. 13:2.

9. In William Evans, The Rainbow Promise, “Revelation
13:13 (makes fire come down from heaven on the earth in
the sight of men) is reminiscent of I Kings 18 where Elijah,
closely in touch with God, calls down fire to burn up the
water-soaked sacrifice he had set up to disgrace the
prophets of Baal in front of all of the people. Overwhelmed
with his power, he then commanded all the prophets of
Baal be assassinated on the spot to satisfy his egotistical
zeal” (pg. 202).

10.Rebellious behavior is purposefully riotous behavior. It
means subscribing to error thoughts, blinded by cruel inten-
tions, murderous inclinations, and impure intentions. It is
characterized by following unillumined promptings and
urges that overshadow our spiritual disposition.

11. 666 is the number of the beast and a man. In the Textus
Receptus manuscripts of the New Testament, cryptically,
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666 refers to ‘the number of a man,’ and is  associated with
the beast. Also, 666 happens to be the number of talents of
gold Solomon collected each year (see I Kings 10:14 and 2
Chronicles 9:13). 666 may have been a coded reference to
Nero the Roman Emperor from 55 to 68 AD. In Kabbalistic
Judaism, 666 is the number which represents the creation and
perfection of the world. The most common carbon isotope,
Carbon-12, is the basis of all known life on Earth, consists of
6 protons, 6 neutrons and 6 electrons. In the Novum Testamen-
tum Graece it is noted that 616 is a variant of 666. Although
Irenaeus (2nd century AD) affirmed the number to be 666 and
reported several scribal errors of the number, there are still
some theologians who doubt the original reading because of
the figure 616 being given in Codex Ephraemi Rescriptus.
Around 2005, a fragment from Papyrus 115, taken from the
Oxyrhynchus site, was discovered at the Oxford University’s
Ashmolean Museau. It gave the beast’s number as 616. This
fragment happens to be the oldest manuscript (about 1,700
years old) of Revelation 13 to date. Papyrus 115 and Ephraemi
Rescriptus has led some scholars to conclude that 616 is the
original number of the beast.

Chapter Fourteen

1. In The Integral Yoga, Sri Aurobindo describes the practice
of ‘going within’ by saying: “One must open the silent
mental consciousness upward to all that is above mind.
After a time one feels the consciousness rising upward and
in the end it rises beyond the lid which has so long kept it
tied in the body and finds a centre above the head where it
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is liberated into the Infinite” (pg. 152). In The Yoga Sutras
of Patanjali, Sri Swami Satchidananda explains: “The goal
of Integral Yoga, and the birthright of every individual, is
to realize the spiritual unity behind all the diversities in the
entire creation and to live harmoniously as members of one
universal family. This goal is achieved by maintaining our
natural condition of a body of optimum health and strength,
senses under total control, a mind well-disciplined, clear
and calm, an intellect as sharp as a razor, a will as strong
and pliable as steel, a heart full of unconditional love and
compassion, an ego as pure as a crystal, and a life filled
with Supreme Peace and Joy.” 

2. The twelve tribes represent our twelve bodily systems: cir-
culatory, digestive, endocrine, immune, lymphatic, muscu-
lar, nervous, reproductive, respiratory, skeletal, urinary, and
integumentary. 

3. The 12 cranial nerves are: olfactory, optic, motor oculi,
trochlear, trifacial, abducent, facial, auditory, glosso pha-
ryngeal, pnumogastric, spinal accessor, and hypoglossal.

4. In The Divine Animal, Roger Wescott offers the interesting
hypothesis that if consciousness is internal biolumines-
cence it is a physical neural event and can be measured in
the brain. Endocranial bioluminescence may be the stuff
of pure consciousness. Consciousness as bioluminescence
may one day be analyzed in terms of neurons, electrochem-
ical firings across synapses and molecular bundles which
permeate cellular membranes. Esoterically, 144,000 sug-
gests universal completeness (12x12x1000). The 144,000
pedals (vibrations) of the Crown Chakra signal the perfect
marriage between mortal consciousness and Christ Con-
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sciousness, the fruition of spiritual development on the
earth plain. The number 144,000 can be reduced to 9 (the
mystic symbol of humankind and also the number of initi-
ation), for those who pass through the nine degrees of the
Mysteries receive the sign of the cross as emblematic of
their regeneration and liberation from the bondage of their
own inferior, sense-soaked nature. 

5. See Rev. 4:6.

6. See End Note #4 above.

7. We must acknowledge that our true nature is our Christ
Nature, and subordinate our human personality to our divine
nature so we can ready ourselves for the marvelous joys
enlightenment brings. Intuiting that as we gain a perfect
awareness of the Perfect Idea in human form raised to its
divine essence, we will become consciously one with our
Christ Nature and achieve the fullness, comfort, and grace
that are our inheritance. And, of course we must realize that
the absoluteness of our Christ Nature always rattles the
earth-bound ego that senses a very real threat to its temporal
dominion. The Lankavatara Sutra reminds us of the differ-
ence between the relative and the absolute: “Those who
vainly reason without understanding the truth are lost in the
jungle of the Vijnanas (the various forms of relative knowl-
edge), running about here and there and trying to justify
their view of ego-substance… The self realized in your
innermost consciousness appears in its purity; this is the
Tathagata-garbha (Buddha womb), which is not the realm
of those given over to mere reasoning … Pure in its own
nature and free from the category of finite and infinite, Uni-
versal Mind is the undefiled Buddha womb, which is
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wrongly apprehended by sentient beings.” Quoted in John
White (Editor), The Highest State of Consciousness, St.
Catherine of Genoa captures our essence when she
affirmed many years ago: “My Me is God, nor do I recog-
nize any other Me except my God Me!”

8. See Rev. 5:9; 7:9; and 11:9.

9. Part of verse 8 is based on Isaiah 21:9, “Babylon has fallen,
has fallen! All the images of its gods lie shattered on the
ground.” Cayce in Van Auken, Edgar Cayce on the Reve-
lation, intuits that ‘Babylon’ represents ‘self’ (pg. 196).
James Pryse, in The Apocalypse Unsealed, expands the
interpretation of the symbolism of Babylon, “Babylon rep-
resents more than the physical body considered as a mere
form composed of tissues and organs: it symbolizes the
broad principle of generation, of life confined to a physical
basis. The ether that was us before our earth experience has
become differentiated into a gross material element. The
body is the adytum of God, but the elements composing it
have become foul during the long ages of material evolu-
tion, so that the soul is ever being tainted and instigated to
evil by the ego” (pg. 187-188).

10.See Rev. 13:16.

11.The Hebrew Testament refers to God’s wrath as ‘a draft of
wine. See Isaiah 51:17; Jeremiah 25:15; and Psalms 75:8.

12.Brimstone represents the wailing and crying we do when
we suffer the unsettling consequences of our gross sense
appetites. It means self-imposed suffering and tribulation.
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13. In Kabbalistic terms, a group of angels (Chayot Hakodesh)
are pious thoughts and holy inclinations. In Hindu mythol-
ogy, devas are gods and angels. Guardian angels are pow-
erful, protective, spiritual thoughts (gifts, abilities) that
guide us out of danger when we are swayed by error
thoughts.

14.The Son of Man is the human personality which must be
lifted up to its Christ nature. I believe John 3:14 and 15, as
well as other New Testament passages, refer to this kundalinic
rise of serpentine energies: “14. And as Moses lifted up the
serpent in the wilderness, even as the son of man be lifted
up, 15. That whosoever believeth in him should not perish
but have eternal life.” In The Coming of the Cosmic Christ,
Matthew Fox reminds us that: “While suffering is central
to the concept of Son of Man, power and glory are too. The
titles Son of Man and Son of God are functionally very
similar. The Son of man forgives sins, has authority over
the Sabbath, rises from the dead, and comes in the glory of
the Father accompanied by the holy angels, with great
power and glory. He assembles his chosen ones from all
over the earth, initiates the last drama of world history, vin-
dicates his ministry, and prescribes as eschatological
judge” (pg. 87).

15.We will know fully well that finding spiritual truths in a
haystack of religious dogma takes discernment, determi-
nation, and discrimination. It is also obvious to us that that,
by its very nature, our Christ potential equips our con-
sciousness with the powers of discernment and discrimi-
nation [judgment] to see rightly.
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16.This groundedness can take many forms. For example, the
Doppelganger Effect is a powerful spiritual idea that can
be felt and/or intuited by us that emanates from other inter-
dimensional versions of ourselves. In the ‘Many Worlds
Interpretation’ (a quantum physics concept) an infinite
number of versions of us are inhabiting simultaneous
worlds, each triggered by choices we make each-consecu-
tive-moment-of-now? For example, when we choose to go
to a certain movie, there is an aspect of us, a quantum ver-
sion of us, who chooses to go to a different movie or no
movie at all. Once a choice is made there is a natural pro-
gression of events  and choices  associated with each
choice in each “world” (parallel universe). 

Suppose when the Christ as Jesus said, “In my Father’s
house there are many mansions” he meant, “It is the nature
of the Sacred Unity’s (Father) Consciousness (house) that
there are many levels of heightened awareness (man-
sions).” What if our universe, like the billions of other uni-
verses, is simply a thought in the mind of the Eternal
Presence we call God? Like thoughts, each universe can
expand and grow and produce something phenomenal
when those thoughts become actions. What if our dreams,
nightmares, and déjà vu experiences are merely time warps
where we pick up fragments of experiences from the other
versions of us that are living simultaneous existences in
their own universes? 

(From a quantum physics perspective, the Many-Worlds
Interpretation, introduced by Bryce Everett in 1957, views
reality as a many-branched tree where every possible quan-
tum outcome occurs. Each “world” branches endlessly in
direct proportion to the incidence of choices made. Every-
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thing that can happen does happen somewhere). [In the
many Worlds Interpretation of quantum mechanics, accord-
ing to astrophysicist Bernard Haisch, every human being
creates a billion times a billion times a billion alternative
universes every second.

17.One of the key qualities of all seven major chakras is exem-
plifying our power of discernment to discover that the very
idea of a spiritual path, for example, or truth walk is mis-
leading. Both focus on the idea of futurity, on something
that has physical distance. Enlightenment, the Kingdom of
God, is readily accessible NOW! All we have to do is
awaken from our illusion of separation and duality by sur-
rendering to our Higher Self. The Buddhists refer to the
‘Kingdom of God’ as Nirvana because of the extinction of
certain lower mental faculties such as: the sense of sin, fear
of death, desire for material wealth, etc.

18.The analogy of a winepress comes from Isaiah 63:3: “I
have trodden the winepress alone; and of the people there
was none with me: for I will tread them in mine anger, and
trample them in my fury; and their blood shall be sprinkled
upon my garments.”

19.See End Note #16 above.

20.According to Theosophical teachings, the Etheric Double
is an invisible part of the physical body, which it interpen-
etrates and beyond which it extends a little, forming with
other finer bodies the aura. The Etheric Double is not made
of the supposed omnipresent ether of space, but is com-
posed of physical matter known as etheric, super-etheric,
subatomic, and atomic. The term double is used because
the Etheric Double is a replica of our denser physical body.
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The sense organs of the Etheric Double are the chakras, and
it is through the chakras that the physical body is supplied
with the vitality necessary for its existence and its well-
being during our skin school experiences. The Etheric Double
is a bridge between the physical and astral bodies. Without
it we could have no communications with the astral world.

21.The number 16 symbolizes our ability to recognize that the
moment of enlightenment will take our unsuspecting ego
by surprise as the diverse levels of awareness (heavens)
become unified in an undivided whole. One of the ways to
become consciously one with that undivided whole is to
meditate. So the number 160 represents being absolutely
convinced that meditation is a form of medication (healing,
wholing). Sixteen hundred is the number 16 amplified a
hundred times, which means that the mystical qualities of
the number 16 are raised to their highest, most transcen-
dental octave. In the Hindu religion, an Avatar is an
extraordinary incarnation of the Divine in a human form,
for the well-being of the humanity. Avatars have sixteen
particular gifts: the ability to materialize objects at will;
qualities of omniscience, omnipresence, omnipotence, and
omni-activity; the capacity to transmit seven pure love cur-
rents; inexhaustibility, inter-dimensional travel; the capac-
ity to transcend all conditions of karma; the capacity to
transform miraculously the life of a person by an act of
divine will.

22.Verse 20 seems to be based on Enoch 100:3, “The horse
shall walk through the blood of sinners up to his chest.”
Verse 20 also makes it clear that the horses are without
(outside) the city, so they symbolize disciplined thoughts
that come from introspection and higher levels of thinking.
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The winepress symbolizes  transmutation, so the Vital
Energy (blood) that comes from the winepress signifies a
higher order of spiritualization.

Chapter Fifteen

1. Rev. 15, the entire chapter, is probably based on the symbol-
ism outlined in Chapters 9 and 10 from Ezekiel.

2. ‘Sign’ is most likely a translation of the Greek word semeion
that means a distinguishing mark or a chief differentiator.

3. A.R.E.’s Commentary on the Book of Revelation, based on
Edgar Cayce’s work, reveals Cayce’s view that the plagues
are “trials in which the soul may overcome its karma…”
(pg. 167). Metaphysically, plagues represent impure
thoughts and self-deprecating actions that have wide-
spread negative impact on our body, mind and soul.

4. In William Evans, The Rainbow Promise, “When we talk
about the wrath of God, we must first remember that God
cannot be injured by any of its creation. God’s wrath does
not contain any anger toward any creature. We may strike
out at God, but God does not perceive ant threat from us.
God’s only response is love. It cannot be anything else”
(pg. 227). In Jung, Jacobi and Hull quote Swiss psycholo-
gist Carl Jung: “Because of the incarnation of the Cosmic
Christ we are involved in a new responsibility. (We) can
no longer wriggle out of it on the plea of (our) littleness
and nothingness, for the dark God has slipped the atom
bomb and chemical weapons into (our) hands and given
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(us) the power to empty out the apocalyptic vials of wrath
on (our) fellow creatures. Since (we) have been granted
almost godlike power, (we) can no longer remain blind and
unconscious. (We) must know something of god’s nature
and of metaphysical processes if (we) are to understand
(ourselves) and achieve gnosis of the divine.” (pg. 363).

5. Aldous Huxley, in The Highest State of Consciousness:
“We find in the Book of Revelation, a sea of glass in the
New Jerusalem, the walls of which are gold yet transparent,
a kind of transparent glass. We find the same emphasis on
glass as a marvelous magical material in the Celtic and
Welsh traditions. For example, the home of the dead is called
Ynisvitrin, the Isle of Glass, and in the Teutonic tradition the
dead live in a place called Glasberg, the mountain of glass”
(pg. 54). In Zachary Lansdowne, The Revelation of Saint
John, “The sea of glass, fire, beast, image of the beast, mark
and number of the beast, and harps all symbolize stilled
emotions, thoughts, glamour, fantasy of wish fulfillment,
maya, illusion, and harmony respectively” (pg. 130). In
William Evans, The Rainbow Promise, “The process of
purifying the cells involves revealing subconscious memories
to the new Christ Consciousness and accepting responsi-
bility for them, thus releasing the cells from their bondage
to memories of selfish actions and desires” (pg. 232).

6. See Rev. 13:17-18.

7. In Zachary Lansdowne, The Revelation of Saint John, “The
deliverance of the Israelites out of bondage to Egypt symbol-
izes the deliverance of the personality out of bondage to
illusion, with Moses being a symbol for the soul. Moses’
song of praise is recorded in Exodus 15:1-18 (pg. 131). In
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William Evans, The Rainbow Promise, “The cells that have
not lost their consciousness of God or succumbed to the
beast are singing the song of Moses. It is the song Moses
sang after the Egyptian army had drowned in the Red Sea.
It is a song of victory and a song of the glory of God. It is
a song that celebrated the release of the Hebrew people
from bondage to the fleshpots of Egypt. For that reason, it
is an appropriate song for the perfected cells to sing from
their bondage to the physical” (pg. 232).

8. In Reivich, K., and A. Shatte, The Resilience Factor: “Our
capacity for resisting the pull between opposites is not a
genetically fixed trait like height, nor are there genetic limits
on how resilient you can become. Responding to a higher
pull is under our control. Resilient people tackle problems
thoughtfully, thoroughly, and energetically. Resilience
helps us think keenly when we are embroiled in conflicts.
It allows us to derive knowledge and meaning from setbacks
and failures. It grants us the ability to meet challenges with
grace, humor, and optimism” (pg. 79). Alice Bailey, Disciple-
ship in the New Age, Vol.1, she describes the trials faced by
aspirants on the path, “The demands of the soul might be
regarded in conflict with the demands of space and time,
because they are focused in the personality. There is a
tremendous pull between opposites: the disciple stands at
the midway point. Will the aspirant respond to a higher pull
to higher areas of spiritual experience or fall back into the
thralldom of his/her personal life?” (pg. 92).

9. The Greek word lampros translated as ‘white’ means ‘bright’
or ‘shining.’ It could also be interpreted to symbolize inno-
cence.
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10. In verse 7 ‘one of the beasts’ is the physical body which is
a fourth of the four-fold human personality. Golden means
pure and/or consecrated, so each vial reflects the corre-
sponding realization for each chakra’s effect on our highly
spiritualized body.

11. Ezekiel 1:28 depicts the glory of God, “Like the appear-
ance of a rainbow in the clouds on a rainy day, so was the
radiance around him. This was the appearance of the like-
ness of the glory of the Lord.”

Chapter Sixteen

1. Verse 2 is most likely based on Exodus 9:9-11 which
describes a plague that causes sores and boils to erupt on
people and beasts throughout Egypt.

2. See Rev. 2:9.

3. Both verses 3 and 4 seem to be based on Exodus 7:20-21
which describes a plague sent by God that turns the waters
of Egypt into blood. There were lower waters (the sea) and
higher waters (fountains).

4. Darkness, or pawl, metaphysically means the unawareness
of or refusal to believe in our innate divinity. It’s also using
an enlightened spiritual perspective as the basis for material
appetites and misdeeds, ignorance of spiritual principles and
laws, a purely materialistic world view. It is non-manifested
light, unactualized illumination, and/or neglected enlighten-
ment.
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5. Our subconscious is a ‘hidden curriculum,’ the repressed
material in our subconscious that influences and impacts
our conscious learning, being and doing. Our subconscious
is filled with subconscious gnomes: old, self-defeating life
patterns, beliefs, and guiding principles that negatively
affect our spiritual growth.

6. In Charles Fillmore, Metaphysical Bible Dictionary,
“Metaphysically, the Euphrates River represents the blood
stream. The circulatory system receives and distributes the
nutrients contained in the food we eat. The blood stream is
charged with the food substance for bones, muscles, brain,
teeth and hair. Every part of the organism is supplied with
substance through the wonderful rive Euphrates” (pg. II in
Addenda). Unlike most of the mammalian brain, the pineal
gland is not isolated from the body by the blood/brain bar-
rier system. It may surprise you to know that it has profuse
blood flow, second only to the kidney. Mystical traditions
and esoteric schools have long known the pineal gland to
be the connecting link between the physical and spiritual
worlds. Considered the most powerful and highest source
of ethereal energy available to us, the pineal gland has
always been important in fostering supernatural powers
and psychic talents. U.A. Asrani, in The Highest State of
Consciousness: “All genuine yogis minimize their para-
normal powers, dismissing them as a mere by-product or
adjunct of a heightened consciousness” (pg. 231).

7. In James Pryse, The Apocalypse Unsealed, “The ‘sacred
city,’ the solar body, the Euphrates becomes the main street,
or thoroughfare, of pure gold, transparent as glass” (pg. 182).
In William Evans, The Rainbow Promise, “This river of
beginnings is dried up. Whenever a river dries up, it provides
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a pathway for travel across it, such as seen in the events of the
Red Sea (Led by Moses, the Israelites escaped from Egypt)
and the Jordan River (the Hebrews entered the promised
land in Canaan). Here in Revelation the aspirant is at the
beginning of a new consciousness.

8. The image of kings of the east preparing to cross the river
emphasizes the coming into conscious awareness our new
state of consciousness. The East symbolizes spiritual illumi-
nation, an enlightened perspective, higher consciousness.

9. False prophets represent egocentric thoughts that retail the
benefits of materialism and sense appetites over spiritual
thoughts, words, and actions. They characterize charlatanism
at its worst and quackery at its meanest. Psychologically
speaking, according to A. T. Beck, we can ‘dodge the false
prophets’ that come to us when we are depressed if we:
“monitor our negative thoughts; recognize the connections
between cognition, affect and behavior; discern the evidence
against distorted thoughts; and substitute reality in the place
of biased cognitions” (Cognitive Therapy of Depression,
pg. 4).

10.Garments represent our physical body (thought sheath,
somatic spacesuit); belief system; mental concept; or static
perspective. Shedding (changing) garments symbolizes
clearing one’s consciousness of encrustations of dogma-
tism, duality, and religious biases, adopting new spiritual
perspectives. Tearing garments implies a strong desire to
change our perspective. Giving garments away represents
willingly sharing our perspective. A seamless garment
denotes the complete alignment of our human personality
with our Christ individuality and/or the indestructible unity
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of life. A garment of light is our imperishable spiritual
essence. The garment of darkness is our divinity-denying
physical form.

11. Armageddon is the battle between our ears (between our
egocentric consciousness and our super-consciousness)
when we finally overcome the world and our illumined soul
rises to union with our Indwelling Spiritual Self, the Authen-
tic Us. It is the eschatological battle between error thoughts
and materialistic tendencies that characterize an egocentric
consciousness and the immanent unfolding of a spiritually-
attuned consciousness filled with Christed (Buddhic, Vish-
nuic, Allahic, Krishnic) thoughts and inclinations. In the
famous allegory, the forces of evil under the Persian Ahriman
battled against the forces of good under Ahura-Mazda);
Armageddon signifies the ‘weighing’ of our soul and the
concept is borrowed from the Mysteries of Osiris. The rising
of the dead from their graves and from the sea of illusion
represents the consummation of the process of human
regeneration. The sea of fire into which those are cast who
fail in the ordeal of initiation signifies the fiery sphere of
our base animal instincts. The Hebrew name Armageddon
means ‘Mountain of Megiddo,’ which doesn’t exist geograph-
ically. Megiddo represents an inner battleground that takes
place in our heads.

12. Interestingly, the only place the phrase ‘It is done’ appears
in the Hebrew Testament is Ezekiel 39:8, and it appears in
combination with ‘it is coming.’

13. In Alice Bailey, Letters on Occult Meditation, “It is by
reaching from the concrete to the abstract, that the causal
consciousness is entered, and (we)  during this final
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period  become the Higher Self and not the Personality”
(pg. 28). This reaching from the ‘concrete to the abstract’ is
depicted in the Broadway and movie productions of Wizard
of Oz. The yellow brick road is introduced in The Wonderful
Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum as a guideline for Dorothy
to follow. It leads to the Emerald City [Christ Consciousness]
where the Wizard [our Higher Self] is. Baum’s novel also
mentions a red brick road which is the sister road to the
yellow brick road, and leads south to the Country of the
Quadlings [the world of sensory experience, our skin
school experience]. 

14.The Lord’s Supper represents the conscious union between
our human self and our Christ Self. A sort of spiritual
alchemy takes place as symbolized by the bread and wine.
And it takes place in the Upper Room which signifies a
high state of spiritual consciousness. When we are in an
‘Upper Room’ state of consciousness we have the wisdom
to know the difference between sacred truths and false-
hoods. We know the difference between the centrifugal
force of materiality and the pull of Spirit.

15.The maya-like susceptibility alluded to in verse 20 refers
to mindlessly expressing our sensory perversion of reality
that is based on a host of illusions, fabrications, fantasies,
hallucinations, and delusions. Maya comes from the Sanskrit
root ma which means “to measure, to effect, to form, to
limit.” Its esoteric significance is prompted by the limited,
sense-soaked lens we use to understand reality that ‘sees’
things unclearly from an unenlightened eye. Astrophysicist
Amit Goswami puts it another way, in “Consciousness,
quantum physics, and the mind-body problem,” Journal of
Mind and Behavior, 1990; 11: 75-96: “The immanent world
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is not maya; not even the ego is maya. The real maya is the
separateness. Feeling and thinking we are really separate from
the whole is the illusion. Our separateness  the major source
of the selfishness and callousness that leads to violence  is
an illusion. Beyond this illusion, the separateness that is in
appearance only, stands the unitive reality of inseparability.”

16.See Rev. 8:7.

17.The talent (talentum, talanton 'scale, balance, sum') was
one of several ancient units of mass, a commercial weight,
as well as corresponding units of value equivalent to the
masses of a precious metal. The talent of gold was known
to Homer, who described how Achilles gave a half-talent
of gold to Antilochus as a prize. A talent is measured by
the mass of water required to fill an amphora (a type of
container). A Greek attic talent was 26 kilograms (57 lb).
A Roman talent was 32.3 kilograms (71 lb). An Egyptian
talent was 27 kilograms (60 lb). A Babylonian talent was
30.3 kilograms (67 lb). The heavy common talent used in
New Testament times was 58.9 kilograms (130 lb.

Chapter Seventeen

1. See Rev. 14, End Note #9.

2. Idolatry is the addiction to material forms. It is influenced
by an external locus of control, giving the world of outer
appearances precedence over our spirituality. Examples of
idols are: the false ‘gods’ of greed, covetousness, jealousy,
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avarice, deceit, etc. In short, material things when we
choose them over spiritual things.

3. In William Evans, The Rainbow Promise: “(We) are taken
into the ‘wilderness’ in order to view the activities of the
self while (we) are apart from the self. (We) would be
unable to view the self’s activities if (we) were locked
within the self, in a deep darkness brought on because of a
lack of light from above” (pg. 256). Being locked in ‘literal
only’ Biblical interpretations is also a form of darkness!
Literal only Biblical interpretations turn out to be lower,
more superficial, incarnations of religious exclusivism.
They are a jalopied spirituality at best  limited to short trips
into dogma and judgmentalness, but entirely unsuitable for
longer, more open-minded excursions into the higher truths
hidden within them. No matter how intellectually gifted we
are we must learn to listen to the wisdom of the heart if we
want to be illumined spiritually. The wilderness referred to
in most sacred scriptures represents the state of confusion
caused by our dogmatic ego which keeps us from opening
our heart to esoteric truths.

4. The Whore of Babylon, the Scarlet Harlot’s full title is
given as ‘Babylon the Great, the Mother of Prostitutes and
Abominations of the Earth.’ The word ‘whore’ can also be
translated metaphorically as ‘idolatress.’ There is much
speculation within fundamental Christian eschatology on
what the whore and beast symbolize. However, from an
esoteric standpoint both refer to the sense-addicted phrenic
mind and our lower divinity-denying nature. In James Pryse,
The Apocalypse Unsealed: As a Goddess, the infernal
Aphrodite, the depraved Virgo symbolizes the anima bruta,
or lower world-soul, which is saturated with sexuality. In
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this role she holds a cup, which is the adjacent constellation
Crater, the Mixing-bowl fabled to have belonged to Iacchocs,
the god of revelry” (pg. 188).

5. Esoterically, the golden cup can also refer to the Golden
Bough mentioned in the epic tale written by Virgil that nar-
rates the underworld adventures of the Trojan hero Aeneas
who is directed by Deiphobe, the sibyl of Cumae, to obtain
a golden bough in order to enter the underworld. The
Golden Bough represents the safety and security of an
enlightened consciousness, a Christed Consciousness.

6. This ‘sensory prison’ in which we find ourselves in our
skin school experiences is really a type of Svapnaian Perch
which means ‘coma consciousness.’ In Sanskrit, svapnaian
means, literally, ‘a dream state.’ Coma consciousness is our
ego-driven, sense-oriented consciousness which is wrapped
up in the illusions spun by the world of outer appearances.
It is a consciousness that dwells on sickness, lack, fear,
guilt, and greed. It means being ordered around by disorder
and a state of gross unawareness that keeps us comatose
and clueless as to our divine origins. It most definitely is a
‘walled in’ consciousness that needs to be resuscitated
because it’s a consciousness that perpetually denies our
innate divinity. It’s a dogmatic consciousness based on a
literal-only interpretation of sacred scripture.

7. Drunkenness implies being intoxicated with soul-denying
error thoughts. Realizing that if we pretend to follow truth
principles and harbor impure thoughts, or crave one error
impulse over another, or habitually choose sense pleasures
over spiritual laws, or gamble on material means to spiritual
ends, or are consistently intoxicated by materiality, or are
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swayed by competing sense appetites we will not understand
or honor our sacred connection with our spiritual nature.

8. Martyrdom also implies mindlessly choosing salty water
[reincarnational experiences] over ethereality [spiritual
illumination].

9. The ‘Book of Life’ the scriptures mention is the quantum
registering of every thought, feeling, choice, and action we
make (in each of our states of being) in the ‘Mind’ of the One
Reality so that each nano-step of our spiritual unfoldment
(return to the Godhead) is recorded. Nothing is lost because
our essence is God essence. The unbroken connection, the
uninterrupted communication, is built into our spiritual
DNA. Whatever we think, whatever direction we take, what-
ever we feel, whatever we do is instantaneously registered 
and recoded  in the memory bank of Cosmic Consciousness.
Multiply our individual being, thinking, and doing by
everyone else’s simultaneous being, thinking, and doing
and you begin to appreciate the magnitude, complexity, and
organization of Divine Mind; 

In 1997, scientists from the University of Geneva in Switzer-
land split a single photon into two separate particles, essen-
tially creating “quantum identical twins.” The quantum pair
was placed in a high-tech chamber composed of two fiber-
optic pathways (similar to those that transmit phone sig-
nals) that extended away from the chamber in opposite
directions (seven miles in all). Then they fired the “twins”
in opposite directions. By the time each twin reached its
termination point, they were separated by a distance of
fourteen miles. What makes this experiment so tantalizing
is that at the termination point the quantum twins were
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forced to choose between two random routes that were
identical in nature? The amazing thing is the twins made
precisely the same choice and traveled the same path each
time the experiment was repeated. The twins acted as if
they were “communicating” with each other and arriving
at the same decision  instantaneously  fourteen miles
apart. Einstein called this ‘spooky action at a distance.’
Today it is referred to as quantum entanglement.

10.Transfiguration is the complete alignment of our ordinary
self with our Christ Self so that our countenance shines as
we assume a complete change of form or appearance which
morphs into a more beautiful or spiritual state. Aldous Huxley
in The Highest State of Consciousness: “There is a kind of
visionary experience which people have with the eyes open
and which consists in a transfiguration of the external
world so that it seems overwhelmingly beautiful and alive
and shining” (pg. 52). Jean Houston, in The Wizard of Us:
“Since ordinary consciousness is founded on the little local
self, and is self-conscious in the little local sense, it follows
that to pass out of that is to die to the ordinary self and the
ordinary world. It is to die in the ordinary sense, but in
another sense, it is to wake up and find that the ‘I,’ one’s real
self, pervades the universe and all other beings” (pg. 111).

11. In James Pryse, The Apocalypse Unsealed: “The mighty
tide of life works out the divine purpose. Even the minor
forces of the individual have in them the impulse of this
purpose  of the God, so that whoever runs counter to it
invites disease and destruction from the very forces that
normally vitalize his physical form. The ‘rulers of the earth’
are the underlying forces of the material world” (pg. 192).
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Also, the discourse of verse 16 comes from Ezekiel 23:22-35,
which outlines how the adulterous Jerusalem is punished.

12.As a matter of spiritual fact, our greater good is never more
than a thought away! It’s closer than the objects that appear
in our rearview mirror. It’s as close as our next breath. It’s
as close as our next thought, intention, word, choice, or
action. By the way, how we are treated as infants by the
people who care for us molds only a few aspects of our
temperament. Traits as basic as fearfulness, curiosity, open-
ness to new experiences, and neuroticism are NOT, despite
the drumbeat of the “gene of the week,” woven immutably
into our DNA. Nor are they stamped irrevocably into our
brain circuits. In Sharon Bagley, Train Your Mind, Change
Your Brain, (pg. 182). In J. Czech, “The Vast Expanse:
Visualizing Collective Consciousness,” Visual News, May
21, 2013, “Being human is such a strange thing. We are
given this opportunity as a conscious being to experience
the universe, yet our perceptions of our self can divide us
and make us forget that we all came from the universe.” Carl
Sagan explains, “The nitrogen in our DNA, the calcium in
our teeth, the iron in our blood, the carbon in our apple pies
were made in the interiors of collapsing stars. We are made
of starstuff.” Though we may look different, dress differently,
and have different beliefs, we are all conscious beings made
up of the same exact stuff.” 
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Chapter Eighteen

1. The pituitary gland is about the size of a pea and weighs
0.5 grams in humans. It is a protrusion off the bottom of the
hypothalamus at the base of the brain, and rests in a small,
bony cavity called the sella turcica (is at the entrance to the
Cave of Brahma, the brain’s third ventricle). The stimulation
and activation of the pituitary affects the hypothalamus region
of the brain resulting in the release of endorphins into the
body. The neo cortex of the brain becomes stimulated and
results in neurons firing into many areas of the brain. This
allows us to use more of our brain’s potential, including
the awakening of latent psychic abilities.

2. This verse implies we were junketeers who fed our penchant
for pursuing pseudoscience, unscrupulous gurus, false teach-
ings, bling for bling’s sake, chasing after material things,
addiction for flamboyance and glamorous artifacts, etc.

3. In The Shambhala Dictionary of Buddhish and Zen: “In
Buddhism the methods for the attainment of liberation con-
centrate on doing away with the belief in an ego… Clinging
to the concept of an ego is the primary cause of all passions”
(pg. 8). Also, in Joel Goldsmith, The Infinite Way: “With-
draw from personal consciousness as rapidly as possible.
Let ‘I’ die” (pg. 171).

4. Secured debt refers to the karma we generate through our
errant thoughts, choices and actions that is attached specifi-
cally to us for repayment. (In legal lingo, secured debt is
backed by a mortgage, pledge of collateral, or other lien).
Our karmic baggage (allotment), our next incarnational
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assignment, and our entry point (portal) into each incarna-
tion are all determined by our accumulated karmic history.

5. We can incur accumulated karma that records our ethereal,
mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual experience and adds
it to our composite genealogy which will constitute our
makeup in the next incarnated version of us. This accumula-
tion of misdeeds is called karmic sludge: the accumulated
karma which is a residue of past poor choices and discordant
actions either generated in our current lifetime and/or carried
over from a previous lifetime.

6. Verse 6 is based on two passages in Jeremiah: “Bring on
them the day of disaster; destroy them with double destruc-
tion.” (17:18b) and “Repay her for her deeds; do to her as
she has done.” (50:29b). 

7. The fundamental lie with the ego’s thought system is its
penchant for chronic self-deception. Verse 7 is based on
Isaiah 47:8: “Now listen, you wanton creature, lounging in
your security and saying to yourself, ‘I am and there is
none besides me. I will never be a widow or suffer the loss
of children.”

8. Esoterically, expunging the last ounce of error refers to the
Great White Throne of Judgment, which is the final transfor-
mational moment when all remaining error thoughts are
consumed by the white heat of Spirit as our egocentric con-
sciousness gives way to an enlightened consciousness.

9. Pearls are thought to give wisdom through experience,
bring wealth, protection and luck. 
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10.Humankind has revered ivory as a symbol of chastity, opu-
lence and virtue since very early in history. Early carvers
worked with the tusks of mastodon, mammoth, rhino,
hippo, walrus, narwhal and modern elephants. 

11. Brass is used in Scripture as the symbol of what is firm,
strong, lasting; hence, ‘gates of brass’ (Psalms 107:16),
‘hoofs of brass’ (Micah 4:13), ‘walls of brass.’ Jeremiah is
made as a ‘brazen wall, (Jeremiah 1:18; 15:20), ‘mountains
of brass’ (Daniel 2:35), the Macedonian empire; the arms of
ancient times were mostly of bronze). It becomes a symbol,
therefore, of hardness, obstinacy, insensibility, in sin, as brow
of brass’ (Isaiah 48:4),  ‘they are brass and iron’ (Jeremiah
6:28), ‘all of them are brass’ (Ezekiel 22:18).

12. In Zachary Lansdowne, The Revelation od Saint John:
“Most of the 28 commodities mentioned in verses 12 and
13 are also mentioned in Ezekiel 27:12-22. Verse 12 is the
only place where thyine wood is mentioned in the Bible.
Thyine wood grows in North Africa, is a member of the
cypress family, and is sometimes called the arar tree. In the
days of the Roman Empire, this wood was used for luxurious
furniture and ornamental work” (pg. 159).

13.Allegorically, this verse is reminiscent of Dante’s Divine
Comedy which represents the journey of the soul towards
God, with the Inferno describing the recognition and rejection
of sin. Each sin's punishment in Inferno is a contrapasso, a
symbolic instance of poetic justice. Such a contrapasso
‘functions not merely as a form of divine revenge, but
rather as the fulfillment of a destiny freely chosen by each
soul during his or her life  in Peter Brand and Lino Pertile’s
The Cambridge History of Italian Literature (pg. 63).
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14.See Rev. 18:12-13.

15.See Rev, 17:1.

16.See Rev. 18:9.

17.Verse 19 seems to be based on Ezekiel 27:29-30: “All who
handle the oars will abandon their ships; the mariners and
all the seamen will stand on the shore. They will raise their
voice and cry bitterly over you; they will sprinkle dust on
their heads and roll in ashes.”

18.Prophets represent discerning insights that characterize our
understanding of the consequences of our thinking, being,
and doing so we can make wiser choices and take more
discerning actions.

19. In James Pryse, The Apocalypse Unsealed: “The destruc-
tion of the Apocalyptic Babylon will come only when
humanity shall have learned to loathe the lusts of the flesh
and to love the glories of the spirit” (pg. 197). Also, Verse
21 is most likely based on Jeremiah 51:63-64: “When you
finish reading this scroll, tie a stone to it, and throw it into
the middle of the Euphrates, and say, ‘Thus shall Babylon
sink, to rise no more, because of the disasters that I am
bring on her.” Our ‘lusts of the flesh’ are prompted by the
limited, sense-soaked lens we use to understand reality that
‘sees’ things unclearly from an unenlightened eye. That
means, of course, we must come to the realization that we
must elevate our consciousness from its Adamic, sense-
soaked state to its higher super-conscious orbit.

20.Verse 22 is probably based on Ezekiel 26:13: “I will put an
end to your noisy songs, and the music of your harps will
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be heard no more.” Also, in Joel Goldsmith, The Nineteen
Hundred Fifty-Nine Infinite Way Letters: “The personal
sense of ‘I’ is always under the necessity of acquiring,
achieving, or attaining. Once this is perceived, it quickly
appears that this personal sense is not a part of God’s universe,
never was, and never can be. We begin to understand that
there is a spiritual Presence and a spiritual Power, and, in
that perception, the personal sense of ‘I’ is lost, and spiritual
harmony begins to appear. To all appearances, we remain
the same as we have always been, except often with
improved health of body or improved condition of purse.
Outwardly, we are the same person, but inwardly we are
now living by Grace” (pg. 86).

21.The Bridal Chamber represents the union of soul and spirit
within us. Valentinian Gnosticism expands this myth to say
that the Christ is the masculine spirit from above which
descends to Sophia, the feminine soul below, in order to
redeem her and ascend together to the Upper Aeons, where
they will unite in the Bridal Chamber. Their meeting [union
of the bride and bridegroom in the Bridal Chamber]
restores the unity which Adam and Eve lost when they
were divided. 

22.Supra-consciousness combines our current understanding of
quantum physics and general relativity along with considera-
tion of super string theory, the evolution of animal and
plant life from simple to complex forms and how this
relates to universal consciousness. The most basic premise
of the theory holds that there was one homogeneous virtually
infinitely energetic substance at the origin of the universe
with the initial emergent properties of matter - energy, space
- time and consciousness - intelligence. Supra-consciousness
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is an advanced state of awareness and thought rarely
reached by most people. In The Supra-Conscious State by
Kenneth Walker is an extract from The Highest State of
Consciousness edited by John W. White, “There are several
different ways of classifying degrees or levels of awareness,
Gurdjieff describes five different levels of consciousness,
namely (1) the level of deep sleep devoid of all dreams; (2)
lighter sleep troubled by dreams; (3) the ordinary level of
consciousness, a state of waking sleep, maintained during
the day; (4) the state of true Self-awareness which we may
seldom attain even momentarily; (5) the highest level of
Cosmic or Universal Consciousness, that is to say, a state
of Supra-consciousness.”(Chpt. 3). 

Chapter Nineteen

1. The word Alleluia (Hallelouia), which is often written as
Hallelujah (Hebrew), is not found anywhere else in the
Bible other than the four times it is mentioned in the Book
of Revelation.

2. Verse 2b is based on Deuteronomy 32:43: “… he will
avenge the blood of his servants.”

3. Verse 3b is very similar to Isaiah 34:10: “… the smoke
thereof shall go up forever.”

4. Carol Parrish, in New Age Christianity, “The mystical mar-
riage is a magical moment in the lives of both personality
and soul when the two become one. Designated within the
context of the path of initiation as the third initiation trans-
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figuration at this conjunction the personality that has been
prepared is so changed, it has adapted to the energy of the
soul and welcomes the union of soul to itself. It is most
often thought of as the soul (feminine) flowing down and
into the life of personality (masculine) and the physical
life.” Also, in Joel Goldsmith, The Gift of Love: “When an
individual under the sense of separation from God becomes
reunited in Spirit and finds in the relationship conscious union
with God, this is termed the mystical marriage.” Also, in
William Evans, The Rainbow Promise: “The marriage of the
Lamb is more than just the uniting of the physical body with
its spiritual purposes. This image also refers to the uniting of
the new consciousness of self (consisting of the purified
aspects of the conscious and subconscious minds, which
became one at the fall of the ego-driven self)” (pg. 286).  

Also, Alice Bailey, in Esoteric Psychology, Vol. 1: “The
spiritually new-born … will be those who have brought
together, consciously and within themselves, the two
aspects of soul and body, and thus have consummated the
‘mystical marriage’ (pg. 314). Alexander Maven in The
Journal of Transpersonal Psychology, Vol. 1, No. 1, 1996
poses an interesting interpretation of the mystic marriage:
“Most mystics have thought of the mystic marriage as a spir-
itual union with God. It is characterized by losing a separate
identity and merging in oneness with God; it is beyond sens-
ing, perceiving, reasoning, or understanding; it is ineffable;
it includes feelings of immortalization, bliss, ecstasy and
limitlessness. These experiences seem analogous to a
description of the union of sperm and ovum. In that mystical
biological union the sperm penetrates or is absorbed by the
ovum and dissolves; its protoplasm merges and its chromo-
somes pair off with the like parts of the ovum. The result
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is that the ovum is transformed from a gamete into a zygote
and the sperm ceases to exist as a separate entity but continues
to exist as an integral part of the zygote.”

5. The fine linen mentioned in verse 8 probably refers to
byssus cloth. Two qualities of the 'byssus' are specially
marked as characteristic in 'exodus' (old testament)
:...'clothed in pure and shining linen.'... 'she should be
arrayed in byssus vestments, shining and pure; for the
byssus vestment is the righteousness of the saints.' in the
bible the term 'byssus' is used for the fine white Egyptian
linen. Byssus cloth was a fine cloth, naturally yellow in
color, and mystically represents the auric color of saints.

6. James Pryse in The Apocalypse Unsealed: “Absolute certainty
of the divine, immortal nature, the conscious spiritual Self,
can be had only through the sacred trance, in which all the
lower faculties are placed in abeyance, the clamor of the
senses, emotions and thoughts completely stilled, so that
in the perfect peace and silence of the soul the voice of the
inner Self may become audible” (pg. 199-200). Also, in
Joel Goldsmith, Parenthesis in Eternity: “When we have
broken through this human exterior of mind and, through
meditation, have contacted the Source, we are then one
with the spiritual mind of the universe, which is the mind
of the Buddha, of Jesus, of Lao-tse, and the mind of every
spiritual saint and seer. We have become one with it when we
have become one with the Source of our own life” (pg. 52).

7. In Cynthia Bourgeault, Unitive Consciousness, “In the Ara-
maic language of Jesus’s immediate followers, one of the
earliest titles given to him was Ihidaya, “ the Single One,”
or the “Unified One.” In context, it speaks unmistakably
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of this state of inner oneness; it designates the anthropos,
the fully realized human being: the enlightened master of
Eastern tradition, or the monad or “undivided one” of hermeti-
cism.” Don MacGregor, in Kingdom of God Revisited, “We
come from this state of oneness with God, the place where
all is seen as interconnected, where there is no separateness
between God and humans, or between humans and humans,
and between humanity and all creation. The spiritual path is
the journey we undertake to get back to that. Everything is
interconnected  as particle physics is now showing in the
entangled nature of all particles in this physical reality,
through the zero-point and Akashic fields of energy. Six
hundred years ago this was recognized by the Christian
mystic, Hildegaard of Bingen: “Everything that is in the
heavens, in the earth, and under the earth is penetrated with
connectedness, penetrated with relatedness.” The modern
name for this rewiring of the brain to a state of oneness is
non-dual consciousness, or unitive consciousness. Once
attained only by the greatest of mystics, unitive conscious-
ness is being sought after and found for brief moments by
many today.”

8. Word, or Logos is the potentializing aspect of God; the Christ;
the cosmic beingness which underwrites all manifestation; the
Eternal Isness which forms Itself into light, sound, vibration,
and energy; the manifested Absolute in the world of form;
the entire manifested and unmanifested universe(s). In The
Coming of the Cosmic Christ, Matthew Fox quotes Meister
Eckhart: “If every creature is a word of God, then the suffering
of every creature is the suffering of the word of God.” The
Logos-figure described in the Book of Revelation is a com-
posite of the seven sacred planets: He has the snowy-white
hair of Kronos (Father Time), the blazing eyes of wide-seeing
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Zeus, the sword of Arcs, the shining face of Helios, and the
chiton and girdle of Aphrodite. His feet are of mercury, the
metal sacred to Hermes, and his voice is like the murmur
of the ocean's waves (many waters), alluding to Selene, the
Moon-Goddess of the four seasons and of the waters.

9. See Rev. 12:7. Michael is mentioned three times in the
Book of Daniel. The idea that Michael was the advocate of
the Jews became so prevalent that in spite of the rabbinical
prohibition against appealing to angels as intermediaries
between God and his people, Michael came to occupy a cer-
tain place in Jewish liturgy. In the Book of Revelation, Michael
leads God's armies against satan’s forces where, during the
war in heaven, he defeats satan.

10. In Marjorie Russell, Oneness of All Life, “Within and yet
behind each invisible atom reposes the life order, love, and
intelligence of Spirit, transmitted from the Absolute into a
condition that appears as dense as matter. Behind each
waterfall, every ripple in the sea, each furrow of brown
earth, within the throbbing breast of every singing bird and
each brilliant flower is the presence of the Infinite.” 

11. A lake of fire appears, in both ancient Egyptian and Christian
religions, as a place of after- death destruction of the wicked.
The phrase is used four times in the Book of Revelation: Rev.
19:20; 20:10; 20:14-15; and 21:8. According to the Coffin
Texts and other works, the underworld contained fiery rivers
and lakes as well as fire demons which threatened the
wicked. Hippolytus of Rome (d. 235) pictured Hades (the
abode of the dead) as containing ‘a lake of unquenchable
fire’ at the edge of which the unrighteous ‘shudder in horror
at the expectation of the future judgment, (as if they were)
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already feeling the power of their punishment.’ The Por-
tuguese visionary Lucia Santos reported that the Virgin
Mary (Our Lady of Fatima) had given her a vision of hell
as a sea of fire: “Our Lady showed us a great sea of fire
which seemed to be under the earth. Plunged in this fire
were demons and souls in human form, like transparent
burning embers, all blackened or burnished bronze, float-
ing about in the conflagration, now raised into the air by
the flames that issued from within themselves together with
great clouds of smoke, now falling back on every side like
sparks in a huge fire, without weight or equilibrium, and amid
shrieks and groans of pain and despair, which horrified us and
made us tremble with fear.” Also, in Zachary Lansdowne,
The Revelation of Saint John: “The Revelation is the only
book in the Bible that has the notion of a “lake of fire,” but
extra-Biblical Jewish writings have similar concepts: 1
Enoch 54:1 refers to the place of judgment as a ‘valley,
deep and burning with fire”; and 2 Enoch 10:2 describes a
place of terror including a “rover of fire’ (pg. 173).

Chapter Twenty

1. Verse 1 is similar to Rev. 9:1 because both verses depict
something coming down from heaven holding a key to the
bottomless pit.

2. The number 1,000 is the numbers 1, 10 and 100 amplified.
It represents seeing and expressing our transcendentalness
and universality as spiritual beings having a skin school
experience. It means fully recognizing that matter is frozen
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Spirit. It could also represent the relative time between
physical incarnations, our non-incarnational beingness, or
our non-incarnational and incarnational completeness.
According to the Talmudic tradition, 1,000 is the symbol
of the imperishable doctrine. In Isaiah 60:22 the increase
of 1 to 1000 characterizes the Messianic time. In Psalm
105:8 the alliance that God concludes with Abraham was
valid for 1000 generations. The numerical value of the
Hebrew word ThM meaning complete or perfect is 1000.

3. Repression is our psychological attempt to repel our desires
and impulses toward pleasurable instincts by excluding our
desires from waking consciousness and holding or subduing
them in the unconscious. Repression often plays a major role
in many mental illnesses. It ensures that what is unacceptable
to the conscious mind, and would, if recalled, arouse anxiety,
is prevented from entering our waking consciousness.
Freud called repression ‘the cornerstone on which the whole
structure of psychoanalysis rests.’

4. In Alice Bailey, Esoteric Psychology: “The disciple puts
(h/herself) into the positive or conditioning environment
wherein the trials and the discipline are unavoidable and
inevitable. When the mind has reached a relatively high
stage of development, the memory aspect is evoked in a new
and conscious manner and then every latent pre-disposition,
every racial and national instinct, every unconquered situation
and every controlling fault rises to the surface of conscious-
ness and then  the fight is on.” (pg. 207-8).

5. In James Pryse, The Apocalypse Unsealed: “The thrones
and those enthroned on them represent a typical individual
in a series of incarnations, after each of which, upon the death
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of the physical body, the enthroned Self passes judgment upon
the deeds and misdeeds, on the planes of thought, emotion
and action, of the lower self during the preceding earth life.
All the pure and noble thoughts, sentiments, aspirations
and memories are retained and remain in the deathless
Mind, the Nous, throughout the season of subjective peace
and bliss which the soul then experiences; but all the
worthless and evil elements are rejected and left to remain
dormant in the lower psychic realm, dying the ‘second
death,’ and coming to life only when the soul again
descends into the spheres of generation.” (pg. 205).

6. Metaphysically, beheading symbolizes putting ego aside,
going beyond merely intellectual knowledge into a higher
spiritual understanding, surrendering one’s human personality
to one’s spiritual individuality. It means restricting the analyt-
ical mind from interfering with higher spiritual perception. It
also represents ‘dying within ourselves’ by removing the
influence of the unenlightened ego once and for all (decapita-
tion). It infers losing the power of rationality and/or  succumb-
ing to irrational thought. Beheading refers to ‘mystical
death,’ symbolized in all great religions by decapitation
(John the Baptist was beheaded). It the process through
which all that is false [the unenlightened ego] is removed,
leaving only the purity of the free consciousness. Beheading
is called ‘annihilation’ in the Buddhist tradition.

7. Joel Goldsmith, in The Contemplative Life: “There is
within every one of us this Infinite Invisible which, in
Christian mysticism, is called the Christ or Spirit of god in
(us) … No change takes place in our outer life except in
proportion to our awareness of the inner Presence and
Power, but as we awaken to this Spirit within us, It
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becomes the very substance, life, law, and activity of our
experience in the without” (pg. 200). W. Stace, in The
Teachings of the Mystics: “Mysticism is characterized by
the apprehension of an ultimate nonsensuous unity in all
things, a oneness or a One to which neither the sense nor
the reason can penetrate” (pg. 14). Evelyn Underhill, in
Mysticism: “Mysticism is the organic process of establish-
ing conscious relation with the Absolute. The movement
toward this consummation is not merely the sudden admis-
sion to an overwhelming vision of Truth: though such daz-
zling glimpses may be vouchsafed to the soul. It is rather
an ordered movement towards ever higher levels of reality,
ever closer identification with the Infinite” (pg. 82). In
Gabriel Uhlein, Meditations With Hildegard of Bingen, he
quotes Hildegard: “It is God whom human beings know in
every creature. Without the Word of God no creature has
meaning. God’s Word is in all creation, visible and invisi-
ble. The Word is living, being, spirit, all verdant greening.
This Word is manifest in every creature” (pg. 37).

8. In William Evans, The Rainbow Promise: “ This thousand
year period is called the first resurrection, because it will
be a time when we will first be restored to an awareness of
our true nature. By acting out God’s Will, we will discover
by experience the spiritual truths that we now accept only
through faith. By temporarily removing the rebellious spirit
from our lives, we choose to recover the truth about our
spiritual nature and to wake up from the sleep that is ours
by nature of being in the physical plane” (pg. 304-5).

9. Alice Bailey, in The Rays and the Initiations: “The unal-
terable tendency of the subconscious nature to penetrate to
the surface of consciousness is a reflex activity in the estab-
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lishing of the continuity of consciousness. This reflex
activity of the lower nature corresponds to the development
of the continuity between the super-conscious and the con-
sciousness which develops upon the Path of discipleship”
(pg. 452).

10.The etymology of both the names Gog and Magog remains
uncertain. The ma at the beginning of Magog may indicate
a land, or it may mean "from", so that Magog means "of the
land of Gog" or "from Gog" In researching Ezekiel’s treat-
ment of Gog and Magog, Daniel Block, The Book of
Ezekiel, “Why the prophet's gaze should have focused on
these particular nations is unclear," says Daniel Block in a
recent study of Ezekiel 25-48, but suggests that their
remoteness and reputation for violence and mystery "made
Gog and his confederates perfect symbols of the archetypal
enemy, rising against God and his people” (pg. 436).

11. A belief in God’s immanence holds that God is present in
all of creation, while remaining distinct from it. In other
words, there is no place where God is not. God’s sovereign
control extends everywhere simultaneously. It is often con-
trasted with transcendence which holds that the divine is
seen to occupy a place outside the material world. Verse
9b is probably based on Ezekiel 39:6, “I will send a fire on
Magog, and among them that dwell carelessly in the isles;
and they shall know that I am the Lord.” In one of the great
classics of Taoist literature, the Book of Chuang Tzu, the
immanence of the transcendent Ground of All Existence is
expressed” “Do not ask whether the Principle is in this or
in that; it is in all beings. It is supreme, universal, total…
It has ordained that all things should be limited, but is Itself
unlimited, infinite. As to what pertains to manifestation,
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the Principle causes the succession of its phases, but is not
this succession. It is the author of causes and effects, but is
not the causes and effects. It is the author of condensations
and dissipations (birth and death, changes of state), but is
not Itself condensations and dissipations… All proceeds
from It and is under Its influence. It is in all things, but is
not identical with beings, for it is neither differentiated nor
limited.”

12.See Rev. 19:20. 

13.At the level of the Absolute, there is no duality. All is One.
Quantum physics is beginning to catch on, too! The One
(God, El Shaddai, Ahura Mazda, Omitofo, Yehovah, Allah,
Brahman, EK Onkar, Yahweh, Aigonz, Ishvara, Dadar,
Mino-satihgar, Japa, Elohim, Infinite Invisibleness, Kane,
Siebog, Odin) becoming the many (matter in all of its
forms: human beings, intergalactic beings, cosmic beings,
invisible beings, planets, suns, galaxies, universes is an
ancient dictum. And, so, I propose, in a quantumly spiritual
sense, the One expresses Itself as a wave and becomes the
many (particle) when consciousness assumes separation
and duality [collapsed wave]. We are the activity of God
(the One by many names) expressing Itself into visibility
at the point of us. Most of the esoteric wisdom traditions
allude to this truth. Collapsed waves are particles express-
ing isness in limited, parametered forms. As collapsed
“spiritual waves” we humans have chosen a “particulate
existence” (an incarnation) in order to understand who we
really are. (It appears that when a light photon is not being
observed, it exists in its wave form, but at the moment it is
observed, the wave collapses and becomes a particle. The
act of observation collapses potentiality into reality. Prior
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to being observed, the wave exists in a state of potentiality.
That potential becomes Alpha manifest into a particularity
when we look at it. Also, in Alice Bailey, Discipleship in
the New Age, Vol. 1: “Behind them all looms immanent,
stupendous, and glorious  that of which these dualities are
but the aspects: the Presence, immanent yet transcendent,
of Deity” (pg. 390).

14.See Rev. Chapter 3, End Note 5. Also, James Pryse, The
Apocalypse Unsealed: “The Conqueror must render an
account of all (h/her past incarnations: the records in their
scrolls are reviewed, and then all are summed up in the
Lamb’s great scroll of life  the comprehensive record of
the incarnating Self. All (h/her) deeds that (h/she) ever did
in the physical and psychic worlds, spring to life in the
Eternal memory”  (pg. 208).

Chapter Twenty-One

1. In James Pryse, The Apocalypse Unsealed: “The microcosmic
‘universe,’ the lower self which had been evolved during
the generative aeons, has fulfilled its purpose, and is
superceded by a new Universe, a new cycle of spiritual
evolution transcendent in glory” (pg. 210). Also, Verse 1a
echoes Isaiah 65:17, “Behold, I create new heavens and a
new earth; and the former shall not be remembered, nor
come into mind.” Plotinus quoted in John White (Editor),
The Highest State of Consciousness: “Each being contains
in itself the whole intelligible world. All is everywhere.
Each is there All, and All is each. (Humankind) as it now
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is has ceased to be the All. But when (ewe) cease to be an
individual, (we) raise ourselves again and penetrate the
whole world again” (pg. 63).

2. This highly spiritualized union is called the mystical marriage.
The term mystical marriage is used in the language of St.
Teresa of Avila and St. John of the Cross to describe the
highest phase in our spiritual journey. It designates the
mystical union between our Christ Nature and us. It is the
highest and most exalted state that is attainable by the us
in this life. This is also referred to as alpha ‘transforming
union,’ ‘consummate union,’ and ‘deification.’ In her book
the Interior Castle, St. Teresa of Avila calls it “the seventh
mansion or the seventh resting-place’ of the ‘interior castle.’
To describe it symbolically, she tells us that this is the inner-
most portion of the heart where our innate divinity dwells”
(pg.117).

3. Verse 3 is most likely based on Leviticus 26:11-12, “And
I will set my tabernacle among you: and my soul shall not
abhor you. And I will walk among you, and will be your
God, and you shall be my people.”

4. Verse 5 is similar to Isaiah 43:19, “Behold, I will do a thing.”
Also, Jiddu Krishnamurti, in The First and Last Freedom: “It
is only when the mind is free from the old that it meets every-
thing anew, and in that there is joy” (pg. 248).

5. See Rev. Chapter One, End Note #7.

6. Verse 10 is probably based on Ezekiel 40:2, “In visions of
god he took me to the land of Israel and set me on a very
high mountain, on whose south side were some buildings
that looked like a city.”
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7. Our aura is biopsychic emanation from quantum beings,
including us, that contains our vital energies; this personal
spiritual atmosphere contains colorful spiritual energies
that permeate the egg-shaped luminous auric envelope
(sheath) that surrounds our physical body. If consciousness
is internal cosmic radiation, the aura of mystics and the
stylized halo of saints can be explainable as self-induced
electromagnetic energy stepped up into the visible light
area of the spectrum by their ‘spiritual purity.’ Also,
Omraam Aïvanhov, in The Book of Revelation: “A wall is
a protection; the wall surrounding the Heavenly City is the
symbol of a powerful aura that surrounds and protects (us),
for (we) who possess a powerful aura are protected by the
radiance of (our) own light” (pg. 178). Also, James Pryse
in The Apocalypse Unsealed: “The iaspis is thought by
some authorities to have been the diamond or opal, and the
latter supposition is doubtless correct, as the self-luminous
aura, basically white but coruscating with all seven colors,
resembles a brilliant opal. The aura (wall of the city) has
twelve force-centers, where the twelve cosmic forces
(apostles) are focused on the microcosm, and these are
related to the twelve orifices of the body  the twelve gate-
ways of the city” (pg. 212).

8. The New Jerusalem is our newly alchemicalized body (the
golden wedding garment) with its 12 major orifices: 2
eyes, 2 nostrils; 2 ears, 2 nipples, 1 mouth, I anus, 1 urethra,
1 vagina; 12 major body systems: cardiovascular system
(the blood circulation with heart, arteries and veins), digestive
system (processing food with mouth, esophagus, stomach
and intestines), endocrine system (communicating within
the body using hormones), excretory system (eliminating
wastes from the body), immune system (defending against
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disease-causing agents), integumentary system (skin, hair
and nails), lymphatic system, muscular system (moving the
body with muscles), nervous system  (collecting, transfer-
ring and processing information with brain and nerves),
reproductive system (the sex organs), respiratory system
(the organs used for breathing, the lungs), skeletal system
(structural support and protection through bones), sensory
system (eyes, ears, nose, tongue, skin); 12 main body
organs: brain, lungs, heart, stomach, large intestine, small
intestine, liver, gall bladder, pancreas, spleen, kidney, urinary
bladder); 12 senses: the five (5) physical senses plus the
seven (7) awakened chakras [churches]). 

9. In Zachary Lansdowne, The Revelation of Saint John:
“Ezekiel 48:30-34 describes a city with twelve gates that
are named after the twelve tribes of Israel. In the Revelation,
the name of something represents its underlying nature.
The twelve tribes were descended from and named after
the twelve sons of Jacob. Genesis 49 describes the obedient
nature of these sons: when summoned by their father, they
gathered around him to hear his prophecies concerning
them” (pg. 189).

10.Charles Fillmore, in The Revealing Word: “Jesus’ twelve
apostles were: Peter (faith); Andrew (strength); James, son
of Zebedee (wisdom); John (love); Philip (power);
Bartholomew (imagination); Thomas ( understanding);
Matthew (will); James (order); Simon the Cananaean
(zeal); Thaddaeus (release); and Judas (life conserver).

11. Verse 15 is based on Ezekiel 40:3-6 which describes a man
with a measuring rod who appears like brass and carefully
measures the walls, gates, and rooms of the ‘House of Israel.’
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12.The City that lieth foursquare is our heart with its four
chambers. It is often referred to as the throne of God within
us. See Chapter 4, End Note 2.

13.This length and breath balance refers to a cube. The con-
sciousness we possess when we are incarnated (unfolding
a cube turns it into a cross), represents our human form
with outstretched arms, forming the cross  our crucified
material form. A cube is also implied in the description of
the dimensions of the holy of holies in King Solomon’s
temple. Also, the Arabic Kaaba is a cuboid building at the
center of Islam’s most sacred mosque, Al-Masjid al-Haram
in Mecca, Saudi Arabia. The Arabic word Kaaba comes
from the Arabic ka'bah meaning ‘square house,’ which in
turn comes from ka'b meaning ‘cube.’ Its equivalent
(replica in heaven) which in the Islamic traditions is situ-
ated above the Kaaba is known as Bait al-Ma'mur, which
is how Muhammad described it after narrating about his
Isra wal Mi'raj journey. According to tradition the Kaaba
was built by Abraham. It is stated in the Qur'an that this
was the first house that was built for humanity to worship
Allah (God). The Kaaba is thought to be at the center of
the world, with the Gate of Heaven directly above it. It
marks the location where the sacred world intersects with
the profane. The embedded Black Stone ,located on the
Kaaba's eastern corner, is a further symbol of this as a
meteorite that had fallen from the sky and linked heaven
and earth.

14.This verse is based on Exodus 28:15-21: “And thou shalt
make the rational of judgment with embroidered work of
divers colours, according to the workmanship of the ephod,
of gold, violet, and purple, and scarlet twice dyed, and fine
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twisted linen. It shall be four square and doubled: it shall
be the measure of a span both in length and in breadth. And
thou shalt set in it four rows of stones. In the first row shall
be a sardius stone, and a topaz, and an emerald: In the second
a carbuncle, a sapphire, and a jasper: In the third a ligurius, an
agate, and an amethyst: In the fourth a chrysolite, an onyx,
and a beryl. They shall be set in gold by their rows. And
they shall have the names of the children of Israel: with
twelve names shall they be engraved, each stone with the
name of one according to the twelve tribes.” 

Also, Everett Irion, in Interpreting the Revelation With
Edgar Cayce: “It seems not unreasonable to compare these
stones with the twelve major divisions of the body. The
stones are not just stones; they possess properties, just as
the major divisions of the body have special functions and
specific works to do. There is an activity in the body relative
to that in the stone worn by the priests as they moved into their
inner temples. These stones must relate to body activities
which help in regeneration” (pg. 178). Stones of fire are
mentioned in Ezekiel which parallel accounts of paradises,
posthumous worlds and fairylands that are found in all of
the faith traditions throughout the world. 

15.William Evans, in The Rainbow Promise: “The stones
found in the foundation of the new consciousness (New
Jerusalem) are mainly the same stones which the Hebrew
high priest wore on his breastplate” (pg. 322).

16. In James Pryse, The Apocalypse Unsealed: “Placed in a
circle, as if incorporated in the aura, these colored stones
form approximately the prismatic scale, and are thus iden-
tical with the rainbow which encircles the throne of God”
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(pg. 214). Also, Alice Bailey, in A Treatise on Cosmic Fire,
likens the rainbow effect as the ‘Twelve-Petalled Egoic Lotus.’
The unfoldment of each petal symbolizes the attainment of
wisdom. After our spiritual illumination, the lotus ‘palpitates
with every color in the rainbow which resembles the rays of
the sun.

17. In Christopher Hills, Nuclear Evolution: “It appears that
Jesus possessed a rainbow body, and his disciples, just before
his death, actually saw the radiance of it manifest… He was
in a higher state of vibratory energy which he didn’t normally
manifest… Unbeknown to us, we, too, have a rainbow body.
That is, until we tune into its vibratory unity, we will not know
it is there for us to use. The rainbow body is another name for
the vajra body or vajra yana; yana means vehicle and vajra
means indestructible, indivisible, adamantine, meaning
uncuttable in the same way that a diamond is adamantine.
Vajra (Sanskrit, like dorje (Tibetan), means thunderbolt. It’s
like a thunderbolt because it comes at us like a thunderbolt.
This is the kind of consciousness vajra is; it’s indestructible
and all-powerful” (pg. 16).

18.Gold means a purified consciousness, an illumined conscious-
ness. And streets of gold refers to our fully quickened central
and peripheral nervous systems. It also represents our
higher streams of thought after we are fully enlightened.

19.Verse 23 is based on Isaiah 60:19, “The sun will no more
be your light by day; nor will the brightness of the moon
shine on you, for the Lord will be your everlasting light,
and your God will be your glory.”
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20.Verse 25 could be based on Isaiah 60:11, “Your gates will
always stand open, they will never be shut, day or night,
so that men will bring you the wealth of nations.”

21.Verse 27 is like Isaiah 52:1, “Put on your garments of
splendor, O Jerusalem, the holy city. The uncircumcised
and defiled will not enter you again.”

Chapter Twenty-Two

1. In Zachary Lansdowne, The Revelation of Saint John:
“Verse 1 and 2 are based on the description of the sacred
river in Ezek. 47:1-12. This river originates from under the
threshold of the temple, flows past the altar, and eventually
reaches the Dead Sea, where it heals the water of its saltiness
so that fish can live; along the banks are trees bearing fresh
fruit each month and having leaves that can be used for
healing” (pg. 195).

2. See Chapter Two, End Note #3.

3. This is cellular theology at its best. Each cell, every molecule,
each atom is a sacred tabernacle of Spirit. These sacred tab-
ernacles are connected. There is no denominational sparing.
Their biology is their theology. When we realize the signifi-
cance of this invisible connection we will honor the human
soul’s relationship to Spirit. When we acknowledge this
connection, from soul to cell, our body becomes the highly-
charged sacred ground of our being. When we achieve this
perfect synchrony we experience the inner peace, joy,
health, and wholeness which are the truth of us.
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4. Quantum physicists describe the holographic nature of the
universe as “holomovement”  with every part containing
the whole. Suppose the ‘whole-in-each-part’ applies to us
when it comes to our relationship with the One Presence?
You could say that makes us divine holograms in human
form. As holograms, we are God stuff becoming conscious
of our God stuffness. We are the total spiritual package who
doesn’t know we are the total spiritual package. To extend
the analogy, those who realize they are the Presence of God
expressing as them can sense their ‘holomovement’ status.
Those who are oblivious to their divine ‘hologramness’ are
running around as ‘holomovements’ without any real
appreciation of their oneness with Spirit.

5. ‘Practicing the Presence of God’ is a phrase from the collected
teachings of Brother Lawrence (born Nicholas Herman), a
17th-century Carmelite monk. Compiled by Father Joseph de
Beaufort, the compilation includes letters, as well as records
of his conversations kept by Brother Lawrence's interlocutors.
The basic theme of the phrase is the development of an
awareness of the presence of God through our thoughts,
words and actions. A summary of his approach can be
gleaned from the following passage from his book, The
Practice of the Presence of God: “That he had always been
governed by love, without selfish views; and that having
resolved to make the love of GOD the end of all his
actions.”

6. The fifth basic belief of Unity Worldwide Ministries is: It’s
not enough to know Truth Principles, you must apply them.

7. In W. R. Kaufman, Karma, Rebirth and the Problem of
Evil: “Karma is a Sanskrit word that means action, work
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or deed; it also refers to the principle of causality where
intent and actions of an individual influence the future of
that individual. Good intent and good deed contribute to
good karma and future happiness, while bad intent and bad
deed contribute to bad karma and future suffering” (pg. 17).

8. The ‘dark night of the soul’ mentioned in this verse is the
phase of our unfoldment in which we question and experience
our weaknesses and vulnerabilities so we can rise above
human limitations and make the adjustments we need to
prepare ourselves for Christhood. It is the struggle to
release ourselves from the bondage of the unenlightened
ego and embrace the light and radiance of our divine nature
as human expressions of the Eternal Presence. Mother
Teresa of Calcutta, according to letters released in 2007, “
experienced an extended period of the ‘dark night of the soul’
which may be the most extensive such case on record, lasting
from 1948 almost up until her death in 1997, with only brief
interludes of relief between as reported in David van Biema,
“Mother Teresa’s Crisis of Faith,” Time Magazine, August
23, 2007. Claire Myers Owens, in The Highest State of
Consciousness wrote: “It is interesting to note that those
who have written with passionate sorrow of their ‘dark night’
are generally those who have had sudden and spontaneous
experiences for which they were unprepared. References to
this condition in the literature of Hinduism and Buddhism
occur in a context so systematized, by reason of their methods
of preparation for self-discovery, that they are accepted as
part of the process of growth” (pg. 145).

9. Amen means permanency, what is true, a spiritual certainty,
or it is so. It is  Om-ness objectified. Its use in Judaism
dates back to its earliest texts. In Islam amen is the standard
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close to supplications. In Christianity, it usually ends
prayers and hymns, but is also used to denote strong agree-
ment as in “amen to that” or “Do I hear an amen?”

N
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You might be interested in exploring other spiritually-oriented
books by Rev. Dr. Bil Holton:

The Gospel of Matthew, New Metaphysical Version
The Gospel of Mark, New Metaphysical Version
The Gospel of Luke, New Metaphysical Version
Spiritually Speaking: A Metaphysical Interpretation of

Spiritual, Religious, and Modern Day Secular Terms (for
those who are more spiritual than religious)

Power Up Your Life! Accessing Your Twelve Powers to
Achieve Health, Happiness, Abundance, & Inner Peace

Crackerjack Choices: 200 of the Best Choices You 
Will Ever Make*

Right Thoughts, Right Choices, Right Actions: 200 of the
Best Choices Unity People Will Ever Make*

Business Prayers for Millenium Managers*
Get Over It! The Truth About What You Know That Just

Ain’t So**
Get Over These, Too! More Truth About What You Know

That Just Ain’t So!**
*   Co-authored with Rev. Dr. Cher Holton
** Co-authored with Rev. Dr. Paul Hasselbeck

Ordering/Speaking Information:
To order copies of Dr. Holton’s books, and request information
about scheduling him for speaking engagements, visit his web-
site at http://www.YourSpiritualPractice.com or by contacting
his office at 919.767.9620.
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